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UNIFORMITY DEPENDABILITY

EFFICIENCY

OSSOR

PENTAGRID

VALVES

In these three Cossor Pentagrids is found the
solution to really efficient single -valve frequency
changing in Super Het. Receivers.

COSSOR
Type 210 P G.

By reason of their special construction these
valves are inherently free from the harmonics

(2 Volts)

usually associated with frequency changers, and
the signal-to-noise ratio is particularly favourable.
CURVES

The Cossor 41 M.P.G. in addition to eliminating
the disadvantages associated with previous frequency changing systems, provides an even higher
gain than is possible with a separate Oscillator
and Detector.

Vs

The battery type -210 P.G. also has a very high
gain per milliamp of H.T. consumption.
7

for BATTERY. A.C. and A.C./D.C. RECEIVERS
COMP 41 M,P.G.

COSSOR 13 P.G.A.,

2 Volt Battery Type

A.C. Mains Type

A.C./D,C. or D.C. Mains

2

Filament Current (Amps.)
.1
Mod. Anode Voltage (Max.) 150
Screen Voltage (Max.)
80
Mod. Grid Voltage

(Variable) - 0.9

Osc. Anode Voltage (M x.) 150

1816
Melody Dept.
Highbury Grove 1-onrktri, N.5

-

13

-

.2

201"

201 -

-1.5 to -20

prices do not apply

I.F.S.

also include a copy of the Cossor

1

0

lite

1
WM

or
Er

A-40.0. S

MODULATOR GRID VOLTAGE (VG 4

COSSOR
Typv13 P.G.A.

WIRELESS BOOK!

Please send Inc full particulars
of these Cossor Pentagrid valves and

40 page Wireless Book.

in

1

COSSOR
Ts pc 41 M P.G.

Mod. Anode Voltage ( Max.) 250
Screen Voltage (Max.)
100

Osc. Anode Voltage (Max.) 100

FREE -NEW
To A.C. COSSOR LTD.,

Heater Voltage
Heater Current (Amps.)

Mod. Grid Voltage
(Variable)
-1.5 to -20
Osc. Anode Voltage (Max.) 200

These

5
4
3
2
MODULATOR GRID VOLTS

Type

Heater Voltage
4
Heater Current (Amps.) 1
Mod. Anode Voltage (Max.) 250
Screen Voltage (Max.)
100
Mod. Grid Voltage
(Variable)

6

60

(4 voi, ).

COSSOR 210 P.O.

Filament Volts -

TAN. AT

VA., o -Vow

113 Volts)

z

A 40 -page book packed with
useful and interesting information
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-how a
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
Mr. F. J. Camm's New
Receiver!
For many months the problem
of selectivity has held the attention of designers of wireless
receivers, and on all sides it has
been admitted that the only real

every constructor will be able to
take advantage of this new develop-

ment, and may build a receiver
which will end for all time his
difficulties in station separation.
Quality has been maintained at
a

high level-due to the

in-

corporation of a linear detector

Trade Unions in the development of
industry in the West.

Talk on Welsh Culture

TORWERTH C. PEATE will deal with

1

the vast amount of work which is

necessary to obtain a complete picture of
the Welsh rural tradition in a talk in the
Welsh Interlude for National listeners on
October 20th. He will indicate several
aspects of Welsh culture which have been
neglected and will suggest ways in which

solution to interference -free recep- (without reaction), and the output Wales, through preserving her folk material,
tion is to be found in the super- is sufficient for all normal require - could give a lead to other countries.
heterodyne circuit. Unfortunately,
Chamber Music Concerts

this has hitherto necessitated the
employment of multi -valve receivers and tricky circuits, with all
the attendant difficulties which

!MOMENTOUS'

arise from various constructional
and operating details. Mr. F. J.

A Three -valve Battery

Camm has been experimenting
with all existing methods of incorporating the superheterodyne

feature in a simple receiver, but
until recently he has found no real
solution to the problem consistent

with low price. We fully realize
that the home constructor is not
prepared to spend a lot of money
in trying out a new receiver,

ACHIEVEMENT 1i
1

1

Superhet at last!

The Ensembles engaged are The New

English Singers,

!FREE BLUEPRINT j
NEXT WEEK
1

i

i Important Preliminary Announcement.
See also the First Paragraph on
This Page

although phenomenal claims for

it may be justified. However, ments. The price of the receiver
Mr. Camm has succeeded in is under £5. Turn to pages 170
designing a receiver which incor- and 171 and read some more
porates the valuable

superhet. about this wonderful new receiver.
on Trades Union
and yet the total number of valves Talk
ERNEST BEVIN, General Secretary of
is only three ! Consequently the
the Transport and General Workers'

principle (without modification)

price of the receiver has been

series of these concerts, the first of which
took place in 1932.
The concerts this season will be given
on October 26th, 1934 ; November 16th,
1934 ; December 7th, 1934 ; January 25th,
1935 ; March 1st, 1935 ; March 29th, 1935.

Can be made for less than £5

Turn to Pages 170 and 171 and read the

THE B.B.C. announces a special series
of six public Chamber Music Concerts
in the Concert Hall, Broadcasting House, on
Friday evenings at 8.15. This is the fourth

Union, gives the second of his two talks on
Trades Union in the West on October 22nd.

the Pro Arte String

Quartet, the Kolisch String Quartet, and
the Brosa String Quartet. Among the
solo artists are Arthur Rubinstein, Ernst
von Dohnanyi, Lionel Tertis, Carl Flesch,
Thelma Reiss, Conchita Supervia, Margot
Hinnenberg-Lefebre and Jo Vincent.

Concert from West Regional
ACONCERT will be relayed from the
Regent Theatre, Truro, on October

22nd, when the artists will be Heddle Nash
(tenor), Muriel Kemp (pianoforte), and the
Cornwall Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Charles Rivers. This orchestra is
composed of musicians who come from all

parts of Cornwall to Redruth to practise.
The day before a big concert other players
come from the neighbouring county of

Devon, and in addition four or five players
come from the British Women's Symphony
Orchestra and nine from the Royal Marine
Band, Plymouth. Thus is formed an
For
orchestra of seventy-four players.

the last twelve years this orchestra has
given annually a short series of concerts

brought down to such a level that He will tell of the part played by the in Camborne and in Truro.
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
Prince George at Swansea

Borah, OwelL D. Young, Sidney Hillman,
Willa Cather, and President Lowell. Owing
to the difficulty of fitting in each speaker
on evenings which are mutually convenient,
be broadcast in the West Region, beginning Sunday evenings, October 21st, November some of the talks will be arranged at short
at 12.10 p.m. and while Prince George is 4th and 18th, and December 2nd, 16th, notice ; but they will be given on the dates
inspecting the new Guildhall and Law and 30th. The following distinguished stated at 9.0 p.m., G.M.T.
Courts a few words of introduction will be Americans have been invited to contribute
given by a commentator. When the Prince to this symposium, in which they will be B.B.C. Midland Orchestra
has proceeded to the Brangwyn Hall, the at liberty to express their points of view on
COMMENCING during the present week
Bishop of Swansea and Brecon will deliver matters general or particular, according to
the new B.B.C. Midland Orchestra
a consecration prayer, following which the their choice: Miss Frances Perkins, Senator appears in both Regional and National
Mayor will formally
programmes. On
MODERN DESPATCH METHODS
welcome the Prince.
October 21st Leslie
Prince George will then
Heward
conducts

INTERESTING and TOPICAL

E new civic centre at Swansea will
Vibe opened by Prince George on
October 18th. The proceedings are to

PARAGRAPHS

an Edward German
programme, and the

declare the new Guild-

hall, Law Courts, and
Brangwyn Hall open

light symphony programme on.October
23rd, when Mozart's

for public use.

Speeches will be given

by Lord Sankey, the

Symphony in C is the
chief work. H. Foster
Clark, who is at
present acting as Midland Regional Music

Earl of Plymouth, and
Lord Iveagh. There

will be organ interludes

by Dr. W. H. Harris.

RoyalPhilhartnonic
Society's Concerts

Director, is the conductor for afternoon

ular concerts will

on the Monday and

concerts,

on
the
National wavelength,

ONE of these pop-

be relayed to London

Saturday of this week ;

Regional listeners from

while on the Saturday
evening Victor HelyHutchinson will conduct in a programme

the Queen's Hall on

October 18th.
Sir
Thomas Beecham will

conduct the London
Philharmonic Orches-

of humorous pieces.
This last was given

Britain's

the Midland Studio

tra and Myra Hess,

a few weeks ago with

foremost
woman pianist, will be
the soloist. The prograname consists of
Overture, Cockaigne,
by Elgar, Incidental
Music from
" The

Orchestra, but had to
be curtailed owing to
an electrical breaklarge consignment of radio receivers, part of a large order received by The General down in Birmingham.
For the Saint-Saens
Electric Co., Ltd., from France, being despatched by aeroplane from Croydon.
suite " Le Carnaval
Tempest" (Sibelius), Concerto No. 4 in G
des Aniraaux," the pianists will be Margaret
(Beethoven), played by Myra Hess and
Ablethorpe and Michael Mullinar. The
Orchestra, and Suite, Rossiniana (Rossiniorchestra consists of thirty-five players,

LIVE THIS!

Respighi).

On November 1st listeners will have

another opportunity of hearing a broadcast

in which Sir Thomas Beecham is
ductor.

PROBLEM No. 109
Gregory had a small two -valve receiver
which had given good results for some time.

con-

He will take part in another

Royal Philharmonic Society's Concert at

He gave it a good clean up one day, removing
all dust, etc., and when he next tried it out he
found that whilst signals were quite as usual

the Queen's Hall, and Jan Smeterlin, Polish
pianist, will be the soloist.

up to the Midland Regional, he could hear
nothing on wavelengths higher than this
station. He examined the coil and found
that this was quite in order, but one thing

British Radio Receivers for France
CRITICAL opinion in France recognizes
that so far as technical advance in

became noticeable after spending some time
endeavouring to trace the fault. As soon as

radio reception is concerned, British -made
receivers represent a higher standard than

he -had passed the tuning point of the Midland

Regional the usual rushing noise and other
/background noises ceased to issue from the
loud -speaker. What was wrong ?
Three

any others. In consequence the General

books will be awarded for the first three

Electric Company is exporting considerable
numbers of sets just now to France. Air

transport is requisitioned as offering the
best facilities in speed, simplification of
packing, and in -over-all costs, and it is of
interest to learn that by utilizing air
transport it is possible to convey the
goods from the factory belonging to the
Company mentioned above at Coventry
in only from five to six hours. The illustration on this page shows the first consignment

of G.E.C. receivers being loaded on to an
Imperial Airways aeroplane at Croydon
recently, for despatch to France.

" American Points of View "

AN interesting series of talks entitled

" American Points of View " will be

given in the Regional programme on

correct

solutions

opened.

Address

your

envelope to The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes must be
marked Problem No. 109, and must be posted

to reach here not later than the first post

Monday, October 22nd, 1934.

with Alfred Cave as leader. It forms
the nucleus of the City of Birmingham
Orchestra, whose symphony concert on

October 25th will be relayed. That programme includes the Haydn Symphony
No. 102 in B flat and, with Ernst Wolff
as pianist, the Mozart Pianoforte Concerto

in B fiat. Leslie Reward will conduct
the concert.

" The Black Dog of Hergest "

ACCORDING to a recent report the
Black Dog of Hergest, a phantom

houridi-shas been seen in the neighbourhood
of Kington. The legend of its appearance

dates from the period of the Wars of the
Roses ; it inspired fear in generations of
Herefordshire people, and has left, to this
day, a local saying
Why so fierce,
Mr. Vaughan ? " which originally referred
to Black Vaughan, owner of this phantom

hound, which he is said to have kept

at Hergest Court. Anyhow, " The Black
Solution to Problem No. 108
Dog of Hergest" is the subject of.
Owing to the heat in the boiler house, the electrolyte the first
of the Midland series of
to Smith's accumulator evaporated rapidly. Thus the dramatized legends. Helen M. Enoch,
accumulator became run down much sooner than
Smith expected, and when he put it on charge it was who has made a play of it, was born in
only half full. During the charging period it became Herefordshire, and has long been a student
completely dry and thus failed to function. The
following three readers correctly solved Problem of West Midland folk -lore and legend ;
No. 107, and books have accordingly been forwarded while as a broadcaster, she is on the eve
to them : Mr. W. R. Warwick, 28, Stapleton Hall of her hundredth microphone appearance.
Road, Stroud Green, N.4. Mr. W. G. Keeler,
Ebury Street, Pimlico, &W.1. Mr. G. L.
Hutchinson, The Platanes, Champion Hill, S.E.5.
45,

Martyn Webster produces the play on
October 22nd.
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QModern Tuning Scales for the
Home Constructor
Some Details which Will Enable the Listener to Modernize the Tuning Device on an Old Receiver
THERE are many listeners who are still
Wooden Strip Which Scale is Attached.
By W. J. DELANEY
using a receiver which has seen service
Small /Wiley
for some considerable time, but
which gives such good results that they do
not feel disposed to modernize it. They carried by a travelling cord. The first
may have obtained certain new items, such thing which has to be done is to remove
as L.F. transformers, but in general it the present dial, and in the majority of
does not conform to modern standard in cases it will also be necessary to move the
appearance and operation. A glance at condenser also, so that it takes up a position
modern commercial receivers reveals the slightly farther back to enable the tuning
to be positioned between the confact that the method of indicating the device
setting of the tuning condenser has been denser and the panel. With modern
the cause of much experiment, and some baseboard -mounting condensers this will

Wooden Disc
Thin Cqoper
Attached To Spindle. Wfr Solder rd
To Spindle.
&rye Toning
Scale.

..... ..,1

Strong

Cord.

Shod` Wooden Rod
Attar/led To Contl-ol Spihdle,

probably be found a simple matter, but
with old pattern single -hole mounting
condensers some form of support will Extra

One of the well-known Cord
component brackets will probably be Carrying.

have to be given.

found satisfactory, and these require only Pointer &

two small screws to attach to the baseboard, Operated
whilst the long slot will enable the condenser From Main
to be locked into the most convenient .5',oina'le.
position. Whatever type of mounting is
provided for the condenser, there will Fig. 2.-Another indicating device which will
obviously be a hole left in the panel, and
improve an old set.

to avoid the cost of a new panel this may
be utilized for the tuning control. Special A More Ambitious Scheme
one -hole mounting bushes are obtainable
A much better appearance is obtained
from most radio stores, and one of these when the scale is viewed through a
may be locked into the hole to accommodate rectangular opening, and for this type of
the tuning control. One of the simplest scale the indicator must travel in a straight
dials, which gives a good reduction and line, or be made so long that it is over the
provides a clear indication of its setting scale at each end of its travel. Thus a
may be constructed by cutting out a large rectangular scale may be provided in, place
semi -circular section from the panel, of the semi -circular one shown in Fig. 1,
mounting a sheet of paper on a piece of and the same method of attaching the
wood situated a short distance behind the pointer may be used. By making the
panel, and soldering a thin piece of copper pointer very long it will always be in view
wire to the end of the condenser spindle. on the scale, but it will be at an angle at
To turn the spindle with a suitable reduc- each end. If the scale is mounted on a
tion a large disc of plywood is mounted on wooden support, small pulleys may be
the spindle, and a groove is made round attached at each end, and the cord may

the edge of the' disc. A short control pass over the pulleys, and thus run directly,

spindle is mounted low down on the panel,
and a small wooden disc or piece of rod is
Fig. l. --A simple method of fitting a pointer attached to this, with a cord passing round
the larger disc. The cord should preferably
to an old condenser spindle.
be high -quality fishing line which will not
very novel schemes are to be seen in the perish and which will give a good grip on

across the scale. A small pointer may be
cut from thin metal with short lugs which

may be turned over to grip the cord.

The pointer will thus be carried along with
the cord as the condenser turns and a very
clear indication will be afforded. Details

various types of receiver which are available.
In place of the small window behind which
a celluloid scale moved, we now have wide,

the wood. The scheme is illustrated in of the main parts are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1, although it must again be emphasized The pulleys are from one of the wellthat actual constructional details will known constructional toys, and are obtain-

which leave no doubt as to the exact
tuning point. Furthermore, in place of a
few arbitrary figures, we can have the
names of the various higher powered
stations clearly marked so that all the

in the receiver, type of condenser, etc. plywood with the centre grooved out.. It

desired station without hesitation or doubt.
It is possible for the home -constructor to
make up quite a number of these indicators

arranging the wave -change switch also
to control the illumination of these two
scales the exact station which is being

open scales with really substantial pointers depend upon the amount of room available able at any toy shop, or may be made from

members of the household may tune to a

The simplest
manner of attaching the wooden
disc to the brass
condenser spindle
is to cut a small
key -way in both,
and use a small

for incorporation in an old receiver, but metal key to lock
naturally the exact construction will them, as shown in
depend upon the particular receiver which the inset in Fig. 1.
is in use, and unfortunately, therefore, we Alternative
cannot give a particular method which schemes may suggest themselves to
individual c o nVarious Types Possible
structors, accordThere are many types from which the ing to mechanical
constructor may choose, varying from a ability and tools
large moving disc to a small metal pointer available,
might be modified for any type of receiver.

will be seen that by adopting this cord and

pulley idea the scale may be arranged
vertically if desired, whilst it may also
cover two scales, one to indicate medium

and one to indicate long waves. By
received may more readily be seen.

A Tensioning Device
Cycle Bell
5,oring.

Where sufficient length is available it
will pay to fit a tensioning device to the
cord. This is carried out quite simply by
making the join between the ends of the
cord through the medium of a small spring.

Fig. 3.
A
simple spring
tensioning device.

A bell spring, obtainable from a bycle
dealer's for one penny, will prove quite
suitable.
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SWITCHING DEVICE

minal top, and one ggnall knob.

FOR AN OUTPUT PLUG

ease was taken from an old high resistance
of the variable screw -up type, and is ideal
for the purpose.

These
should all suit the screwed rod. In addition,

a small piece of thin aheet brass will be
required. The knob used in the writer's

A Novel Arrangement for Adapting a Plug for Switching Two Speakers Constructional Details

First, take the plug and remove the small

Screw, whed it will be found that one
THOSE amateurs who favourthe to be used together, or each one separately, set
plug and jack method of connecting simply by a slight turn of the small knob, half of the insulating moulding can be lifted

the loud -speaker to the set may like which operates a switch inside the plug.
The few simple materials required are as
to add 'to their plugs the handy switching
device illustrated in the accompanying follow : A piece of 3 or 4 B.A. screwed rod,
drawings. This idea allows two speakers
long, four nuts, one washer, one ter

With the metal portion of the plug

resting -in the lower moulding, make up the

two small brass contact pieces as shown,
and solder one to each of the metal sockets
at the top ends. These contact pieces

should lie quite flat on the surface of the

FILED SHARP

LEAD FROM SPEAKER N0,1

off.

moulding.

Next, solder the small switch arm to the

/LEAD FROM NO.2

centre of the screwed rod, using as little
solder as possible, and insert into the

LEADS FROM NO.1&2.

original set -screw hole.

Then fit the washer

and the two nuts, locking the latter to give
a sliding fit to the spindle. Replace the top
`SMALL KNOB

0

2

SOLDERED TO CENTRE

of switch arm
and contacts.

1),,t ails

moulding and bind the two sections together top and bottom with black thread.
It may be found necessary to remove a
slight layer from a small area of this top
moulding to allow for the extra thickness
of the contact pieces, etc., and this can quite

easily be done with the aid of a warmed
knife blade.

Then fit the small knob so that it barely
touches the top moulding, using the bottom

THREAD
BIND! NGS.

nut as guide, and tighten up the top nut,
thus fixing the knob to _the spindle.

The
plug is then ready for use. A lead from each
speaker should be taken to the plug sockets,

whilst the remaining two leads should be
joined together and fastened under the new
terminal. This latter will turn slightly as
the switch is operated, but is not
detrimental. In effect, the switch shorts
one or other of the speakers, according to
which side it is moved, whilst, when at the
centre position, both speakers are joined in

TOP MOULDING

NO.2 SPEAKER.

NO.1 SPEAKER

LOCK NUTS
PLUG SWITCH
CONTACT

COMMON LEADS
TO SWITCH ARM

TO JACK IN SET.

Wiring diagram

, Variety from Scottish Radio Ex-

hibition
ON October 20th a variety programme

will be relayed from the model studio,
Scottish National Radio Exhibition, Waver -

ley Market, Edinburgh.

series.

BOTTOM MOULDING..

Sectional view and details of the
adapted plug.

be used in the usual way, for one speaker,
by leaving the terminal nnconnected,
with the switch turned to the central
position.

/i0.11.IMM.11..1M.1/4NI=.01 and Gasper Ceased° ('cello), and the Chorus

PROGRAMME!
NOTES

and Orchestra of 350 performers will be

conducted by E. Godfrey Brown. The
programme will open with a Fanfare by the
late Sir Edward Eiger.

nervous listeners, the ending is not as Minstrels' Concert
Regional
sombre as might be expected.
Lance

Sieveking will produce.

Juvenile Performers

The very quick change over is

extremely useful when comparing two
speakers for tone. If desired, the plug can

TERMINAL

TWO " juvenile " artists will broadcast Good Fare from Birmingham
in the North Regional programme
THElate
Fanny Davies made some
on October 27th. They are Muriel Beardmemorable appearances at the Birsall (sixteen), pianist from Lytham St. mingham
Hall. On October 19th
Armes, and Billy Williams (sixteen), records of Town
her playing Schumann's " Scenes
violinist, of Pwllheli, Wales. Both have of Childhood'

from

North

NEXT Tuesday evening (October 23rd)
the Minnehaha Amateur (nigger)
Minstrels, well known in Manchester and

district, will broadcast an entertainment
from the North Regional Studios. The

troupe, which is about sixty strong,
consists

entirely of males-including a

will be given from the score of young boys ; their programme will
having
include coon songs, with banjo accompanistudio.
distinguished himself particularly at the , Birmingham
On the same evening there is to be a ment, and comedy sketches.
National Eisteddfod of Wales.
relay of variety from the Grand Theatre,
won

many

prizes,

Williams

"Friday Morning "

Derby-Billy Cotton and his band topping
the bill..

THIS is the title of a play by Val Gielgud
Philharmonic
1 which is to be revived in the Belfast Belfast
Concert
studios on October 19th. The setting of

the play is an air liner between London
and Paris, and its drama is the drama of

" Beca "

APROGRAMME under the above title,
which has been arranged by Picton

Davies for West Regional listeners on
Society's October 23rd, deals with the exciting days

of the Toll -gate riots in Wales ninety years

THE first Subscription Concert of the ago. The disturbances, known as Rebecca
sixty-first season of the Belfast Riots, had their origin in the opposition
the reactions of a number of quite ordinary Philharmonic Society will be relayed from of the Welsh peasants to the payments of
people to the fact that a crash seems the Ulster Hall On October 19th. The turnpike tolls, but there were numerous
imminent. Actually, for the benefit of soloists will be Stuart Robertson (baritone) other grievances.
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0003A/Ft/
Preset

ONE -VALVE
LOUD -SPEAKER
RECEIVERS

Pen/ode
S.w.
Choke
L.S.

H.F.Choka

L.T+

A Few Interesting Experimental Circuit Arrangements
By FRANK PRESTON
are here Suggested.

-o

..5>v(ec/r

,Pecec eeori

ELABORATE and comparatively com- is fairly conventional, although a high plicated receiver circuits have lately efficiency pentode valve is used in place
come into such common use that of the more general triode. The advanthe constructor is rather apt to look upon tage of the pentode is that it provides
the simple single -valve set with disdain. a greater degree of amplification and
Despite this, however, it is a fact that the has a greater signal -handling capacity
one-valver has much to recommend it, than the ordinary detector valve. In
for it can be made very cheaply and in order to obtain the best possible results
a very short time, besides which it provides from a circuit of this kind, it is best to

ooasni,co
TUN /Y0
Coc./.9.

0003 MA -0

/en-,4C770/V

kl/A77"

CO/V.O.

LAMP

-

on -OR- a HT-

-0005M:cc(

Ftg.1.-An excellent circuit for a
single -valve loud -speaker receive..

This is the " All -wave Unipen," but the all -

wave tuner might be replaced by a normal
dual -wave tuner if desired.

apply a high-tension voltage of not less than

100, whilst voltages up to 150 are often

better, provided that they permit of a
steady control of reaction.
The set just referred to proved very
successful in the hands of a large number

of readers, who found that fair speaker
reception was attainable up to twenty
miles or so, even on a moderate aerial ;
when a good aerial is employed and the
speaker is of a sensitive pattern (preferably

Eiecr,eozvr/c
eyv.ozws-ERs
\kr--N

-

one of the older " cone " types) speaker

e-

reception up to thirty miles is not impossible.

D.C. Mains Operation

A circuit on the lines of that given in

Fig. 1 is very suitable for operation from
D.C. mains, since the very minimum of
smoothing equipment is called for. 'The
arrangement of a very convenient D.C.-operated single -valve loudgeneral

III

vitiple0111

speaker circuit is given in Fig. 2, from which

'Titalf;1114
n:11101 It iimm9,t

'0003/

0003
Alfi°
2MEG

Oro

0./

-0/

10,000

ONA.,5

220.V

÷ VC -

V

4

Fig. 2.-A simple single-valver for all D.C. operation.

ample scope for experiment. The latter
statement will be the better understood if it
is borne in mind that the detector portion
(which a single -valve receiver actually
comprises) is the most important of any
set, large or small.
A common objection to the one-valver
is its assumed inability to operate a loud-

it can be seen that two fixed resistances
and fixed condensers are used to provide
all the smoothing that is generally necessary.

Filament current for the 2 -volt,

a 4() -watt lamp acting as the necessary
" voltage -dropper."
Theoretically, such
a lamp is only correct when the mains
voltage is 200, but in practice it will be
found that it functions quite satisfactorily
on any supply voltage up to 230. As soon
as the switch is turned on the 40 -watt
lamp will light up, but it can be placed
in any convenient
part of the room,
(171061
so that its light is
utilized. For ex-

the lamp
might be used in
ample,

KC co

0

11\

-000.3/1iFia

a table light or
standard, or it
might simply be

speaker, but this objection is without
foundation, for such a set can be made
to give fair speaker results at moderate

used to illuminate
the receiver.
It should

that fixed condensers are inserted in
both the aerial
and earth leads to
prevent the possibility of shocks

proved by the " Unipen " described in
PRACTICAL WIRELESS dated October 14th,

long, and medium waves, but there is
no reason why the same circuit should
not be used round a standard type of dual range tuner. For those who wish to try

be

noticed in Fig. 2.

distances from the Regional and National
transmitters, or at a range of fifty or sixty
miles of Droitwich. Moreover, the single valve loud -speaker circuit need not be a
" freak " arrangement, or one which calls
for considerable skill in handling, as was
1933. This set was designed to cover short,

.2 -amp.

pentode is also taken from the mains,

FO.
. iteco.

=-000..r4ifco

the arrangement, the circuit is reproduced Fig. 3.-This circuit
in Fie. 1. Apart from the tuner, the circuit

is

"4

.esilat'414

/6- i-.2.5-.4,(44g

similar to that in Fig. 2; but is for A.C.
operation.

being

received
whilst using the
set. The condensers

provide a further
safeguard when the
positive mains lead

is earthed.

(Continued overleaf)
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ONE -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER
RECEIVERS

a little care is taken in the choice of com- miles the circuit will give really good
ponents, it is certainly possible to obtain speaker reception, the output being as
good results.

(Continued from previous page)

great as that Obtained from the usual

The principal advantage of a receiver of small battery -fed power valve.

A Set for A.C.

type is that it can be built in very
Even when the mains are A.C. a single- this
compact form, due to the very few comvalver loud -speaker receiver can be made ponents
required, and the arrangement
up fairly conveniently, and without too
great an expense, by using an indirectly -

The

principal objection is that tim qua,hty is
not generally too good, and for this reason
it is necessary to experiment with G.B.

heated D.C. pentode (with 16 -volt, .25 amp.

heater) with a 60 -watt electric lamp as
" voltage -dropper" and a small metal
rectifier for H.T. supply. Smoothing, as

in the case of the D.C. circuit, is performed
by two fixed resistances, although an: L.F.
choke, or the primary winding of a

good transformer, might be used in place

of one of them, when the value of the other
would require to be doubled. The choke
or transformer would prove somewhat

better when the mains supply was very
rough," although the resistances will
be perfectly satisfactory in the majority
of cases.

A Novel Arrangement
An entirely different type of single -valve

loud -speaker receiver can be made by

using a Class B valve in a " dual " capacity ;
that is, as both detector and L.F. amplifier.

The simplest circuit of this type is shown
in Fig. 4, where it will be seen that one-half

of the valve acts as a perfectly normal
detector and the other half

leaky -grid

as a three -electrode low -frequency ampli-

Coupling between the two sections
is by means of a resistance -capacity net-

fier..

work, and everything excepting the method

of using the valve is standard.

E.
A
HT#4:0 CW74 L.TiL.S. HT1-/20
This type of single -valve circuit will give
results equivalent to those obtainable from Fig. 4.-An unusual type of single -valve circuit in which a Class B valve serves as both
an average two -valve receiver, which it
detector and L.F. amplifier.
really is. Somewhat greater output could
be obtained by employing transformer lends itself to the construction of a simple voltages and sometimes with tone -comcoupling between the detector and L.F. portable. When used in that way, and pensating devices, such as a .01 mfd.
circuits, but this generally leads to a with a temporary aerial, however, it would fixed condenser and 20,000 -ohm resistance
certain amount of instability, due to the generally be found necessary to use 'phones in series between the speaker terminals.
eapacity which exists between the two instead of aloud -speaker. On the other It should be pointed out that the circuit
anodes. At the same time, there is no hand, when used on a good outside aerial, under discussion functions most satisreason why transformer coupling should speaker reception of stations up to 100 factorily when the Class B valve is of the
not be tried by the experimenter, for, if tmiles or more is possible. Up to twenty type which requires a small negative bias.

A THREE VALVE BATTERY SUPERHET...-.....-1

AT LAST

THE £5 SUPERHET THREE

, r,

Free Blueprint Next Week

Not a Stunt Circuit. Perfectly Standard Circuit Design. An Unusual
Combination of Standard Parts. Easier to Build than a Straight -three.
Only Three Valves yet a Five -valve Performance. Economical to
Maintain, Cheap to Build, and Faultless in Operation. All European
Worth -while Broadcasting Stations Can Be Received.
Perfectly
Smooth Volume Control.
No Tricky Reaction Adjustments.

A MOMENTOUS ACHIEVEMENT
.Designed by F CAMQ
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COMMON MISTAKES
This Account of Some of the Errors which Most Frequently
Occur will Serve as a Guide for Avoiding

C.B.-2

GB.- I

Them in the Future

CCOMMON errors regarding radio -fall sumption is when the
into two classes : errors of ideas, output stage employs

which usually do no more harm either a Class " B "
than produce a sense of confusion ; and or a quiescent
errors of practice, which certainly affect pus h -p u 11 arrangethe performance of a receiver, may put it ment. In each of
out of action entirely, and in some instances these

do considerable damage to apparatus.

two

devices,

owing to the special
design of the valves

and of the

Mistaken Notions

Consider, first of all, some of the errors,
or mistaken notions. One very often
hears some such phrase as : " Turn down
the radio to lower volume. It's much too
loud, and, besides, we do not want to waste

circuit,

the paean anode

Fig. 1.-The correct connections for a grid -bias battery.

current when no signal is being received is
only a few milliamps, and the anode current

is too loud, but do not think that this will
necessarily save you current. There are

the receiver will be consuming the same
amount of H.T. and L.T. current.

Two Exceptions

mediate tappings being marked either on
GRID

ANODE

L.T. minus, with the grid returns connected

2.-The

valve connections for a triode.

AUXILIARY
GRID

CONTROL
GRID

control is turned down the anode current
'of the variable -mu valves will be correspondingly reduced. As,

however,

to the appropriate tappings. I have seen
many cases, however, where G.B. plus
has been joined to L.T. plus. This is not

a very serious fault, for it usually only

means that the actual grid -bias is reduced

ANODE

a volt or so below the nominal setting. The

other mistake is where G.B. minus has
been connected to

L.T.

minus.

This

means that the valves are given a positive
grid -bias instead of a negative bias, with
3.-Valve connections for

battery
pentode or directly -heated mains pentode.

Fig

One exception to this rule is that if the

;varying the grid -bias, then when the volume

the side of the case or upon the black
pitch which seals the top. The correct

connections, of course, are G.B. plus to

a

CATHODE

high -frequency valves are of the variable -mu

type in which volume is controlled by

Quite a number of listeners find difficulty

the normal G.B. battery has a clearly marked " plus " sign at one end and an
equally clearly marked " minus " sign at
the other end, the voltage of the inter-

turning down the volume control if the radio

of the H.T. voltage and the grid -bias
voltage. The mean anode current remains
constant from the moment the set is
switched on, even though during some
portion of the period the receiver is not
tuned in to any station, and the speaker
is therefore silent. Whether the volume
be great or small, or even non-existent,

Practical Errors

consumption rises and falls according to in understanding the correct way in which
the strength of the signal applied at any to connect up a grid -bias battery. Now

current." Now there is nothing wrong in moment to the grid of the output valve.
instances where reduced volume is accompanied by reduction in H.T. consumption,
but in the majority of receivers this is not
the
case.
.
.
tTspig
normal high -frequency amplifiers
and output valves, the anode current of each
valve is fixed once and for all by the value

Li ACCUMULATOR

G.B. BATTERY

CONTROL
GRID

the

O

00 0 Olt

ANODE

0

the result that the anode current rises to

an 'alarming figure with disastrous effects
to the high-tension battery, and upon the
valves themselves. Fig. 1 gives the
correct connections which should be used.

Valveholder Points

Mistakes still arise in connecting up
valve holders. Occasionally the grid and

anode terminals are confused. It should
be remembered that the grid connection

current taken by such valves, even when

is the one nearer to the two filament
adjusted to maximum volume, is very Fig. 4.-The valve connections for an in- sockets, as shown in Fig. 2.
Small compared with that taken by, say, directly heated mains output pentode. The
auxiliary grid has a side terminal.
the output valve, the saving on low volume
Pentodes
is almost negligible.
Pentode connections sometimes cause a
Mixed
Ideas
The only other instance in which a
A reader, seeking radio advice recently, little confusion. In the case of a battery
reduction of the volume control is accompanied by reduced high-tension con - wanted to know what impedance the high - pentode it is the auxiliary grid which is
frequency choke in the anode connected to either the centre pin or the
HI+
circuit of his screened grid H.F. side terminal (Fig. 3). This is simple
valve should have, in Order that enough, but mistakes arise quite frequently
01 J'1FD. the anode load should match in the case of A.C. mains pentodes. If

the pentode is of the directly -heated type
the valve impedance.
It was, of course, not difficult the auxiliary grid is connected to the
25,00on to show him that the all-import- centre pin as in Fig. 3. In some cases,
ant impedance, from the am- however, an indirectly -heated mains pentode

plification point of view, was has been ruined because the centre pin
the coupling between the H.F. stage and nection, whereas, of course, in this type
the detector grid. That the H.F. choke of valve the centre pin is the cathode
that of the tuned grid circuit which formed was mistaken for the auxiliary grid con-

should have as high an impedance as contact as shown in Fig. 4, and the auxiliary
reasonably possible is,

Fig. 5.-The auxiliary -grid
of a pentode output valve
should be connected to H.T.
+ and not as shown by

the dotted lines.

of course,

an grid is connected to a side terminal.

This confusion is obviated if pentodes
essential to good performance, but there
is no question about accurate with the comparatively new seven -pin
Fig. 6.-Avoiding the risk matching in order to obtain the base are used, that is as long as care is
of voltage surges by in- maximum degree of amplifica- taken to study the diagram giving the
ciuding a shunt impedance tion. That depends almost en - correct connections for this type of valve.
(woes the output terminals.

tirely upon the efficiency of
the tuned grid coupling.

In some cases bad performance by
(Continued overleaf)
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is used, the removal of the speaker does or even one megohm, under the quite
pentodes has been due to the auxiliary not break the anode circuit; but only mistaken impression that the higher the
grid being connected to the anode side causes a very large reduction in the load resistance the greater the amplification
(Continued from previous page)

of the loud -speaker instead of to the H.T.
plus terminal of the set (see Fig. 5). Such a
mistake, while not leading to damage, does
produce very unsatisfactory performance,

as the auxiliary grid, instead of being
kept at the requisite steady voltage, is
subjected to the widely fluctuating voltage which occurs at the anode of the
valve.
Mention of voltage variations is a

reminder that quite a large number of
pentodes are damaged annually, and many
even destroyed, owing to the speaker being

inadvertently disconnected while the set
is in operation. Such an action does not
do any harm if the loud -speaker is joined
directly in the anode circuit of the valve,
but if a choke filter or output transformer
THE H.T. battery is regarded by many
listeners as an evil, chiefly owing to
the expense which it entails. It may
often be found, however, that this expense
is due to lack of knowledge as to how to

choose and use the battery, and a little

thought expended when making the pur-

impedance. Such a sudden change in

obtained. This statement is .true only up
impedance results in the development of a to a point, because if the resistance is made
serious voltage surge, which is ,quite likely; too high the , D.C. voltage drop across it
to cause the glass foot of the valve to results in such a low voltage_ at the anode
crack.
that valve performance suffers.
It also imposes a severe strain on the
The best practical results "are obtained
insulation of the transformer or choke when the anode resistance is from three to
winding, and this may break down either five times the valve impedance. Even
across the winding or to earth. This risk with the old R.C.C. type of valve, which
can be avoided by connecting a small had an impedance of about 40,000 ohms
condenser (.01 infd.) and a 25,000 ohms it was not safe to use an anode resistance
resistance in series as a shunt to the output of more than a quarter inegohm, and
circuit, as in Fig. 6.
150,000 ohms usually ,gave better results.
Speaking of load impedance recalls The modern H.L. type of valve, however,
another fairly common mistake. Listeners generally has an impedance of the order
sometimes design a resistance -capacity low - of 20,000 ohms, and an anode resistance
frequency coupling, and use an anode of about 75,000 ohms is normally
resistance of the order of half a megohna, recommended.

HINTS ON
H.T. BATTERIES
mim.1

k

0.11411,4=0,111EM,,,Malot111161

Precautions

FLASH LAMP CEL L s CONNECTED

There are certain points to be guarded
against when using the battery, and the
first is that it must be placed away from

IN SER/ES MAKE A USEFUL
5/MI.4E
1-/ .6.R7
VALVE SET BUT ARE NOT
SuirRaLE FOR "FecE/veRs
Emez0X/A/G LARGEC---bWER

heat and damp.

the ordinary small flash -lamp battery, such
as is obtainable for 40. or 6d. This is

Dust also proves trouble-

some if allowed to cover the top, whilst

metal bodies, such as screw -drivers, should

VRZVE5

chase will often result in a considerable
saving over a period. For instance, the
question of capacity of the battery is of
vital importance. Think for a moment of

owing to the length of time which it has'to
be kept. Most manufacturers now state
the discharge rate of their batteries, and it
is thus a simple matter to choose one which
suits the receiver with which it is intended
to be used.

not .be laid on top in view of the risk of

short-circuiting portions of it. Do not short
out a defective cell or connect a partially
flash -lamp cells are quite suitable and will discharged battery in series with a new one.
give good service. They may be joined in Although these devices appear to wbrk
series with small brass clips. A standard satisfactorily there is an uneconomical
capacity H.T. battery will, of course, give drain upon the battery and money is, in

intended for intermittent use on a small
low -consumption bulb, and it does not need

any tests to know that if left with the bulb

TEST YOUR'

I/ 7 -BATTERY
/frmieohq7-ELY

burning, or if used with a high -consumption

bulb, the battery will only last a very short
time. Small capacity cheap batteries sold
for H.T. purposes are constructed from a

PETER /TNAS
BEEN /iv USE
FOR SOME

number of the elements used in ordinary
flashlamp batteries, and thus will only
deliver a very small current for short periods.

It is useless, therefore, to expect them to
give service on a multi -valve receiver.

Bones

1111111111111411-

MOH/2E545
MOH
/2E545
TANCEVOLT
TANCE

/WETE.e

For a Small Receiver

slightly longer life, but it will not prove fact, wasted by the practice. Open out
For a one -valve receiver employing a economical to purchase one of the large wander plugs and make certain that they

modern low -consumption valve, ordinary

types of battery as it may deteriorate make firm contact in the sockets, and noises

NEVER geo
PARTLY EXHAUSTED
//7-8177TERY 7?" A /YEW 0/VE"

dition of the battery do not use a flash lamp bulb or a low -resistance meter.

will thus be avoided. Fo r testing the con-

Remember that the current taken by these

two items is probably heavier than ,the

receiver load, and thus an incorrect indica-

tion of the battery's condition will be
Use a Wood high -resistance
meter and test the battery on load if posobtained.
:5-cRFrcHi NG*Souivos

NEW
BATTER

85 HEARD IN THE LOUD
SPE,Qic-ER. IF THE la UG5

L

ARE NOT 71OHT/4-/7T//VO

REMOVE

117Pz tics BEFORE

GS/No- A Sozoe/e/wa/RoA;

.5cRewoRiveR ,oR',9NY
/frErgz_ TOOL /NS/DE
reve ,P4 -CE. /

sible.

A THREE -VALVE BATTERY I

SUPERHET AT LAST ! i
F. J. CANEM'S

£5

SUPERHET THREE V
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POIAR-NSE
COMPONENTS

POLAR

No. 2 S.M.
The well-known

POLAR DIFFERENTIAL

slowmotion condenser.
fast-

and

The

Ball - bearing
spindle.

.0003

with

Constructed with highest quality materials.
Smooth action. Com-

Rigid

construction.

.0005 I

condenser

an insulated spindle. .0005

plete with knob.

616

.0003 3/
.

POLAR COMPAX
Suitable for tuning or
reaction where air di-

.0005

electric is not essential.

.0003
.00005

A condenser with the
of
efficiency of its type.
degree

highest

.0001

.00015

.00075

2'6
2'9
1

POLAR-N.S.F. RESISTORS and
GRID LEAKS
Constant and
less

POLAR-N.S.F.

SEND FOR

TUBULAR CONDENSERS

ILLUSTRATED

NON -INDUCTIVE. High-grade di -e ectric.
Wire ends.
Tested at 1,500-v. D.C.

Working 350-v. D.C.
From .0001 to .5 mfds.

from

I

noise-

operation.

Wire ends. Standard
R.M.A. Colour Code.

Made in values from
100 to 250,000 ohms.

POLAR
CATALOGUE

in

RESISTORS -

1 watt

2 watt
2/3 watt
3/.
GRID LEAKS.1, .25, .5, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5 megohms 1/- each

POLAR-N.S.F. VOLUME
CONTROLS
Noiseless and perfectly smooth in action
owing to the carbon element being

hardened to withstand prolonged use.

SEMI -DRY
ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS
Only the highest quality
materials

used.

Low

P.F.

Constant capacity.

Low

leakage

current.

Max. peak voltage 500-v.

ohms.

and

1,

61.

1 megohm.

5/6

WINGROVE and
ROGERS, LTD.
18819, Strand, W.C.2.

Works: Liverpool.

Telephone: Temple Bar 2244.

D.C.

4 mfd
6 mfd
8 mfd

with switch without switch

5,000, 10,000,
50,000, 100,000

POLAR-N.S.F.

4/6
5/
5/6

5755
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IF you could use a micrometer gauge to test
But why
the capacity of condensers
suppose? You have to take condensers on
trust. The trouble is that condensers sometimes do not agree with the ratings stamped
on their containers. That is one of the reasons
why you should insist on T.M.C.-HYDRA condensers. Every one is tested carefully and
thoroughly to ensure that it is accurate-and

....

remains accurate.

T. M C
HYDRA
CONDENSERS
BRITISH MADE

The special method of sealing employed in T.M.C.-HYDRA condensers absolutely prevents the penetration of moisture and so
maintains their high electrical properties. Your radio dealer
sells them, but if you have any difficulty in obtaining supplies

write to the Sole Distributors:

T.M.C.-HARWELL (SALES) LTD
Br:tannia House, 233 Shaftesbury Avenue
London, W.C.2. (A few doors from New Oxford Street)
TeNphone: Temple Bar 0055 (3 lines)

Made by /TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING Co,Ltd.

FULL 0' POWER
BATTERY

The Incomparable Radio Battery with exclusive
features, which can be depended upon to provide
the maximum of enjoyment from your wireless
set, and the best possible service at the lowest
cost consistent with dependability.
Buy one to -day, it proves its value by performance.

STUDY ECONOMY

Three limes the service
In these times a Power Batter is a real economy.
at less than double the cost of a popular type. Ask your dealer about them.

t ULL 0' POWER

made by

--1§74
IDS
Battery

Specialists
foe over

THE

CPC)
BATTERY
RADIOMADE

BRITISH

60 years

*BE SURE AND ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A

10S-1145 FULL:0-POWER BATTERI

lAdvt. of Siemens Electric Lamps & Supplies ltd. 38-39, Upper Thames Street, London, F C.4
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LEADS TO
AMPLIFIER

ADDING

REALISM
TO THE TRANSMISSIONS
In

This Article the Author Describes Some Simple. Methods of Obtaining Echo
Effects by Electrical Means

Fig. 1.-Echo effects can be produced on
gramophone reproduction by using two

to allow the second pick-up to " follow " the
first by so much as a complete revolution of
the record. A slight variation of the method
just outlined is to connect each pick-up to a
different amplifier and loud -speaker ; then by
varying the, distance between the speakers -

is diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 3.
Here two microphones are used and both
are connected in parallel and to the input

terminals of an amplifier. Also connected
to the first microphone is a telephone earpiece, which is placed at one end of a long
pROBABLY everyone knows that the and between the ear and each speaker all cardboard tube at the other end of which is
the second microphone. It will be seen that,
effect we speak of as an echo is kinds of weird results are possible.
Another very simple way of producing although a portion of the output from the
produced by the combination of
" direct " and reflected sound waves. The artificial echoes, and one which has been first microphone is immediately amplified

pick-ups connected in parallel to the same
amplifier.
-

reflected sounds reach the ear some time
after the direct ones, due to " time lag "
which occurs between the sounds leaving

their source, striking a reflecting surface, and

then returning to the ear. Every schoolboy

SCREEN
BETWEEN
SPEAKERS

knows that he can produce an echo by
shouting down a long narrow passage or

even by speaking in a large room which has
bare walls, but have you ever tried to make

an echo by artificial meal* that is without
the long passage or empty room ?
As a matter of fact, echoes of an artificial
character are frequently required in

theatrical and broadcast work in order to
produce certain " effects." They are also
very often necessary for giving a natural

tone to the voice on long-distance telephones,

where normal methods of tone correction
are either impossible or ineffective. Some
of the ways of making artificial echoes are
very interesting and can be used for pro;
viding excellent fun for parties, amateur
theatricals, and the like.
AMPLIFIER

Echoes from Gramophone Records
I think the simplest, though by no means
the least fascinating, method of producing
an echo effect is by employing two gramo-

phone pick-ups working together on the
same record. Both instruments are wired
in parallel and joined to the same amplifier (an ordinary wireless set can be used,
of course), with loud -speaker connected.

The general scheme is simple in the extreme,
and is illustrated in Fig. 1. By allowing

Fig. 2.-A simple way of making echoes : two loud -speakers are used, and these are
acoustically screened from each other.

widely employed by the B.B.C., is to con- and reproduced by the loud -speaker, annect a microphone to the amplifier in the other portion is re -converted into sound
usual way and to place a speaker (which is by the earpiece. The delay which occurs
joined to the output side of the amplifier) by the sound from the earpiece travelling
behind the person who is speaking or singing

into the microphone. In this system it is

comparatively slowly down the tube to

the second microphone is thus responsible

necessary to employ a second speaker for the resultant echoes heard in conjunction
one pick-up to follow closely behind the wired in parallel with the first and placed with the original sound from the speaker.
other, a most realistic echo can be obtaimd, well away from it-preferably in another This method is not a particularly good
and the degree of echo effect' can be varied
as required by altering the relative positions
of the pick-up needles in the record groove.
In some cases it might be found even better
FIRST
TELEPHONE
MICROPHONE
(EARPIECE

room. The sound given out by the second one, due to the fact that a very long tube
speaker is very " echo -y," and the exact is required to obtain the best results. It
degree of echo can is, nevertheless, a very interesting one, and
SECOND
be properly con- offers plenty of scope for experiment. If
MICROPHONE
trolled by moving you propose to try it you might find
the first speaker it desirable in some cases to insert an
into various posi- amplifier between the first microphone and
tions.
When a earpiece to obtain a sufficiently powerful

LONG
CARDBOARD TUBE

powerful echo is
wanted the first
speaker may be

Fig. 4 shows the essentials of yet another
method of obtaining echo effects. This is
arranged some dis- really rather similar to that shown in Fig. 1,
tance away from but can be applied to " original " (as
the microphone and opposed to recorded) sound. A " blank "
along an empty gramophone record is used in conjunction
passage or even in with a recorder and a pick-up. A microa convenient empty phone is connected to the input terminals
room. The general of an amplifier as well as to the recorder,
scheme is repre- whilst a pick-up is also joined to the amplisented in Fig. 2.
input. The sound picked up by the,
Another Simple microphone is amplified and reproduced,

Method

Fig. 3.-Another scheme for producing echo effects
schen using a microphone as the source of "supply."

echo.

fier,
by the speaker as well as being used to

" make " a gramophone record. The pick.'

A third method up follows the recorder in the needle groove,

of producing echoes and reproduces the record shortly after it has,
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mag-

is

netized

MICROPHONE

t

o

a

greater or
lesser ex-

RECORDER

GRAMOPHONE

PICK-UP

tent ac-

cording to

THE PETO-SCOTT
LUCERNE 3

the sound

THE conditions which now obtain under
the Lucerne Plan have induced
Peto-Scott to produce a kit receiver
micro- Messrs.
phone. In which will enable the best to be obtained
at the present time. They have naturally
words, a called it the Lucerne Kit, and it incorporates
well -tried circuit in which many up-toperfect adate
principles are used. Three valves are
"m a g- employed,
netic re- screen -grid and these take the form of a
H.F. stage; triode detector
p r esentaThe
tion " of and a super -power output valve.
the sound components are built up on a flat base-

passin g

into the
RECORD

"BLANK "

LOUD

SPEAKER
111

other

with vertical panel, and a metal
striking board
screen is employed to separate the H.F.

the micro 'phone is

stage from the remainder of the receiver

After
leaving

and therefore these are able to be con-

stability. With this
impressed and thus' ensure
it is, of course, found possible
upon the arrangement
t a p e. to dispense with the screening of the coils,

Fig. 4.-The above sketch illustrates yet.,another interesting
method of producing echo effects. In this case use is made
of a recorder, blank record and 'the pick-up.

been made. And since the pick-up is cpnnected to the amplifier, the soundfrom it is
reproduced by. the speaker at any desired
time' after the original sound ; the two
combine
effect.

the microphone amplifier, the

structed on larger lines than is customary
with a modern receiver, and the result is
a gain in efficiency.

tape eventually passes on to the second The Components
amplifier, where it is passed between a
coils are built on, long ebonite
second pair of electro-magnets, which this

THEsix -ribbed formers and the medium -

time re -convert the magnetic impulses into
to give a most realistic echo purely electrical ones. These actuate the wave grid winding is wound solenoid

fashion at one end, whilst the long -wave
do those supplied to the amplifier directly winding is wound in slots at the lower end.
A More Complicated System
from the microphone. It can thus be seen Two of these coils are employed, one for
The most satisfactory system of pro- that the magnetic tape introduces some delay the aerial circuit and one for coupling the
ducing echoes is that represented dia- into the speech applied to it, 'and as a S.G. valve and the detector stage. The
grammatically in Fig. 5. Unfortunately this result the reproduction giyen by the loud= two coils are arranged vertically on the
idea cannot be tried out by, the amateur, speaker has a distinct echo. On its " return baseboard, and they are well separated,
since it depends upon the use of a fair journey " from the 'final amplifier to that which fact, coupled with the vertical metal
amount of expensive and. complicated taking the microphone output, the tape is screen, prevents any interaction between
apparatus. It is, however, extremely passed between a pair of exceptionally power- the two circuits. Earth return leads are
interesting for its scientific value and ful permanent magnets and the magnetic provided through the medium of the
because of the novel schemes involved. impressions made upon it are therefore metaplex surface of the baseboard, and the
The microphone is again connected to an completely " erased,' so making the tape remainder of the circuit details are also
amplifier, the output from which is divided.; ready_ to receive another
" speech of good design. To facilitate connection,
one portion is passed on directly to a second record ". as it passes through the primary all components are provided with terminals,
and the instructions supplied with the kit
affiplifier, to which a loud -speaker is con- amplifier.
enable it to be rapidly assembled
nected, and the other portion is impressed
It will be seen that any desired effect or will
upon a steel tape arranged in the form of a time lag can be produced by the very simple - without difficulty. The panel is walnut moving endless belt. The method of im- means of altering the length of the tape or faced, and the controls are mounted on to
pressing the output on to the tape is pre- by varying its speed of passage between the this. Separate condensers are used for
cisely the same as that used in the Blattner - two amplifiers. Incidentally, it might be tuning the two stages and thus the listener
phone system of recording'used so frequently added that the system just described is is enabled to obtain maximum results by
and successfully by the B.B.C. In the first being used experimentally in America by the accurately tuning each stage without the
(microphone) amplifier the tape passes Bell Telephone laboratories, and will use of any form of trimming device. The
complete kit, as already described, is
between two electro-magnets on which are
high -resistance windings connected to' the probably be employed permanently at a obtainable for 39s. 6d., or by instalments
output terminals of the amplifier. Thus later date in connection with trunk calls for 2s. 6d. down and eleven monthly
payments of 3s. 9d.
as the tape is drawn past these magnets it .over long distances.
loud -speaker in precisely the same manner as

MICROPHONE

,

MICROPHONE
AMPLIFIER

The Cabinet

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

FOR those who desire to complete
the receiver with a neat cabinet

OUTPUT

and loud -speaker the makers also provide a fine walnut table cabinet of the

AMPLIFIER

vertical type, having a cut-out front

4.

portion into which the panel fits. The
upper portion is provided with a neat

fret backed with silk, and the batteries are accommodated on a shelf
dividing the cabinet into two. The
cabinet will accommodate a moving -

speaker, and the makers can
supply the kit with valiesi and
coil

/4 MAGNETIC
-TAPE

LOUD
SPEAKER

Fig. 5.-An elaborate system for producing artificial echoes. In this case use is made of a magnetic
tape arranged as an endless belt and passing between the microphone'' and output". amplifiers.

speaker and cabinet, or to any
desired combination.
The corn.
plete apparatus? that is with
valves, moving -coil speaker and

cabinet, costs £5 6s. 6d.
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5 -valve

SUPERHET
with automatic volume control
10 GUINEAS

Yet it only costs
The KB ' 381 ' would have been a " luxury -price "
receiver two years ago-if it could have been built.
There's never been a specification like it for 10
Read this.
Latest multiple -function
guineas.
valves that do the work of 8 ordinary valves-and
do it better. Delayed automatic volume control to
prevent fading. Band-paSs tuning for perfect selectivity (see diagram).

Powerful pentode and moving -

coil speaker to give generous volume and full, rich
tone. Operation on either A.C. or D.C. mains of
200-25o volts-no need to fear change of mains or
residence. Designed for KB " Rejectostat " System
to prevent electrical interference.
The KB 381 ' will give you clean, clear reception
and go on giving it to you. It is above all a reliable
receiver. For instance, ordinary
valves were not robust enough
for KB, so special valves were
made. Every component is anchored down. The KB 381 '

has roughed it all round England and has come back smiling.

It is a set you can depend on.
See it and hear it at the nearest
KB authorised dealer.

This diagram shows t

high

'381' SUPERHET

e

selectivity of the

For A.C. or D.C. mains

new KB '381' Superhet

1 0 1 Os. or i8/- a month (First payment 01281- (including 3' insurance) and 12 monthly payments of 18/3

'NEW PUP'
A 3 -valve receiver of amazing value.
BATTERY MODEL £5 15s. or ro/A.C. MODEL E6 17s. 6d. or 121- a

a month.
month.

Send for new KB CATALOGUE
Post in unsealed envelope using id. stamp to-

KOLSTER-BRANDES LTD., CRAY WORKS, SIDCUP, KENT

Please send me full particulars of the new KB receivers.

KB

RADIO

from £5 -15 to 65 guineas

Name
Address

I

381

Pr.,. W. 20'16,34
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Mires do not apply

in I.F.S.

UNIQUE IN VALUE

The wonderful new "ATLAS T. 10/30"
is the only unit in the world to give

these SIX OUTPUTS and to offer
such value for money. It converts
your present battery set-whether
or
straight, superhet, " Class B

" O .P.P."-to mains -operation and
gives correct outputs for any set you
may own in the future. It cuts your
running expenses to less than i /- a
year-one-fiftieth the cost of batteries,
and keeps your accumulator always
fully charged. INSIST ON "ATLAS."
Other models for D.C. and A.C. from
39/6 cash. Ask your dealer to demonstrate, and post Coupon to -day.

AT
IL
MAINS UNITS
G.E.S.

Co.

Ltd.,

38,

Oswald

Why the

COLPAK

is the finest tuning unit made
Ferrocart coils, acknowledged by

OIncorporating
everyone to be the greatest advancement in coil

construction yet achieved, its efficiency and precision
is unparalleled.

Ai The unique simplicity and compactness of the
Colpak is of great importance and help to the

constructor, as it takes up the smallest possible space.
di The Colpak is designed as one perfectly matched
W unit and is quite complete and self-contained, and

connections and fittings can be made in a few
minutes-thus saving much time and trouble.
igh It has been specified time and again by all the
111. leading experts in the country-ample proof in
itself of the Colpak's superiority.
Type H. Colpak tuning unit (as
illustrated)-complete ,Send to -day for latest Colvern booklet No. 13 to
all

5716

Colvern Ltd., Romford, Essex.

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR) LTD., PATRICROFT,
London : Bush House, W.C.2.
MANCHESTER.
Glasgow:

ifadc Sumterlicence from the p ftentee thins Vogt.

Note the annpactnese, simplicity
of design and
beautiful finish
of the Colpille.

Street.

Free

BLUEPRINTS OF SPLENDID SETS

To COLVERN, Ltd., Rumford. Essex. Please send me full details and
Blueprint of the { 2oci- P,,,,,,i1TiAnT B.

* Strike out name of blueprint not required.

I.F.S. Distributors: R. Marks Ltd., 27 Upper Liffey
Street, Dublin.

Scamps value 3d. to cover postage are enclosed.

NAME
ADDRESS
Messrs. H. Varke & Co. (M/cr) Ltd., Patricroft, Manchester
Preasa send me Folder No. 95, telling me herd to run my

tottery set from the mains.

Name
AGeres3

,1/2)

A.2
If you would like a copy of our Ferrocart Booklet, please put a X here

A COLVERN PRODUCT'
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HALF-

Wal ICES

GUINEA
PGE

Using an Eliminator Without Mains

SOME time ago you gave details in your
/...) pages regarding the running of an
eliminator from a Ford coil. If the
eliminator is connected as shown in the

'Leads can be soldered to the strip of brass
and to _the screw, and wander -plugs fixed

1 THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

Every reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE- i
dodge which would interest other readers.
IWhy not pass it on to us? We pay £1-10-0
o

!LESS" must have originated some little

for the best wrinkle submitted, and for every
other item published on this page we will pay

!half -a -guinea. Turn that idea of yours to
account by sending it in to us addressed
to the Editor, ".PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and
on every item. Please note that every
- address
Mark
notion sent in must be original.
Do NOT
Ienvelopes " Radio Wrinkles."
ienclose Queries with your Wrinkle.
.0.1.111.0 4P0411111.41111.10104

TH E

on the ends, so that the lamp may ' be

plugged into the grid -bias battery. To hold
the mirrors, two pieces of sheet brass are cut
out and bent to form support, as shown. The

mirrors themselves are fixed in clips made
from narrow strips of light -gauge tinplate
soldered together. At each end of one

...c

strip a metal pin is pushed through the
tinplate and soldered to it, the heads
of the pins being against the edge of the
mirror. These pins should be a tight fit
in the holes in the trunnion supports,

thus holding the mirrors firmly *in place.
The mirrors are adjusted so that their
The bottom is also sealed, and it would
be an advantage if it were also weighted planes are at right angles to one another,
Ford coil with an with lead. A pillar terminal is fitted to the instead of being parallel as in a periscope.
eliminator for dis- spirit container, as shown, a thin piece of No sizes have been given, as these can be
pensing with a mains brass tubing having been first bent to adjusted to suit individual requirements.
ELIMINATOR

Method of using a

supply.

accompanying ,sketch it will supply up
to a four -valve set with ease, and there will

shape and passed through the terminal The device is used by lowering into the
hole. The screw holds this in position. set so that the light illuminates the interior,
The lamp -holder top is sealed, and is used whereupon the mirrors will show the

J. R. Burns (Cork).

the spirit.-JAMES MORRISON (Birtley).

A Handy Blow -lamp

A Viewing Mirror and Inspection A Neat Dial -lighting Arrangement

and backs of components, etc.,
be no need to take the coil to pieces.- as a screwed cap to prevent evaporation of undersides
as desired.-M. D. ARMITAGE (Goole).

accompanying sketch shows an
'THIS easily -made blow -lamp is very
useful for doing soldering where an THE
E ' accompanying sketches show a THEimproved dial -lighting device which
J.
combined viewing mirror and in- I recently fitted to my set. Previously, it
ordinary iron could not be used. A length
of copper or brass tubing about fin. spection lamp which is useful when was provided with two lights, one for each
dial, but the bulbs were placed in such
diameter by 3in. long is first perforated by
an awkward position in the set that
drilling holes in it and is then fitted to an old
when one burnt out had to partly
bayonet lamp -holder, as shown in the
sketch. This is then fitted with a wick
of several strands to fill the tube. The outer

dismantle the set to put in a new bulb.
I therefore contrived the simple
lighting system shown in the illustration, which shows clearly how a single
bulb is used for effectively illuminating

spirit container is a 3M. or 3fin. length of
brass or copper tube about 2in. diameter.

A brass disc is made to fit this after a

suitable hole has been made to accommodate the bayonet lamp fixing ring, which is
soldered to the disc. The disc is afterwards
soldered to the spirit can, which is used for
filling purposes.

fa) -rdtrIed
'rN-Bez,vo,-,et
Zczn.y/ohb/cee,Rzwerecz' /Yoyile

Jecilect

%-fr762-aczess

Pei/orated
Thin Brass
0

427/7..rome
T,thiderec

To 7ieGe

OQ
(1(\1

NNa

TRUNNIONS.

A useful blow -lamp made from odds -and ends.

a single bulb being fitted midway
between them. The mirrors being

LEADS

opposite the holes in the escutcheons,

A viewing mirror and

reflect the light on to strips of the
dials as they come opposite the

lamp for inspecting awk-

ward corners in a radio
set.

L escutcheon openings.-T. Mayo (Swan DETAILS OF M RROR CLIPS.

inspecting the internal fittings of a set,
especially in dark corners. The device
consists of a strip of wood, about lin.

bourne, W. Australia).

50 Tested Wireless Circuits
BY F. J. CAMM

()MN, of "Procne& Wireless.")

thick, at one end of which a hole is made
Obtainable at all Bookstalls or by Yo.!
219 from Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
to hold the flashlamp bulb which provides
Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2
the illumination. The hole should be
drilled a little smaller
SMALL MIRRORS SET AT 45° TO PANEL
than the bulb, so that the
nd w just screw inONE BULB ILLUMINATING
side
ill
The contactwith
BOTH DIALS

216

of the bulb is made by

driving a screw into the

edge of the wood, so that
it breaks through the

other hole and makes
contact with the side of
the bulb. The contact
with the pip of thy bulb
is made by, Axing ,c t, thin

Bare

both dials. Two small mirrors are

ir fixed behind the panel in the positions
indicated and at angles of 45 degrees,

strip of brass, taken from
a Hakim/fp buttery; over

the bottom of the' hole.

PANEL

SHOWN CUT AWAY

Method of using a single bulb for
illuminating two dials.
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A Simple Explanation of the Difference Between
Wattage Output and Wattage Dissipation

YOUR SET:

WHAT IS ITS

WATTAGE OUTPUT
WATTAGE INPUT

EFFICIENCY?

EFFICIENCY

THE two terms wattage dissipation Optimum Load and Output
The consumption.of the heater of a standard
and output watts are used in
It is generally sufficient to know that the mains valve taking 1 amp. at 4 volts is
wireless parlance, but they are rarely output wattage depends upon the (A.C.) 4 watts.
fully understood.
There is no great voltage and current developed across the
The wattage dissipation of a voltage difficulty in following the meaning of them, load in the anode circuit of the last valve. dropping or feed resistance is found by
although care must be taken to ensure that This load may take the form of an output multiplying the voltage which it " drops '
they are not confused one with the other. choke, a fixed resistance, the primary by the current passing. It can be found
By way of giving a very general explanation winding of an output or speaker trans- more easily in some instances, however, by
of the difference in meaning between the former, or the windings of the speaker multiplying the resistance in ohms by the
two expressions it might be said that itself. An important point to bear in mind current squared. Thus, the wattage diswattage dissipation (so far as wireless work is that the maximum signal output can only
is concerned) is usually applied to a D.C. be obtained when the valve is operated at
circuit, ,whereas the expression " output the anode and grid voltages recommended
watts " is used in connection with circuits by the makers, and when the output load
which handle A.C. current of audio, or is of the correct value. The appropriate
sound, frequencies.
value of output load is referred to as the
optimum load, and is (for three -electrode
The Difference
valves) approximately equal to twice the
Thus, it is usual to speak of the wattage A.C. impedance of the valve. For the

dissipation of a voltage -dropping or feed
resistance, but to refer to the power supplied to the loud -speaker by the last valve
as the wattage output. The chief reason

although its signal output in the same conditions is only 5 watts.

Undistorted Output

The difference between the two figures
as applied to any particular valve is not

difficult to explain, and is partly accounted

for by the fact that a valve-like any other

electrical device-is not 100 per cent.

efficient. The wattage dissipation of a valve
is easily obtained by the simple process of
multiplying the anode current by the anode

voltage, although in the case of a pentode
the screen voltage and current should also
be taken into account. The first valve
referred to above has an anode current of
30 milliamps and a screen current of
7 milliamps (both at 250 volts), so that the
wattage dissipation is 37/1,000 multiplied
by 250. It is by no means such a simple

5,000

ohms passing a current of 50 milliamps is :
50/1,000 multiplied by 50/1,000, multiplied

by 5,000.

This can more simply be

expressed as 1/20 x 1/20 x 5,000,
equals 121 watts.

which

Power Consumption of a Receiver

The power consumptidn of a complete
convenience of readers, the table given mains receiver may be found by adding
below shows the optimum loads and together the wattage dissipation of all the
maximum outputs (in milliwatts, or valve heaters and the wattage consumed in
thousandths of a watt) for a few of the high tension. If the " A.C. Leader Three "

why the two expressions are often confused, more commonly used valves.
however, is that they may both be applied
to the output valve in the set. For example,

the maximum wattage dissipation of the
output pentode used in the " 1934 A.C.
Fury -Four Super " is over 6 watts, whilst
its rated maximum undistorted output is
3 watts. As a matter of fact, the difference
between the two figures in this case is not
very great by comparison with that which
applies to a number of other less -efficient
A popular super -power triode
valves.
output valve, for instance, has a wattage
dissipation of rather more than 25 watts,

sipated by a feed resistance of

Valve

Maker

Type

Cossor
Cossor
Cossor
Cossor
Cossor
Cossor
Mulford
Mullard
Mullard
Mullard
Mullard
Hivac
Hivac
Hivac

215 P.

230 X.P.
41 M.P.

41 M.X.P.

220 H.P.T.
M.P./Pen
P.M.2A
104 V.

D.0.24

P.M. 22A

P.M. 24 M.
P.220
P.X. 230
Y. 220

is taken as an example it will be found that

the total power consumption is 24 watts.

Maximum
Optimum Undistorted
Load
Output
(ohms) (milliwatts)

9,000
3,500
3,P00
2,000

150

450

1,250

17,000

2,000
300

15,000

2,700
5,000
423
3,000

8,300
7,000
2,500
4,000

8,000
9,000
4.000

3,100

150

This figure is arrived at by adding together

the wattage of the three valve heaters
(4 watts each), the .wattage of the rectifier
filament (4 watts) and the H.T. watts

(8-32 milliamps at 250 volts). It might
at first appear that the H.T. voltage should
be taken as 200 instead of 250, but it must
be remembered that the output from the
rectifier is at 250 volts, although approxi-

mately 50 volts is " absorbed " by the
smoothing choke and feed resistances. The
figure obtained in this manner does not
represent the total consumption of power

from the mains supply, since the efficiency
of the mains transformer has not been taken
into consideration. An efficiency of 80 per
cent. is a fair average for a good instrument
L.T. Watts
like that specified, so that the consumption
It will have been observed in reading the of mains power can be reckoned at approxiforegoing that neither the wattage dissipa- mately 30 watts. From this it is possible
tion nor the wattage output of a valve take to find the cost of running the set ; one unit
into consideration the power consumption represents 1,000 watt-hours and, therefore,
of the filament or heater. This can, how- the set under consideration could be run
ever, easily be calculated by multiplying for about thirty hours on one unit. Thus,
12,000

175

450
500

the filament or heater voltage by the if power costs 6d. per unit (this is a high

current. Thus, for a battery valve having figure, of course), the cost of running the
a filament rated at 2 volts, .2 amp., the con- set for one hour would be one -fifth of a
sumption is .2 multiplied by 2, or .4 watt. penny.

matter to calculate the signal output in
watts, since the usual formula depends
upon the use of various graphs which are of
little interest to the average experimenter.

Other formulae, which do not directly
depend upon graphs, are available, but

these give results which are only approximately correct.
Fortunately for most of us, it is seldom,
necessary to calculate the wattage output
of a valve, since the figure is generally given

by the makers on the various data sheets,
and even when they do not Rublish any
figures they are usually pleased to supply
details upon request.

A typical 3 -valve mains receiver, in which the principal components across which
wattage dissipation occurs are shown in heavy lines;
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A sudden noise-or an equally aggravating

. . . inefficiency somewhere in your
Take your AvoMinor and find out at
once. The AvoMinor is an investment in
permanent security, for it is a precision instrument, accurate to a critical degree, and

silence
set !

made to stand up to hard usage and even
abuse. It is, in fact, a younger brother of

the famous Avometer, the instrument used
by all the leading manufacturers and their
service engineers. With the AvoMinor you
can test circuits, valves, components, batteries and power units with the dependable
accuracy of the technical expert.

TEN

There is no substitute for the AvoMinor.

ACCURATE

METERS IN ONE
0-6

with leads and interchangeable testing prods and

VOLTAGE

CURRENT
millianws

crocodile clips, and complete instruction booklet
adequately illustrated.

0-6 volts
0-120 ,,
0-300

0-30
0-120

Fully descriptive Folder post free from:-

ohms 0-60,000 ohms

0-1,200,000

0-3 megohms
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THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I. Telephone: Vic. 3404/7

RESISTANCE
490_10,000

It is a

moving coil combination testing meter-ten accurate
instruments in one. Supplied in convenient case

Total
Resistance :
100,002 ohms.

A.40,

Foil scale detection
on 3 milliamps.

4.

Deferred Terms if desired.
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"A really gorgeous text -book."

WIRELESS FOR THE MAN -IN -THE -MOON
2/6 net, by post, 2/10
By Coulombus and Decibel
!

IF you want a really gorgeous 'text -book,' " says the Manchester
Evening News, ' read WIRELESS FOR THE MAN IN -THE -MOON."
And, writing about the same book and its authors, the

Midland Daily Telegraph says : " They succeed in imparting a
real knowledge about Wireless. It is both good fun and
sound theory"
This book will be read with- profit and enjoyment by every
wireless enthusiast-beginner or expert.
From all Booksellers, or by post from

GEORGE NEW N ES, LTD.,

8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

for

ECONOMY
BATTERY
efficient
recTRUEyou need a reliable and
your
will reduce
One that yet, at the same
Use the
current consumption,
distortion.
introduce
no
time,
is good enough.
best . . none other W estector and
Use a Westinghouse
bill.
halve your high tension
and 3d, in stamps
The attached coupon
full particulars.
will bring you

tifier.

7Ire Pick -lip

Meg:duly
ROTHERMEL-BRUSH

PIEZO-ELECTRIC PICK-UP.

PRICE 42/ -

Acclaimed by the leading authorities as the greatest advance
In design and performance that has ever been made, the
Babel-mei-Brush Piero -Electric Pick -Up gives a response of
from 42 to 6,200 cycles with an output of 2 volts It./1.9.

COMPLETE.

performance.

Obtainable from all highclass dealers. If in difficulty
communicate with

ance has been adopted as standard equipment by R.O.D.
and other prominent manufacturers of high fidelity mho.

'Write for complete lists
featuring Rothermel-Brush
Pie., Electric
pick-ups
speakers and microphones,

No

other

pick-up available can

equal this

There is only I Om Weight on the record, thus ensuring an
entire absence of wear and tear. This new and revolutionary
nonmagnetic and non -resonant pick-up represents the
finest value available and because of its outstanding performgramophones.

R. A. Rothermel, Ltd.

etc., Post Free.

R. A. ROTH F.RMEL. LTD. (Dept. N), Rothermel House,

Canterbury Road, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.O.
'Phone Malda Vale 6065.

WESTINGHOUSE
econorny
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A MOMENTOUS A

N

IEVEMENT!

THE £5 SUPERHET NREE

A Three -valve Battery Superhet at Last ! Components Cost Less Than £5 ! ! On y Two Switches, One Tuning Control.
Absolutely Stable. Few Wires. Razor -edge Selectivity. Superb Quality. Simgr Than a Straight Three. Free
Full-sized Blueprint Next Week.

CAMM

By F.

ITAKE more than ordinary
pleasure in announcing

that

after more than two years of
experiment with all types of
circuits and components, I have at
long last perfected a receiver which

I can fairly claim to be the most

remarkable ever placed before home
constructors. A three -valve superhet
with all of the advantages which the
superhet conveys, the kit of parts for
which may be purchased for less than

£5, is at last an accomplished fact.
As with so many other important

developments, PRACTICAL WIRELESS

is the first again ! A year ago my
quest for the really simple and cheap
three -valve superhet of the battery operated type seemed hopeless. It
is only within the last six weeks that
I have discovered the solution. When
the full constructional details are

presented, together with a Free is.
Blueprint, next week, I am certain
that you will be amazed that with
so few wires, so little expense, and
with such a simple circuit arrangement, it has been possible to bring
to every home constructor the solution

Every Desirable Quality

ir.,....________

LI

I

The quality is unimpeachably satisfying, the selectivity is micrometrical,
the range world -encompassing, and

I
I

I

feasible to make a practicable and

satisfactory three -valve superhet before. It is a momentous achievement
and one which opens up an entirely
new era in home -constructed receivers.

It has never been part of my policy
to deride the efforts of other designers.

II

I/

I

I

II

I

I

the output really robust. Think of
One tuning control, one volume
control, a wave -change switch, and
an on -off switch. Only four knobs !
it

!

ceivers have been, this is the most
important, the most novel, the most

fascinating receiver which it has been

permits, to demonstrate the £5 Super het Three in various districts. I

make such local arrangements as will

enable me to demonstrate

it

to a

take a personal interest in every

receiver built from my designs, and
that I guarantee them when constructed according to my instructions
and when the components which I

specify are used. So enthusiastic am

I, however, over the £5 Superhet

Three, which I regard as my greatest
success, that I propose to accentuate
the guarantee I have formerly issued.

Hear It Yourself
1/0.1,11.1111=1.1

/..11.1111.0.411.111.11.111111.04MIol,4111141MIll,M1.0404;6/

Obviously my time is limited, and
it would be impossible for me to visit

every reader of this paper, but it

diate - frequency

may complete arrangements with this

stage gain without
introducing dis-

end in view, I hope readers will get
into touch with me without delay.
- It should scarcely be necessary for

tortion. A second

double -tuned
intermediate -

me to repeat that I guarante-e that
the " £5 Superhet Three " will do
all that I claim for it, and you may

frequency transformer couples the

H.F. pentode to

So confident am I of this latest
1011 -1111.0.111.114211.11

Circuit Details

/=11.4.1

,

Write to the Editor). and Arrange With Himi

able receiver since the inception of
home construction as a hobby.

Readers of this paper know that- I

A Coming Event Casts
Its Shadow

aerial and earth. In order that I

receiver, and so enthusiastic con -

Our Guarantee

The 15 Superhet Three

number of them on a particular evening. I shall, of course, provide my
own equipment and merely need an

designers in the country, and all have
agreed, although they serve rival
interests, that this is the most remark-

to some of the most important set

8

suggest that readers in various districts who wish me to demonstrate
the receiver should get together and

Quite often we do not see eye to eye.
I have made the bold move of
demonstrating my £5 Superhet Three

I am sincere when I say that, out-

standing as " Practical Wireless " re-

will give me great pleasure, as time

build it with the confidence that you
may avail yourself of my advice and
help, free of charge.

tiOlIalb.114111.1/0111111110111,./MO.IIAMII.11.111111.11MII/,=041451i

I

I

able to provide.
The superheterodyne is looked
upon by most, and with justification,
as an expensive multi -valve set which
eats Up H.T. current and is costly to
run. It has not been considered

the drawbacks usually associated with
the superhet, notwithstanding the fact
that only three valves are employed.

1

I

receiver up to the moment has been

A041111111./O414M111.0.1=1100./I1/4111.11.1=1.11.=1.110.111.111.111

1

I

provides all of the features which
readers expect but which no one

to all his many problems. For the
" L5 Superhet Three " has none of

.......,_,.

I

my good fortune to place before the
readers of this paper. I am positiye
that readers will be intrigued by it.
It will be made in its thousands. It

for a Local Demonstration With Your Friends.
cerning its possibilities, that I am
positive that every reader of this

state the case when I say that this
receiver is the most momentous in

paper will make it. I do not over-

Reserve

Your

the history of home construction.

or

Kit

Parts NOW !

r__..,14MM.041111.1411=1.114011.110114111=1,/011.111M04111111001.....NRINWIN10.11111.1.1..0.1.0011.MW004.1111,1101

One set

COMPONENTS FOR THff £5 SUPERHET THREE.

superhet coils, type W.476
(Telsen).
One 3 -gang superhet Midget variable contieu,snr,
type 2124 B, and disc drive (J. B.).
Two " Practical Wireless " I.F. trarqnriners
(110 K.C.) (Varley).
3 -gang

One 4 -pin sub -baseboard valveholder, terminal
type (Clix).
One W&tiEtor, type W6 (Westinghouse).

1Three yonder plugs (H.T.+1, H.T.+2,
(Belling Lee).

Two spade terminals (LT.+, L.T.-)(BellingLee).

One .002 mfd. Formodenser (Formo). ,
One 50,000 ohm potentiometer (GrahamFarish).
One 1 mfd. fixed condenser (Graham Farad)).
Two .5 mfd. fixed condensers (Graham Fa h).
One .01 mfd. tubular condenser (Graha
).
Two .0001 mfd. fixed condensers, type 34
Three ohmite resistances, 150,000,

Three G.B. plugs (G.B.+, G.B.-1, G.B.-2)
(Belling Lee).
Two terminal strips (A. -E. and L. -S.) (Clix).

I

One Meiaplex chassis, llin. X 10in. with 21in I
runner, s Teto-Scott).

,

,
,- -: Three valves, 210PG, 210VPT, 220PT (Cossor). I
30000 (Graham Farish).
One Max. L.F. transformer (Graham Falleallt4i' , I ) One Stentorian Standard P.M. loud -speaker
7)
One potentiometer bracket (Peto-Scott).
(W.B.).
One 3 -point on -off switch (Graham Farish+,
-, One 120 -ride H.T. battery (Dryclex).
Ontyepe7-(pcii)
7-pin sub-baseboardvalveholder, terminal
One G.B. b6§ -volt battery (Drydex).
One L.T. 2 -volt accumulator (Exicle).
One 5 -pin sub -baseboard valveholder, tastninal A Kitsorseparate parts are supplied by Peto-Scott, I
type (Clix).
Ltd.
,

-

A few preliminary details regarding
the circuit will convey how these
results have been achieved. Selec-

tivity is theTmodern problem which
cannot satisfactorily be solved with
" straight " receivers. In the L5
Superhet Three, selectivity is ensured
13,7 the use of a band-pass H.F. tuner,
which absolutely avoids second channel interference. I use a modern
2 -volt pentagrid valve as frequency
changer, working in conjunction with

a highly -efficient oscillator coil and
tuning condenser with specially
shaped vanes. This arrangement ensures ganging with microscopical
accuracy. The intermediate -frequency
transformers are double -tuned. One

is used, of course, as a coupling for
the pentagrid and H.F. pentode. It
should scarcely be necessary for me
to say that the H.F. pentode is
employed to provide a high interme-

the second detecfor-a Westinghouse cold valve, better
known as a metal rectifier. Linear
rectification is thus achieved and
therefore prevents the distortion
inevitably associated with the triode
valve rectifier. The output from the

!.

I
-

second detector is passed to a low frequency transformer and then to
a pentode output valve.

Utter Simplicity
ilrINEl/...11.11.1.1111Mr1/.110.MEN111.111041.11.11/0.11.11.M111101/..i

The circuit diagram to be given

next week will convey at a glance the

utter simplicity of this receiver-unbelievably sinwle.
You will want

1

to make it straight away, and so
enthusiastic is the trade concerning

it (most of the manufacturers concerned have examined and listened
to it) that they have been working
at high pressure for the past three
weeks to ensure that an adequate
supply of components is available

;

I

before " Practical Wireless " is actually published. I insisted on it, for it
has unfortunately been the experience
of some of my readers in the past that
(Continued on page 172)
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to make it straight away, and so
enthusiastic is the trade concerning

it (most of the manufacturers concerned have examined and listened
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supply of components is available
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has unfortunately been the experience
of some of my readers in the past that
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reaction, is calibrated by drawing a graph
showing the setting of the tuning dial for

different frequencies throughout the medium

wave band, easily done by tuning several
different station's and noting their frequencies (from the published lists) and the dial

,reading at which they are heard. The
aerial is disconnected from this set and put
on the short-wave receiver, which is con-

CALIBRATING THE SHORT-WAVE SET
FROM LONG WAVES. How a Normal Broadcast Receiver May Be
Used as an Aid to Short-wave Work.
NOT the least of a beginner's difficulties

frequencies in the range of our short-wave

in short-wave reception is that of receiver.

not knowing exactly to what wavelength his set is tuned ; he may be able to
guess from the size of his coils whether he

nected to the same earth as the medium-

waVe receiver, and the coils that tune to the
highest -wavelength, usually about 50
metres, inserted in it. With the medium -

wave set oscillating strongly on the local

station, say the London Regional, the

reaction control on the short-wave set is
advanced so that it is just oscillating and
the tuning condenser turned very slowly

,

down from maximum capacity until a strong

whistle is picked up ; if manipulation of the
Some Difficulties
reaction control on the medium -wave set
Unfortunately it is not quite as simple causes this whistle to change its pitch and
is on twenty or fifty metres, but this is
as
that,
because
since
we
have
only
a
very
much too vague to be useful. The diffifinally disappear, then it is clear that it is
culty can be considerably lightened, how- vague idea of the frequency of the short- due to the oscillating medium -wave dewave
set
to
begin
with,
we
have
no
means
of
ever, by a rough calibration of the receiver
tector and is in fact a harmonic. When
by means of harmonics of an oscillating telling to which particular harmonic we this point is found the short-wave set is
are
listening
;
it
may
be
either
the
sixth,
medium -wave receiver.
tuned to zero beat with the harmonic,
If we have an oscillation whose wave form seventh, or even eighth. We can, however, that is, until an alteration of the tuning
check
this
in
the
following
manner.
If
our
is anything but a perfectly pure sine wave
condenser in either direction causes the
(which can only be obtained under special short-wave set is tuned to the sixth har- whistle to reappear at a low pitch, rising in
laboratory conditions), it will give rise to a monic of 5,262 kc/s, there is a frequency on pitch as the condenser is further detuned.
series of harmonic oscillations haVing fre- the medium -wave band whose fifth har- Without altering the short-wave adjustment
quencies that are an integral multiple of the monic will also be 5,262 kc/s ; this new in any way the medium -wave receiver is
original frequency. The main oscillation is frequency is 5, 262 or 1,052.4 ke/s. There- slowly tuned to a lower wavelength until

called the fundamental frequency, and its
second harmonic has a frequency of twice fore if, without touching the short-wave set,
the fundamental (or a wavelength equal we slowly tune the medium -wave receiver
to half the fundamental wavelength), the (still oscillating) to a higher frequency
third harmonic is three times the funda- (shorter wavelength), we should hear
mental frequency and so on ; the total another whistle in the short-wave set when
number of harmonics depends on the wave we reach 1,052.4 ke/s, or 285 metres. Still

another whistle is heard in the short-wave
set, great care being taken to ensure that no
whistle is missed. This time the medium wave set is adjusted to zero beat with the
short -waver and the frequency to which it

we have an ordinary broadcast receiver touching its tuning controls, due to the
working on the medium -wave band and fourth harmonic of 1,315 kc/s or 228 metres.
tuned to the London Regional on a frequency It must be noted that three such check
of 877 kcia (342.1 metres) ; if we turn the points are needed to avoid error; if only
reaction control round to maximum, so that two were used we might be misled. For
the detector valve oscillates strongly, we example, if the receiver was tuned to the

arithmetic, for the calculations amount to
finding the Least Common Multiple of the

t

is tuned read off from the calibration curve.
The tuningt is then continued until a third,
form of the fundamental and the power further reducing the wavelength of the and if possible a fourth, whistle is heard and
of the oscillator producing it, and there medium -wave receiver should produce a in each case the frequency of the long -wave
may be any number of them. Suppose now third whistle in the short waver, without receiver noted. Then comes a little
three medium -Wave frequencies.
To complete the calibration

of the

short-wave set, when one point has been
determined the medium -wave receiver is
have an oscillator, working on a frequency twelfth harmonic of 877 kc/s it would be on retuned to the local station and left at that
of 877 kc/s, that will give rise to a series of 10.524 kc/s and so the tenth harmonic of adjustment while the short-wave receiver
harmonics, the second being on 1,754 kc/s,
the third on 2,631 kc/s and so on. The sixth
harmonic is on 5,262 kc/s (or 57.05 metres)
and so if we tune our short-wave set to this
frequency, and adjust the reaction control so

1.052.4 leis would also give rise to a whistle; is slowly tuned to a lower wavelength
thus, although the short-wave set is until the next harmonic is picked up and
actually tuned to 10,524 kc/s, unless the checked in the same way as the first point.

the harmonic and the short-wave receiver.

In this case a shorter wave station on the
medium waveband, the London National
for example, can he used as the first point,

check of the third point was obtained The process, is repeated throughout the
the operator might assume that he was range of the short-wave receiver. It will
that it- just oscillates, we shall hear a listening on 5,262 kc/s and of course be be found that the higher harmonics (fourwhistle arising from the beat note between hopelessly out.
teenth, fifteenth, etc.) are rather weak.
Similarly, if we tune the short-wave receiver A Practical Scheme
to a higher frequency (shorter wavelength)
of 6,139 kc/s (48.87 metres), we shall pick up
The best method of carrying out this
the seventh harmonic of our medium -wave calibration is as follows. The medium oscillation. Thus we have two known wave receiver, which must be fitted with

£5 SUPERHET THREE
(Continued from Previous Page)

and lower and therefore stronger harmonics

will be heard at any particular short-wave
length.

Peto-Scott, Ltd., who supply kits ponents to be given next week and
absolutely to my specification, tell me order those parts immediately. Messrs.
that they anticipate a colossal demand Pete -Scott, Ltd., have promised to do

they have been kept waiting for
several days when, owing to the for kits and for parts. I am anxious their utmost to co-operate with me

popularity of some of my designs, the that you should not be disappointed. by speedy dispatch of the .parts or

supply has been totally inadequate. It would help them, it would help kits, so that readers may rapidly
The manufacturers concerned have me, but most of all you will really possess themselves of the " finest
co-operated whole-heartedly with me, be helping yourself if you drop them receiver ever placed before home

not only on matters of delivery, a note reserving a kit. It is possible, constructors." I do not comment
important though that is, but also for none of the components is specially on my own work here. This is the

Although designed, that you will have a good remark made by an important comthe set for purposes of euphony is many of the components by you. I ponent manufacturer as he listened
named the £5 Superhet Three, it have kept that point well in mind to the receiver, but is merely a' mild
can actually be made (I, of course, in laying out the receiver, for it is variant of the laudatory remarks
refer to what is now popularly known my desire to save your money. In which it would be immodest of me
as Kit " A ") for £4 17s. Messrs. that case, check over the list of corn- to repeat.
on the question of price.

I

I
I
I

I
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THE EASY ROAD TO RADIO.

Tim
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SUPPLEMENT
AERIAL AND EARTH SYSTEMS

"T -TYPE AERIAL
only a portion of each surface is made

ii

The Strength of the Received Signal Depends Upon the Amount of Energy which use of.
is Picked Up, and therefore the Aerial and Earth System is of Vital Importance.
ALTHOUGH a great deal of care is one valve or ten, the most efficient per- The Earth Wire
The earth wire should not be of a
generally expended upon the choice formance.
thinner gauge than the aerial, although, of I
of a receiver or circuit, it is too
course, there is the question of the actual
often found that the listener simply slings Types of Aerial
which is interposed between aerial
up a length of any type of wire in any
It is not possible for every listener to coil
position, and connects a lead to any point erect the same type of aerial, and it must and earth. The great thing about the
which might go to earth, and then spends be remembered that the total length of earth lead is that it must be of low i
resistance. Thus, use a thick wire and
a considerable amount of energy in trying
make quite certain that there is a sound
to make the set efficient. It should be
joint at the earth plate. However, this
remembered that the amount of energy
will be dealt with later. Having decided
which is radiated from the transmitting
upon the type of aerial which it is best to
station is extremely small, and the
erect in your particular situation the
farther away the receiver is situated the
problem of support arises. On this page
weaker becomes the signal which is
a number of different types of aerial are
received by the aerial -earth system. It
illustrated, and arrangements should be
is therefore essential to provide some
INCORRECT

I MU I

KIVERTED 1." TYPE AERIAL

wire which is permissible under tre
receiving licence is 100ft. This quantity
includes also the lead-in wire, so that if

PuLLEV

two masts are erected having a total

height of 30ft., it will only permit of a

A SLOP/NG

distance between the masts of 70ft. if the

authorized length of wire is not to be
exceeded. With modern conditions it is

DOWN- LEAD
IS ADVISABLE.

generally preferable to use a much shorter

WIRE SHOULD BE USED
FOR ATTACHING PULLEY
To MAST .THE PULLEY SHOULD
BE WELL GREASED.

I

length of wire than this, and in general made to erect the necessary mast or
really good pick-up medium, although, it will probably be found that a total support. Scaffold poles are obtainable
of course, there is nothing to prevent the length of 60ft. provides ample signal at moderate prices from a builder's yard,
use of a few inches of wire and a multi - strength consistent with good selectivity. and before erection should be given a good
valve receiver. This is uneconomical, Before mentioning the various schemes coat of paint. To prevent moisture
however, and it behoves every experi- which may be adopted for the aerial it entering the end grain at the top of the
menter to see that the aerial and earth will be well to state that the type of wire mast a small tin lid or other cover should
are arranged in the which is employed should provide the
INSULAraes

most efficient manner largest conducting surface possible, conaccording to the par- sistent with lightness of weight. It must
ticular conditions ex- be remembered that the received impulses

AERIALS

HYSULPTORS

isting in are high -frequency currents, and these
the situ- travel on or near the surface of any

ation, and conductor. In order, therefore, to rethus to ob- strict the passage of these currents as

CROSS P/ECE

tain from little as possible we must provide them
COMMON
COLLECTOR

his appar-

WITHAERIAL.

iNsuLATED ENDS

with a large surface area, and it is obviously

atus, be it impracticable to use a large diameter
wire for the purpose of an aerial. For-

TO SET

tunately, there is a simple solution to

be found in the employment of a stranded
cable, made up from a number of small diameter wiredragliffnEcriE° iya
ArER#41..s.
UMBRELLA TYPE twisted together. This

AERIAL

/03111.14TORS

type of wire is known as
7/22s, due to the fact that it is -built up
from seven strands of 22 gauge wire,

\

but to obtain IllariMUill results from thin
type of wire each separate strand should

be of the enamelled variety. In this
manner the full surface of each wire is

L.

'co

retained, whereas with bare copper wires,
111.1111.41MINNMOINIMMIN=WOM101

11041MINIIN111M01111.1=MINIIIMM.4111
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be fixed in position.

There is, of course,

the earth plate must be moist and the

77N LID. OR METAL COVER

some risk of the pulley support coming
I adrift and we have published numerous

connection between plate and wire must !,
be sound.

means' of overcoming the difficulty of
-taking down the mast in order to re -attach

by wrapping with waterproof material as
well as by painting. Various commercial a

GROOVES

PREVENT
WIRE
SLIPPING

CORRECT
METHOD

I

earth plates are on the market and the !
choice may be made according to individual preference, whilst one of the com-

DowN

maintaining good conductivity. Although the
earth lead is joined to the

INCORRECT

METHOD

I

earth, it does not follow

I
I

I

I
I

ATTACHING /NSuLATOR5
the pulley. Insulators must be interposed

ASHORT1

pulley and above the method of connectThe
ing these insulators is shown.

SAFETY WIRE
SUPPORTS AERIAL
IF ,./0/HT 'X't.i/VES WAY.

I correct method not only gives higher
I insulation, but also increases ,the strength
I

that bare wire may be
used for the lead, and
that this lead may run
along the wall or other

SLACK
SAFETV

between the end of the wire and the

WIRE

earthed object. A heavily
insulated wire should be

Downy
LEAD

of the system. At the house -end the efficiency of the aerial and earth system
lead-in has to be provided, and this should,
on radio is afforded.

I if possible, be the same piece of wire as

employed and it should
not make contact with
any earth until it comes

into contact with the earth
plate. In this way parallel effects, leading
to instability and other difficulties, will be
avoided, and any troubles whicharise with

I

is used for the aerial. That is, the wire The Earth
the receiver at a later date will be more
should not be cut and the lead-in joined
The earth must receive as much atten- easily
traceable when it is certain that the
to the aerial, unless it is found impossible
aerial and earth system is free from blame.
to carry out the single wire idea. Keep

I
I

distance to allow between the wire and

I

I

I
I

I
I

the lead-in well away from walls and other
earthed bodies, taking 2ft. as a minimum

it must come closer, but do not let it

AERIAL SwiTEN counterpoise.,

CLAMP

earthed in the event of a thunderstorm a
I safety switch is desirable, and the lead
should be joined to such a switch, with a
separate lead to earth. Protect the switch
from rain, or noises, will be introduced to

earth proper. Thus the counterpoise
may be regarded as an additional aerial,
with the exception that it is joined to the
earth terminal on the receiver. A counter -

Swarm

the receiver in a rainstorm due to drigs
of rain passing from the lead-in to the
earth Contact. A simple sloping piece of

effect may be obtained in

a " flat dweller's " receiver by using a copper plate
or sheet of copper gauze for the

TO EARTH

LEAD-mt

tin or wood will suffice as a screen, or if a

TUBE

more workmanlike job is to be made a
complete box may be used to enclose

EARTH LEAD

A CLAMP

the switch. If possible, the switch should
be provided with a safety spark -gap, and

RIPE'

HOLDING DOWN
LEAD TO WALL
RELIEVES STRAIN

then, should the aerial not be earthed,
there is a provision for any undue static

THE EARTH LEAD

Mosr

OFTEN BREAKS AT THE

ON AERIAL
Pouvr WHERE /7- ENrERs
to leak away without damage to the SWITCH,
THE GRouNoavtzss PRorecre
/tuning coil or apparatus. It should be
as the aerial, and at the foot of this aerial, and fitting this in the upper surface
pointed out that should the aerial be tion
actually struck by lightning there is every page some various types of earth con- of a cabinet, with a second similar sheet
possibility of damage being done in spite nection are shown. Remember that the arranged in the lower part of the cabinet,
of the switch, but the installation of this great feature is low resistance, and acting as, a counter-

device acts as a preventive of lightning therefore the soil in the neighbourhood of poise.
discharges by enabling static charges t9
leak away from the atmosphere. Do not
handle the lead-in wire during a storm.
If possible, use a separate earth for the
switch; and do not run a parallel wire to

AERIAL

the switch as well as to the earth terminal
on the receiver. In this way, full protec-

tection is afforded, and the maximum

I --1
Results are often improved if

1-1_21

IN NO/ST

TO sEr
TO SET

ERRTH

a counterpoise earth is used
_
1

VT -e.

OLD IRON

pip/I )
C.

LIB

-7

111-

-

I
I

as shown in this illustration.

-.r-

.

4";

0

fi

I

I
I

I

I

This type of

earth consists of a wire suspended a few feet above the
WEATHERFR6TH
.ground, and running parallel
with the . aerial wire. The counterpoise must be erected as carefully as the
aerial proper, and insulators must be
fitted at each end in order to prevent the
wire from coming into contact with the

The Safety Switch
In order to enable the aerial to be

rosEr

I

Before concluding this brief discussion
on earths and aerials some
reference must be made to the

PIECE OF
PROTECT/AV

DOWN
AO

run parallel, but bring the lead-in at an
angle to the lead-in tube or aerial -earth

3.mEngc7USE

I

The Counterpoise

Of course, where it enters the house

wall.

I

mercial chemical earths will assist in

I

I

To avoid the ravages of &mai)

and chemical effects set up by the soil
the joint should be thoroughly protected !

a wrinkles from readers suggesting ways and

141.11 1.11119.1 1.I OM, OMR, 41,M, 1.,OP11411.111.114101.: I.CMMIa.I MM.(

COUNTERPOISE EARTH

I
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COSSOR'S NEW FACTORY
one of the largest self-contained radio
of A. C. Cossor, Limited, began its manufacturing concerns in the British
career with the manufacture of all Empire.
The opening of this new factory has a
types of low -voltage lamps. The products
manufactured were, of course, extremely special significance, for another thousand
varied, ranging from X-ray tubes to tiny workers are now employed on the produc=
surgical lamps measuring but Tin. in tion of 1935 models. The factory: itself
diameter. In comparison, however, with is an example of the high efficiency to which.
the vast range of radio and scientific modern mass -production methods can be
MORE than forty years ago the firm
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PETO-SCOTT
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES
FOR EVERYTHING RADIO ..
Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Hits.
Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash or

C.O.D. or H.P. on our system of Easy Payments. Send us a list of your wants. We will
quote you by return. C.O.D. orders value over
10/- sent carriage paid 'GREAT BRITAIN
ONLY). Any surplus refunded immediately.
Hire Purchase Terms are NOT available to
Irish and Overseas customers.

PILOT AUTHOR KIT
ALL PENTODE THREE
Kit of
Yours for
KIT "Ay, Author's
First Specified Parts,
less Valves, Cabinet and Speaker.
10/3
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid S5/12/6
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/3.

KIT

but

Li D II As for
ad,

with

set

Kit "
of

KIT "C"..if,8"Zr.

"

I

3

Valve a, less
or COD. Carriage Paid,
specified

Cabinet with
Baffle -board, less Speaker.
Path. or C.aD. Carriage
; Paid.
29/8/0.
Or 12
; monthly payments of 17/3.
specified

Cabinet and Speaker. Cash
p273,./13e/8..t.

s

I

0101r411.2. monthly

-' --

;

,

Set of 3 C

but with set of 3 specified
Valves and
Peto-Scott

Valves as specified

,

..

52

0

1 W.B. Stentorian Standard Speaker .. 1 12
or 2/6 down and 11 monthly payments of 3/,

6
6

NEW LISSEN BAND-PASS SKYSCRAPER THREE. Send
Complete Kit -comprises all components, including set of aim
Lissen Valves. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 54119/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 9/3.
only
NEW LISSEN SKYSCRAPER FOUR ALL -WAVE CHASSIS Send
MODEL. Complete Kit comprises all components, including

set of Lissen Valves.

Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid. gig

only

2511218.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/8.

Complete Send
GRAHAM PARISH RAIDER
Kit ;for building, including specified Valves, 49/6
Cabinet and W.B. Stentorian Baby VV
3.

One of the many multiple -lead winding machines installed in Cossor's new factory.

instruments which they produce to -day, brought. The sixty thousand feet of floor their early efforts pale into insignificance. space are already occupied by the vast and
For many years the name of Cossor was complicated machinery necessary in the
associated almost exclusively with the manu- manufacture

,61F.
Speaker.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. only
27/5/0
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 13/6.
COSSOR 352. Three -valve battery. Complete. Kit with Send
all components, Valves, Cabinet and Moving -coil Speaker. 4101, m
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 25/19/0.
12 monthly payments of 10/,
Balance
On1Y
TELSBN 5.0.3 KIT, less valves. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Send

Paid, 81/19/8.

facture of wireless valves until, in 1927, which go to the making of a modern radio
the firm introduced the first nationally receiving set. The numerous operations

Throughout the years of depression the

House of Cossor has gone from success to
success, and their steady growth has continued inexorably until, with the opening
of their fifth factory at Highbury they are

It is' difficult to believe that this huge

enterprise has grown in a few years from a
modest factory employing a mere hundred
workers, to the five multi -floored buildings
which to -day give employment to thousands.

It will generally be found that much
of the overloading which occurs in the L.F.
value.

DECOUPLING NOT EFFECTIVE

amplifier and in the speaker is more often
than not due to resonance at some frequency

MOTOR -BOATING can always be which is intentionally, or accidentally,
cured by decoupling correctly, but introduced. As long as true amplification
it is almost impossible to do so is provided, the speaker and amplifier may

when the trouble occurs on the very low
frequencies, simply because the capacities

required are so large and can only be
dealt with by using the electrolytic type
of condensers. The question of these

be quite able to carry the volume down

to the very lowest audible frequency, yet it
is possible they may appear to be overloaded
because of some resonance effect.
This resonance may be in the loud -speaker

sub -audible frequencies is a very difficult and is pronounced at a certain peak in its
one. A good way of avoiding the trouble characteristic ; it may be, due to the

they cause is to reduce the amplification acoustic property of the room in which
on the low notes in such a way that there the speaker is being operated ; in the H.T.
is no appreciable reduction in the am- supply, or a tuning effect in the coupling
plification in the audio -frequency range. units of the circuit. Whenever there is a
Perhaps the simplest way tro.do this is to resonance condition in the bass range it
place a small capacity condenser in the grid will appear to give a richness of tone in
lead of the amplifier, and then use a grid the low notes, but at the same time releak of aboutone-quarter megohm resistance production will be suffering from distortion.

only

W.B. STENTORIAN SENIOR PERMANENT
MAGNET M.C. SPEAKER. For Power, Pentode
and Clam B. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,

of the many components

advertised constructor kit -the Cossor are carried out in an extraordinarily orderly
Melody -Maker. The success of this pioneer fashion, and the gradual formation of the
receiver was phenomenal, and the extension sets can be watched as they pass, on slowly
of factory and staff became imperative. moving tracks, from one worker to another.

2/6

Balance in 8 monthly payments of 5/,

If values required, add 51/11/6 to Cosh Prim; H.P., 11/Deposit and 11 monthly payments of 6/6.

12/2/0.
Balance

Send only 1/6.

in

11

payments of 4;-.

monthly

W.B.
STENTORIAN STANDARD
PERMANENT -MAGNET M.C. SPEAKER.

For Power, Pentode and Class B. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid 51/12/6. Send
Balance in 11 monthly payonly 2/6.

DOWN

ments of 31-.,
GARRARD AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER UNIT Send
Universal A.O. or D.C. 100-250 volts. Plays pack of efai
eight 10' or 12" records. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, &V

-

only

210/17/8-

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 20/-.

12 -in. Turntable. Send
NEW GARRARD ' MODEL 202A.
Electric Motor for A.C. Mains. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage

Paid, seaoa

5/-

Balance in 8 monthly payments of 2/9.

2/6

Balance in 10 monthly payments of 5/-.

only
B.T.H. MINOR PICK-UP AND TONE ARM. With volume Send
control. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £1/1/0.
only
001.57311 COLPAK TUNING UNIT. Incorporates the Send
famous Ferrocart coils. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,

5/.

82/17/8.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/3.

only

DROITWICH COBNAMH. COILS
Receive I Radio -Paris without [interference

from Droitwich [with these amaring [new
coils.

This

high degree

of

selectivity

results from the NEW WAVE WINDING,

EACH
and
now offered the Homo Constructor for pan pan
the first time. Interchangeable for aerial 7,,,,ki,g
3d.

or anode circuits.

extra.

1 pair B.T.S. Droityleh Band Contra! Coils 7/-.

Part poet and eking 65. extra
ATLAS T10/30. For Class B and Q.P.P. A.C. 200/250 Send
volts, 40/120 cycles, three tappings; 10, 20 or 30 ma.
at 120/150 v. Trickle charger incorporated 2-v. .5 amp. .11
.
only
Cashitor C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 53/9/0.
-

I5/-

Balance in 12 monthly payments of St,

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.,
77,1 Pr.W.4, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

Telephone: Clerkemeell 9400/7,

Weal End Showrooms: Cl,Thigh Ilenborn, london, W.C.I.
MT. 1919
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CONSERVING
H.T. VOLTAGE
When Designing

a

Universal

Mains

Receiver the

Problem of Saving H.T. Voltage Often Arises, and
Methods of Solving it are Described Below.

By FRANK PRESTON
WHEN the high-tension voltage is these two chokes
obtained from A.C. mains there produce a voltage
is seldom any difficulty in drop of approxi-

securing a value as high as ever may be
required, since it is only necessary to
choose a mains transformer and rectifier
according to the requirements. In the
case of a D.C. receiver, or a circuit of the

mately 33 and 5
respectively. It is

tion at will) type, however, matters are

prove

now popular universal (A.C. or D.C. opera-

evident from these
figures that the

lower -resistance
component would
far

more

very different ; one is limited to the maxi- satisfactory in a

mum voltage of the supply. This is receiver fed from
because,

in the case of A.C., a mains an input of,

say,

Fig. 2.-This circuit shows how a smoothing choke
of suitable value can be used to supply the bias
voltage for the output valve. Broken lines show the connections for a
bias potentiometer when the choke is of incorrect value.

is often a very satisfactory method, because

quite a low -resistance choke can be em-

ployed for smoothing the supply to the

L.F. valves, due to the fact that it may be
of low inductance, since a certain amount
of " ripple " will pass unobserved in the
L.F. portion of the set, whereas it would
probably result in pronounced hum in the
case of the H.F. circuits. A low -resistance,'
low -inductance choke can be bought

comparatively cheaply, as also can the

second choke needed for use in the supply,

circuits to the H.F. valves. The latter

choke should certainly have a high induct;

ance value, but it is only called upon to
carry up to about 10 milliamps., so that,
even if it has a resistance of, say, 1,000
ohms, it will produce a voltage drop of
only 10 volts. In any case, efficiency is
not greatly, reduced by cutting down the
H.T. voltage to the H.F. valves. Another

advantage of the scheme
under consideration (illustrated in Tig. 1) is
worth -while

that the second-high-resistance-smooth-'

Fig. 1.-Showing the suggested arrangement when using two smoothing chokes instead of only
one, as is more usual. The advantage of this scheme is pointed out on this page.

ing choke provides a measure of decoupling

between the H.F. and L.F. valves.

transformer is not used and, in the case 220 volts and incorvalves
of D.C., it is impossible by any simple porating
means to alter the initial supply voltage. rated to take an

anode voltage of

Voltage Drop

200.

Bearing these facts in mind, it is well
to consider methods of conserving the
available voltage, or of saving as much
as possible by preventing voltage -drop
across various components.

Generally

speaking, the greatest source of voltage
loss in any type of mains receiver is the
This component is
smoothing choke.
essential and, since it has to carry the
whole of the H.T. current, it produces a
voltage drop equal to the full current (in

Using Two

/g.s.,s4 77ce

Smoothing

0,39euer ,714,e)

The

/Co occ. Ohms
Rat ine.crer-

Chokes

difficulty

which presents

itself, however, is

one of cost, for the
160 -ohm

compo-

nent costs almost
amps.) multiplied by its ohmic resistance. five times as much
It is therefore evident that the voltage as thatwitha resist- E
drop can be reduced to the greatest extent ance of 1,100 ohms.

by using a choke of the lowest available
resistance, consistent with a sufficiently
high inductance value. This point is
more important than might at first be

For this reason it

is often better (and
cheaper) to employ

two

separate

imagined, for one maker lists two smoothing smoothing chokes,
chokes each having an inductance of 40 one to feed to H.F.
henries when carrying 30 milliamps., but and detector valves,

Oza;out /inns
On "alebiercired

/17--

/oozy -Foecrker

the D.C. resistance of one is 1,100 ohms and the other to
and of the other, 160 ohms. When supply the L.F. and Fig. 3.-The connections for a shunt resistance when the normal anode
passing their maximum rated currents, output valves. This

current is insufficient to energize the speaker.

,
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Although it is ,,customary to insert
smoothing chokes in the positive high! tension lead, there is often an advantage
to be gained by connecting them in the

177

EE
THIS

negative circuit instead (see Fig. 2). The
efficiency of smoothing is just about the
same whether the choke is in the positive
or negative circuit, but when in the latter
position it can be used to supply the bias

voltage required by the output valve.
This might readily be anything up to 30
volts and is normally taken from the
H.T. voltage, which is thereby reduced.
If the choke has a resistance equal to

that required for biasing the output
valve, however, it may be connected as
shown in Fig. 2, so that the inevitable

voltage -drop across it is usefully employed
;for bias purposes.
Even if the resistance value is not correct

I for this purpose (it will generally be too
high) it is a simple matter to obtain the

correct bias voltage by means of a 100,000 -

ohm potentiometer connected in parallel
with the choke, as shown by broken lines
in Fig. 2. This potentiometer will have

" practically no effect upon the normal

efficiency of the choke and makes it possible

to choose the correct bias voltage while
the receiver is in use.

Bias from Speaker -field Winding
This very same idea applies when a

mains -energized moving -coil loud -speaker

is employed, since the field winding can
be wired in the position indicated by the
choke in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, it is
seldom possible to employ a standard
(2,500 ohm) energized speaker with a
universal receiver, because such a high
resistance introduces too great a voltage
loss.

At the same time, however, a speaker

with a field resistance of 1,500 or even
1,000 ohms can sometimes be used with
complete success, provided that the H.T.
current consumption of the set is sufficient

to energize it. As the necessary current
might be anything up to 60 milliamps.,
however, the consumption by the valves
will probably be insufficient. It is possible
to pass sufficient current through the
windings by connecting a fixed resistance,

am,a4,,,, SAFETY
at no exLra

CD SL.
Here's a 2 mfd. T.C.C.
Type 50 paper condenser- specified for 200v. D.C. Working.
D'you see the initials T.C.C. ?
they mean perfect safety.

as shown in Fig. 3. This method is not
always satisfactory, because the greater

current passing through the windings
produces a greater voltage drop. In

.

Use

fact, if the energizing wattage must be

it

200v.

D.C.

.

across

.

it

(and,

unofficially, shall

we whisper ?-a little more too !) and you know it won't let

the same in the case of either the 2,506 ohm or 1,000 -ohm speaker, nothing will
normally be gained by using the arrangement suggested. On the other hand, if

you down.

The condenser plus this security costs you 3s. 6d.

-not much to be sure.

H.T. voltage is not at a premium-such
as in a receiver operating from A.C. only

It's

too low to energize the speaker field, the

is

rectifier.

As an example of what is meant,
it might be pointed out that if the rectifier

carry the

gave an output of, say, 350 volts at 120
milliamps., while the valves only consumed 60 milliamps, the voltage would
rise to too high a value if the shunt resistance were not included in the circuit.

-then

-and the anode current consumption is

the same throughout the T.C.C. range.;

the

Type 141

specified for 2,500v. D.C. Working - and it will - it bears
the initials " T.C.C."
Look to it that the condensers you
buy are rated at the right voltage - then look to it that they

idea will be found to be perfectly convenient. In fact, it is frequently very
useful as a means of fully loading the

T.C.C. initials
you've got the
world's finest condensers

- and at no extra

The value of the resistance must be
chosen so that it passes a current equal
in value to the difference between that

given by tho rectifier and the consumption
of the valves. In the example referred
to above this " excess " current would be
60 milliamps. ; assuming the voltage available between the ends of the resistance to
he 300,
value of 5,000 ohms woulebe
required.

with

cost.

ALL -BRITISH

a new illustrated price
If you have not
received a copy from your Dealer
a p.c: to us will bring you one:
There

is

list-just ready.

THE

TELEGRAPH CONDENSER

CO.

CONDENSERS
LTD.,

WALES FARM

ROAD,

N.

ACTON, W.3.

i 5794
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THE MIDGET SHORTWAVE TWO
A Few Difficulties Cleared Up Re-

garding the Construction of This
Ingenious Set.
ANUMBER of readers have completed

the ingenious short-wave receiver

which was described in our
September 15th issue, and some interesting
accounts of the results obtained have been
received from various parts of the country.

A few queries have been asked regarding
certain points in the construction, and in

order to clear up these we are giving details
herewith. Firstly, on page 798 of the issue
in question, we gave a wiring diagram which

showed only the underside of the metal
chassis. The view of the upper surface was

not given, as only one wire projects to this
side, and a photograph on page 796 was, in
A view of the complete receiver
our opinion, sufficient for wiring purposes.
and its all -metal cabinet.
Certain readers desire to have a complete
wiring diagram, and we therefore publish
on this page the upper -surface plan of the come this difficulty, and to introduce some Calibrating the Set
receiver, from which it will be seen that further selectivity on higher wave ranges,
In view of the sharpness of tuning on the
a single wire passes from the variable con- a separate aerial winding may be wound on short
certain constructors have
denser down to the grid terminal of V2. the coils, the lower end of this extra winding been inwaves,
as to the stations which they,
The accompanying drawing is to the same being joined to earth. The " top " end of have so doubt
heard, and in some cases hava
scale as that published on page 798.
the extra winding may be soldered to a small reportedfar
that they cannot receive stations

Coil Data
Certain readers are desirous of constructing coils to cover different ranges from those
which were given, and there is, of course,
no objection to this, although certain

length of stiff wire projecting from the which are known to be well received in their
former, and the aerial may be joined to this locality. It is obviously desirable, thereprojection by means of a small crocodile fore, to calibrate the receiver in order that

clip. This will give added selectivity and
also modify, the` range of a coil. In certain

the exact tuning points for various stations
be accurately located, and concases, where lack of oscillation is experi- may
of the Midget are therefore advised
restrictions in the design will have to be enced, this method of connecting the aerial structors
refer to the article in the Short -Wave
made, owing to the fact that there are only may be tried, although the aerial -series to
of this week's issue, where instrucfour possible connections to the reaction, condenser should suffice in the majority of Section
tions are given for using a normal broadand aerial -grid coils. However, to, over - cases.
cast receiver to carry out short-wave
calibration.

The Aerial
Results may be disappointing if the aerial

TUNING COND1R. -

is not suitable for use on the wavelengths
covered by this receiver. In the issue in

00015 MFD,, C2

question it was shown how a short length of

flex should be connected to the aerial

terminal and then twisted round the aerial
lead, thus providing a further small

capacity condenser in series with that
already fitted to the receiver. A special
VALVEHOLDER USED AS COIL BASE.

e

e

e

G

ve

aerial, erected for short-wave work
only, will be found a much more satisfactory
scheme, and will enable the receiver to give

a better performance. In general, a short
vertical wire will be found most suitable,
and this may hang from an upper window,

or be specially erected from stand-off

insulators held at a distance from the house
walls. On no account should the wire be

less than two feet from the wall, and th9

e

e

A scale drawing of
the

upper -surface

o f 1 he chassis,
showing the only

wire which

is

e

e

9
HIM

1M

MI11111111

brought to this side for connection.

mrmull

111111111111

'PHONES.

=

EARTH

AERIAL

wire should be as thick as possible. Piping
proves very satisfactory, and, moreover',
is easy to erect. If wire is employed, it
should be held tightly between its upper and
lower extremities so that no movement can
take place and affect tuning positions and
signal strength. Before finally fixing thv
wire some experimental tests may be catlfried out in order to ascertain what length of
wire gives the best results in yout particulat

locality, and whilst these tests are being
made the efficiency of the earth should als6
receive attention.
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RADIO CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

ou have surpassed

Club deports should not exceed 200 uprds us length

and should be received First Post each Monday
morning for publication in the following week's 180145.
TRANS -WORLD TESTS.

Anglo-American Radio and. Television
Society has arranged tests between members
situated in all parts of the world. At preSeut the
following schedule is used by two British members,
G-2LZ and G-2YH.
First and second Saturdays in each month :-

THE

yourselves says Mr.F.J.Camm!
(Editor, "Practical Wireless")

You hare! surpassed yourselves with this new
Stentorian speaker. I thought see had reached
the apogee when you introduced the Microlode' last
year ;_ but to this present speaker, which I have sub-

mitted to test, I unhesitatingly accord full marks for
a rich and entrancing Quality in tone, and for an even

5 to 5.30 a.m. G-2YII, 40 m. band.
7 to 7.30 a.m. G-2LZ, 40 m. band ; 250 watts.

greater sensitivity for a given input than was obtainable
from your past high standard of speaker.
I feel that your Engineers must always be at work

Third and fourth Saturdays in each month :-

.
7 to 7.30 a.m. G-2YH, 40 ni. band.
These stations will be pleased to hear from overseas

striving after the apparently unattainable and

readers who may pick them up. Letters may be
addressed to Mr. Ernest Hobden, at 10, Denecrolt

attaining it!"

Gardens, Grays, Essex.

Such an opinion from one of the foremost

SLADE RADIO

designers of to -day is not lightly given. To
a technician of Mr. Camm's experience a list
of interesting technical features alone is not

ALANTERN lecture entitled "Gallipoli" was
given by Lieut.-Commander Brewster at the

last meeting of this Society. A large number of
exceptionally interesting slides were shown-, and the
accompanying .narrative also proved of great interest.
The Society held another midnight D.E. test- recentlyi
when a dozen competitors, including ' parties from
Rugby and distriCt,- met at the headquarters. This
was the starting -point for previous cup winners, the
remainder starting from another point about. l} miles
distant. After the first transmission at 12.5 a.m. the
parties soon split' up and tracking began in earnest.
The transinitter,-Mr. C. H. Young (G2AK),was'hidden

in a lane near Hopwas, and live competitors, were
successful in locating the position. At the conclusion
of the test- a very happy party of about forty met at
a nearby hostelry for breakfast and chatted over their
interesting experiences. The Harcourt Challenge
Cup and a Novice Trophy Cup were presented to the
winners. The organiser of the test was Mr. S. J.
Phillips, Hon. Sec., 110, Hillaries Road, Gravelly
Hill, Birmingham.
The programme' of future meetings of this Society,
up to the end of December, is as follows :October 18th. Commercial Photo -electric Cell
applications (with experiments). The General Electric
Co., Ltd:
October 25th. " Junk Sale."
November 1st. " The Early days of Flying." Lantern lecture by Dr. Ratcliffe.
November 8th. " Single signal superhet." Mr.
C. M. Yoang (G2A1C.)
- November 15th. ".The History of the §ociety," by
Mr. W. E. Chilvers.
November 21st. Whist Drive and Dance.
November 22nd. Debate.
November 20th. Annual General Meeting.
December 6th. Annual Dinner.
December 13th. " Dual speaker equipment" (nest
version), by Mr. G. T. Peck.
December 20th. Lantern Lecture by Mr., A. W.
Sutton.
December 27th. No meeting.
Entrance fee, 2s. 6d. Subscription, 8s. per annum.
Hon. Sec., 110, Hillaries Road, Gravelly Hill,
Birmingham.

sufficient-he requires results to prove the
value of any . revised design or new discovery. In the W.B.:Stentorian" Mr. Camm
found them.

A W.B.

Stentorian " will bring an
believable improvement to your set.

un-

You will hear a considerable
:ncrease in volume, due to the
exclusive " New " magnet

You must not fail to
hear a "Stentorian"
on

your

which at the same cost provides
an enormous strength never
before obtainable with a "com-

You

set.

will be amazed at
the difference.

mercial" material. Due to a
new method of speech coil
assembly you will find in your
reproduction crisper " attack "

Stentorian Senior
(PMS11

-

-

and fuller natural bass, and a

42/-

-

new "realism" which

(100% dust protection:\

/

Oversize cone.

will

astonish you.

Stentorian Standard
(PMS2)

-

- -

32/6

Stentorian Baby
(PMS6)

-

-

- 22/6

Write for the new

W.B. Stentorian
leaflet.

Model PMS1

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (LONDON)

THE Fifth Anniversary of this Club was celebrated

I

at the meeting of the London Chapter held

on Friday, October 5th, which was attended by many
prominent radio authorities. Mr. A. E. Bear gave a
long talk on the club's history and described how the

club was started by three short-wave listeners, one
of them being Mr. George F. Brooks, a British -born
subject. He then went on to say how the club has
extended till now they had thousands of members in
ninety-four countries. A lecture on short waves

and sunspots then followed, and a receiver especially
designed for quality reception of short-wave stations
was demonstrated. This receiver is the A.C. Experi-

mental Short-wave Superhet referred to in a recent
London Chapter meeting report.-A. E. Bear,

Secretary, 10, St. Mary's Place, Rotherhithe, London,
&E.1°.

STENTORIAN
PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd. (Dept. D), Radio Works,
Agents in Scotland: Radiovision Ltd.. 233, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2
Mansfield, Notts. Sole
Sole Agents in I.F.S.: Kelly and Shiel, Ltd., 47, Fleet Street, Dublin.
IF YOU CANNOT CUT OUT USE
install a
DROITWICH
Price

rERRAFITI

FREE NEXT WEEK!
! BLUEPRINT OF THE MOST 1
RECEIVER I
MOMENTOUS

YET-

1

i
i F. J. CAMM'S ,E5 1
1

SUPERHET THREE! j

REJECTOR

RADIORadio
SUPPLIES
needs for our quotation,

Send your list

of

Hits, Parts, Sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked,
prompt delivery. 7 days' approval. Catalogue free.
Tay:ex ft Standard Wet H.T. replacements stocked.
N. TAYLOR. 9. (SROVE RD.. BALHAM.

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

KING'S PATENT AGENCY, LTD., 1461), QII. Victoria
Advice Handbook" and
Street, E.C.4, offer
Consultations free. 49 years' references. Write, call,
or 'phone. 'Phone City 6161. Director, IL T. Ring,
C.I.14.E., Bed. Pa tent Agent, G.B., U.S.A., and Canada.

I MOVING COIL
METERS
New dials make reading simple. Knifeedge

pointers give

greater accuracy.

TROLLED METERS

Mechanism perfectly
balanced and tested.
From 27/6.

Recommended by leading
technicians for general radio
and charging purposes.
Guaranteed accuracy. In

THE RELIABLE

MAGNETIC C 0 N.

moulded cases,
glin. over- RA ETERS
in panel. IVO

all, ffin, hole
From 7/Q.

8IFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
COMPANY, LTD.,
YORK WORKS, DROWNING STREET, S.E.17.
Tel. Rodney 3573.
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REVIEWS OF THE
!LATEST RECORDS

Undoubtedly, the Piano Accordion is the perfect
instrument for the home musician, so easy to play yet
producing beautiful organ -like music that everyone
enjoys. With a Piano Accordion your evenings with
your friends, in your home or theirs, pass all too
quickly in an atmosphere of pleasure and gaiety.

NE of the

most
popular favourites
on the comedy
stage, Bobby Howes

ON ME WPZA
.........04=4.....141=104,410,11. -.411

By T. Onearm

appears this month on

Columbia DB1424, singing " Yes sir ! I love
-your Daughter " and " Let's dress for dinner
To -night." He infuses his sparkling per-

even fuller of catchy tunes.

Two records released this
month, " Love " and
" Just a catchy little
tune," B8209, and " Sing

as we go " and " In my little bottom

drawer," B8210, are the pick of them.

" Love " is sentimental and Gracie sings
sonality into these two songs, that might it as only she can when she wants to.
well have been written for him. Can't " Sing as we go " is a very lively tune,
you imagine him in " Yes Sir ! I love your with Gracie playing the part of the Pied
Daughter " ? If you wish for sentiment Piper of Blackpool. " Just a catchy little
and comedy from the most popular record- tune " lives up to its title, and " In my
ing duettists in the world then hear Layton little bottom drawer " is the best
and Johnstone on Columbia DB1422 comedy number she has had for years.

singing " Happy," from the film of that
name, and "Night on the Desert." They
are still top -liners after years of song
" The
success-still home favourites.
King's Own " and " True till Death,"
sung by Norman Allin on Columbia
HERE 'is a wonderful
opportunity to obtain
a beautiful, rich -toned Piano
Accordion on remarkably
easy terms.

Our " LAGUNA " model has 25 piano

keys, 12 basses and two

sets of finest reeds. Splendidly constructed and hand-

SENT FOR

7 DAYS TRIAL

FOR ONLY

3 F.

somely finished in various

artistic colours of exquisite
Nacrolaque finish. Fitted
2 strong leather straps. Supplied complete in strong
EASY -TO -LEARN
fibre Carrying Case with
TUTOR FREE
handles, and easy -to -learn
Sent to approved
Tutor.
customers for only 5/- deposit, if satisfied after 7 days
trial, send further 5/- at once, then 10 monthly pay-

DEPOSIT

ments of 101- (Cash in 7 days, £4 19s. ed.).
Larger models also supplied, Lists post free.

ETH RAUD

(Dept. P.65), NUMBER ONE,
EDMONTON.
LONDON. N.18
'Phone: Tottenham 2256. Established 35 Years.

Branches : 78-82, Fore Street, Edmonton ; 77, West
Green Road, Tottenham ; 34, St. James Street, Waltham stow ; and 139, Hertford Road, Enfield Wash.

What a versatile artist she is.
Most
readers have no doubt read of the recent
death of Raie da Costa, the famous syncopated pianist. One of the last records
made by this superb artist appears . this

month on B8211. On this record she plays
DB1414, is a record that brings this great two of the hit numbers from the film
basso right into your home. Into 'these " Twenty Million Sweethearts," " I'll String

songs Norman AllM has infused his Along with you " and " What are your
the first a swinging
marching song, the other relating the story

intentions." The above film is the musical
film of the year -1934's reply to " 42nd

is Columbia DB1417, on which Ina Souez
the sweet -voiced soprano, sings two of the
greatest successes in modern songs,

Sterno Records

These recordings will give you a real home

him sing " The Isle of Capri " and " Aloma "

mellow artistry,

-of a boy who throws away his toys and Street" of 1933. Raie da Costa plays
becomes involved in the maelstrom of them with astonishing vivacity and breathreal fighting. ! Another fine vocal record taking dexterity.
The

British Homophone Company's,

Always," from the film " Puritan Lul- lists for this month include a fine record
laby," and "Love, I give you my All." by Pat O'Brien, the famous tenor. Hear

A fine pianoforte solo that I can on Sterno 1486-it is certainly an excellent
specially recommend is Billy Mayerl's piece of recording. If you like accordeon
own Savoy memories on both sides of bands then you will undoubtedly appreColumbia DB1419. This record introduces ciate the great French accordeon en" Kitten on the Keys " ; " Ukulele Lady " ; semble-The Ten Apaches-plaYing " Les
" What'll I do " ; "Carolina in the Morn- Apaches en fete " and " Lamentation
treat.

ing " ; " Chili-Bom-Born " ; " Dancing d'Apache " on Sterno 1485. The accordeon
Time " ; "-Keep on Humming " ; " April at its best. Billy Merrin and his ComShowers " ; " Indian Love Call " ; and " I'll manders appear again this month with two
build a Stairway to Paradise." Syncopation, popular dance numbers in " When a
at its best. Sidney Torch makes a clever woman loves a man " and " Dearest " on
record this month on both sides of Columbia Stet -no 1484.

" I want to be Snappy " is an
essay in old tunes as hot organ music, as
DB1420.

FERRANTI REJECTORS

FOR DROITWICH
from all dealers

an exponent of which Sidney Torch is
considered supreme. From beginning to
end he introduces the most unexpected
surprises and emphatic rhythms. You
should certainly hear this record, which
introduces such old-time popular tunes
as " I want to be Happy " ; " Honey, I'm
in love with you " ; " Varsity Drag " ;.
" I got Rhythm " ; " My heart stood Still " ;
and " Barnbalina." Another hot number

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPAEDIA
(2nd Edition)

equally good is " Kitten on the Keys "
and " 12th -Street Rag " on Columbia

H.T. THAT LASTS YEARS

" Extremely satisfactory service for 12 months

His Master's Voice Records

Wet H.T. Battery Co., 95,
Dean St., London, W.1. Avg voltage supplied.

Gracie Fields' new film " Sing as we go "
is just as full of fun as its predecessors, and

H.T. Spares.-Write

(Editor of "Practical Wireless.")

should certainly hear it.

on 6 valves."-R.N.W.,Portemouth. Install a Standard
Wet Battery. Cheap annual replenishment. Saves Pounds.
120-v. 12,500 m.a. £2, carr. paid. All Standard

By F. J. CAMM

DB1421. Harry Robbins gives two very fine
xylophone solos on this record. You

Obtainable at all Booksellers or be post

516 from Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, South<IMPI0,1

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

-
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Young Men in Industry

EASY TERMS

YOUNG man shouldn't
settle in one place
"A
before he is thirty at any

rate," was the advice of

EDITOR

John Carruthers, a production engineer at Derby,

received from a
employer.

former

And he didn't.

Every Radio Requirement is

whether colliery maintenance engineers
Could teach us anything, found that, by and

big chain -belt works. Mr. Carruthers will
give a talk in the "Young Men in

Price list free.

P.

Time Signals in the Industry " series on October 23rd.
Antarctic
WIRELESS time signals are expected to Sir Edgeworth David
THE Welsh Interlude in the National
give important assistance in the
programme, on October 27th, will be

15New Mullard MB3. Complete. receiver,
r-inductil', moving -coil speaker, valves
and all batteries in beautiful cabinet.
Remarkable selectivity and quality of
reproduction. Very low 1LT. consumption.
In our opinion the finest
battery receiver

41

with order and 11 4
monthly payments of 15/-.
4
LBW-,

PS

15/-

or

MANUFACTURERS' KITS.

P.

ynriar,eF,aristh5 Raider Kit with valves.

1 0/..-(B

and 11 monthly payments ofw947
6.

4

order,

Graham £amF3V2sh Raider,less valves: Cash

5/6 with order and

principal objective of exploring the 1,000

4

11 monthly payments of 6! --

miles of almost unknown coastline between
Luitpold Land and Charcot Land.
Time signals from Buenos Aires \via be
received daily, with three Marconi portable
short-wave receivers specially designed for
the purpose, by the exploring parties, by the
party on board the expedition ship Penola,
and, during the dark months, at the winter
-base on the ice. The range of reception will
vary from 2,200 to 3,000 miles.

P.

Every other good kit supplied on the lowest 4
terms.

WITH
oRDER.

0 61-

Quotations free.

4

NEW ATLAS 110/30 H.T. UNIT

WITH TRICKLE CHARGER.

Suitable for any battery -operated set, it

4

4
provides three H.T. positive tappinos,
50j80 volts, 50/90 and 120/150 volts with

positions for either 120 volts or 150
volts. A novel feature is the output 4
panel, which gives a choice of either 10,
20 or 30 in/a., which, operated in con- 4
junction with the power voltage
tappings of 120 or 150 volts, enables 4
you to obtain outputs
or 30 4
m/a. at 120 or 150 volts.
A further refinement is the low-tension 4
accumulator trickle -charger, which is 4
incorporated in the unit. This provides
facilities for re -charging your 2 -volt 4
L.T. accumulator.
Cash Price, 69/4,
or 6/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/4.
4

- The Marconi receivers for the British

Graham Land Expedition, which have been
designed so that they can be carried, with
all accessories, in a standard sledge ration
case, have a wave -range of 25 to 50 metres.
They incorporate one screen, -grid valve for
high -frequency amplification, one detector,
and one. low -frequency magnifier valvp,

with two high -frequency tuning circuits
with condensers calibrated in metres, and
adjustable reaction coupling. Portable -

type aerials are employed ,and a wire

MOVING COIL

counterpoise earth. Current for the valves
is derived from batteries, both the filament

LOUD SPEAKER UNITS.
New

and high-tension batteries being of the

W.B. Stentorian Senior Unit. This

2/6 is undoubtedly the best of the 'latest
moving -coil units.

inert type.

MR. RICHARD RAWLES, of Black water, Isle of Wight, is an amateur
transmitter of world-wide repute, and has
worked stations in every part of the globe.
In nearly every case an acknowledgement
of his reception has been received with an

4

4
4
4
available at present. 4

Almost equal to a superhet in regard to
selectivity with better tone. Cash Price,

south of the Antarctic Circle, with the

DX'er's Fine Bag of Stations

Quotations

by return of post.

ORDER.
P.

Wireless

exploration and survey work to be carried
out by the British Graham Land. Expedi- given by Professor Oliver Stephens, Pro,_ tion, which recently left England for the fessor of the History and Philosophy of
Antarctic under the leadership of Mr. John Religion in the Presbyterian College, CarRymill. Nearly three years, including two marthen. The subject of his talk is .Sir
winters of complete darkness, will be spent Edgeworth David-the famous scientist,

and

We deal with
you direct and all transactions are strictly private.
WITH

large, they couldn't ; and, soon after his

return, he received an appointment at a

expedition

the utmost
courtesy.

PS

He went to Germany to see

By JACE

4
4
4
4
4
4

supplied by us on the most
convenient terms and with

PS

The new ;Ferranti Battery Portable, which is

a completely self-contained 6 -valuer of the
superhet-type.

who died a few weeks ago.

Professor

Stephens recently spent a year in a village

]Vlore volume for

the same input and a further improvement in tone. Cash Price, 62/2/0, or 216
with order and 11 monthly payments of
4/..

4
4
4
4
4
4

4

VALVES.
4
Every type of valve replacement sup4
plied on convenient terms.
3 Valves, 1 8.G., 1 Pet. and 1 Power 4

on the Blue Mountains of New South Wales

SP. (Muller& Cossor or Marconi).

equipment exclusively. For the reception
side of his equipment he uses a Marconi phone Model " 276," the well-known
7 -valve super -heterodyne, and receives no

explorer. In a sketch of his romantic career
lie will refer to his early researches into the
geology of the Vale of Glamorgan, his work

Pilo de Luxe Rotameter, every possible atilt 4
in a receiver can be quickly traced with this

Canadian stations with astonishing regularity. In each case the reception has. been

his ascent of Mount Erebus, and his dis-

appreciation of his performance. Mr. where -Sir Edgeworth David had a country
Rawles is a member of the International residence, and he will give his personal
DX'ers Alliance and uses Slareaniphone impressions of the great geologist and

on the coral islands of the Pacific, his

fewer than thirty-seven American and association:with Shackleton in the Antarctic,
carried

out on the

loud -speaker with

covery of the -South Magnetic Pole.

strength from 114 to 9-average about R7.

Mr. Rawles states that the static suppressor fitted -to the Model " 276P is an
inestimable boon in receiving the more
distant transmissions. He uses the ordinary standard type of aerial-the inverted

L variety-30ft.

high,

7/22

enamelled

copper the earth is the ordinary copper
tube. He has also worked South American
stations and received programmes from the
,Near and the Far East.

Cash

Price, 61/5/0, or 5/- with order and 4
5 monthly payments of 4/7.
4

instrument.
Cash Price, 42/-, or 6/- with 4
order and 8 monthly payments of 5/-.

4

4
ALL CARRIAGE PAID.
We offer you all the latest receivers on 4
lower terms than obtainable elsewhere. 4
Please write for quotation.

The Most Important Receiver i
for Home Constructors-

F. J. CAMIWS

£5

SUPERHET THREE
.Free Blueprint

Next Week!

L.114111.01,4111.041MN111160.1...114M0401,01.11.04.101111......

Full Specification and illustrated list of arre
of the aloes will be sent with pleasure

4

Estd. 1925

41

THE 0=1,1977

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

COMPANY
II,OAT LANE -NOBLE STREET, LONDON,E.C.2
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AMATEUR TELEVISION

I

SUPPLEMENT TO " PRACTICAL WIRELESS "

prospect of effecting sales would be
considerably brighter than if he had to send

AMATEUR TELEVISION
TELEVISION FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
AN announcement was made a few days
ago concerning the Radio Corporation of America, and the exploitation
of television for commercial purposes.

catalogues and write letters to prospective
clients.

The ability of the young mind to absorb

knowledge as the result of appealing to
both the senses of sight and hearing is a
well-known fact. Here, then, is a method
whereby television should ultimately be
able to play an important part in teaching

scheme which comes to mind immediately school children by line or by radio. Instead
is in the question of sending stock exchange of experts on a particular subject having
prices to brokers or clubs instead of these to visit the schools individually, and thus'

figures coming through slowly, and in- cover a large area, and take up a conThis firm furnished a few details dealing dividually, on a tape machine. A suitable siderable amount of time, it would be
with the methods it has evolved for the receiving set would enable a considerable possible to face the television -transmitter
and give specialist
transmission of pictures
lectures to almost unand printed matter, and
limited youthful audiit was hailed in the
ences.
Chemistry,
physics,
engineering,
geology, mathematics,

British press as a means
whereby h i g h -s peed
television transmissions
could take place.

and many other subjects
could be covered in this
way ; and although such

Of course, what the
R.C.A. has really developed is a method
for transmitting

schemes. are quite embryo at the present

still

moment, it is well within
the realms of possibility
that this method of
education will find

pictures, not television

images, this being an
improvement on the
older schemes which
require, in many cases,
several minutes for the

support in the future.

transmission of one or

Television and the

missions are used

been directed inthe daily

Telephone
Of recent date considerable attention has

more pictures to distant
points. Various systems
of still picture trans-

Fig. 1.-One of the recording devices used in photo-telegrap by processes.
papers towards the
throughout the world,
question of t w o -w a y
ranging from pictures
built up by numbered squares in certain number of these prices to be reproduced television and telephony, and this is
numerical combinations telephoned to the on a small screen with astonishing certainly another important commercial
application. By its use it will be pospoint where the picture is reconstructed rapidity.
sible to have telephone booths in different
to systems embodying an electrically towns of the same country which can
controlled inked needle tracing pictures on Other Applications
While on the subject of commercial be linked 'together by line or directional
a drum, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

applications to television, it will be helpful radio.
to review briefly
Although picture telegraphy by line or a few other ways

Prime Differences

by radio has certain minor details in

in

differences which should be borne in mind.

ultimately can be

impression to the brain, and only in very
isolated cases is it necessary to adopt
complicated methods in order to procure
a permanent record. Another important
difference is in the speed of transmission.
To bring about the illusion of continuous

one of the

which teleprocesses

common with television, there are vital vision

First of all, -,in picture telegraphy it is made applicable
necessary to obtain a permanent record to normal comat the receiving end, whereas with television mercial working.
we are merely concerned with a fleeting Perhaps

RANSMITTIP40
DISC.

most im-

portant
of

these

which
may arise

a minimum of twenty-five is the
complete pictures per second must be question
transmitted in the case of television, this of selling
giving 'flickerless images at the receiving wares or
end. With picture or photo telegraphy, merchan however, the question of speed does not dise by
arise, and frequently many minutes are placing
movement

taken in order to transmit completely one the goods
i n front
isolated picture.
On the other hand, however, if it is not of the television
desired to have a permanent record of a transmitter s o
picture or, say, a typed message, then that the signals
high -definition television is immediately can be radiated
applicable, to this form of transmission of or transmitted to
intelligence. Many months ago the Baird one or more repoints.
Company, when conducting their demon- ceiving
strations of 180 -line television transmission The expert salesby ultra short waves, proved conclusively man can describe
that they could transmit messages at the the outstanding
very high rate of 30,000 letters per second. features of his own
proThis was effected by televising an ordinary particular
typed sheet, and one application of this duct, and t he

Fig. 2.-Experimental apparatus used in New York for demonstrating
two-way vision and telephony.
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plete range. The types, and.prices are now

as follow :-

a.

d.

18

9

17
16
17

6

2.5

6

IS
19
19

9

17

6

12
14

0

-

Screen -grid valves (Types S.25,
-S.100, MS.I8 and 1118.70)
Triodes :
Type D.130

Types A.520 anct:U.920
Type L.1525 ..
Types K.2060 and K.3560
Pentodes :

Type Pt.3

Types M.43, 11.3, and V.3

Pentagrid, Type G.5

Double -diode, Type B.2

WTI

Rectifiers :

BY THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS TECHNICAL STAFF

The " G.M." Turntable

LISTENERS who are in search of

a

low-priced turntable which is suitable

use with portable receivers, or other
apparatus which has to be. rotated without
difficulty, will find the " G.M. " ball -race
turntable of great utility. It is made
from annealed cast iron, and consists of
two thick plates measuring only 2iin.
square, each with a ball -race having a
diameter of 2in. The two plates are
clamped together by means of a central
bolt, and a quantity of one -sixteenth
steel balls are employed to fill the -race.
lor

Screwing
an internal thread.
this section is another moulded

into
por-

tion which has two pins on one end and
an ordinary lamp -socket fitting on the

reversible portion prevents this from being
lost. The illustration shows the appear -mice of the adaptor when used for a lamp socket, and also

it is possible to attach the device in any a very con desired manner to obtain a perfectly venient corn smooth action. It is guaranteed to turn ponent for the
561bs. and costs. only Is.. 6d. The makers home, and will
are G.M. Patents Co., Price Street, Bir- no doubt find
but the turntable may be many aPPlicaobtained from most stores who specialise tions. The price
in the popular constructional toy, as this is ls. 3d.
rningharn,

particular turntable is fitted with holes Lissen
Unat such a spacing that it may easily be screened Coils
incorporated in models made up from the
perforated strips. In connection with FOR the
con this component the makers are offering struction
some valuable prizes for the best model of a low or apparatus made up to incorporate a
turntable. Full details may be obtained .Priced re"
is i v e r
from the makers.
where it

New Clix Plug Adaptor

lt STAINS apparatus is generally fitted with

..
..
..
..
..
..

Type EG.50
Type EG.100
Type NG.60
Type NG.100

6

0

6

9

9
9

22
24

0

All of these valves are designed for a
other, the mains leads being joined to small heater voltage up to 250, and the wattage
terminals situated in the centre of this part consumption varies with the different
of the complete adaptor. It will thus be types between 4 and 11 watts. They are
seen that the two portions may be screwed all fitted with the Continental 5- or 7 -pin
together to enable either end to project, base, and may be operated on either
whilst the attachment of the lead to the A.C. or D.C. mains direct.

Thus the two plates turn very smoothly with the re upon each other, and as each plate is versible portion
furnished with fixing holes at each corner removed. It is

.

..
..
..
..
..

not

essential

The 362 Radio Valves
THE range of valves manufactured by
the 362 Radio Valve Company is

a very exhaustive one, and readers who at-

tended the recent Radio Exhibition will
remember the splendid display which the
The principal

firm made of their products.

characteristic of these valves is the low

price, a simple triode costing only 3s. 6d.,
and a Class 13 valve costing only 9s. Because

these valves are low in price, however, it
does not follow that they are in any way

inferior, and some tests which we have
conducted reveal that the valves are very
satisfactory, when judged from the point
of view of performance, and also on the
score of reliability. The method of construction results in great strength and
absence of microphony, and the S.G. valves
have a very low self -capacity.

A novel feature is introduced in the

metallised H.F. valves, and this consists
of an insulating coating covering the

metallised surface and thus affords a
measure of safety should an HT. lead come

into contact with the valve. A further

1V1 a mains connecting plug which may to employ
to be found in these valves, and ono
1,s A neat unscreened coil withselectivity novelty
take the form of either a two -pin plug or c.
which we should like to see on other makes
device. A Lissen product.
a bayonet -socket plug, and, as the average of the
of valves, is the marking of the principal
home is usually fitted with both' power :screened
characteristics on the valve base. This is
sockets and lamp -holders, it sometimes type, the Lissen unscreened coils will be carried out in gold type and is easily
becomes convenient if the apparatus can found very useful-. As may be seen from readable, and thus does not leave the user
be inserted into either type. of. connection the illustration on this page, the method in doubt at any time regarding the partiof construction follows orthodox lines, a cular characteristics of the particular valve
at will. There are albase with six terminals being fitted to the in use. The information which is, given is
ready On the market complete coil, and with the further refine- the type number, the amplification factor,
some interesting types of
ment of a small selectivity device mounted the mutual conductance and the impedance,
adaptor which 'permit of
in the upper end of the coil. This consists and, in view of the changes which certain
apparatus being used with
of a small mica -dielectric variable con- valves undergo from time to time, whilst
both types of soeket,
denser, with an ebonite adjusting screw, still retaining their original type number,
and we illustrate on this
and it provides an extremely low minimum this information is of the utmost imporpage a new form manncapacity, and a maximum of .0002 mfd. tance. Each valve is guaranteed for a
ffictured by Lectrolinx,
A further advantage in the design of this period of six months. The following list
Ltd., makers of the
coil is to be found in the fact that the base
popular Clix accessories.
the principal types which are
is designed to fit the Lissen Triple Wave - shows
This adaptor is moulded
obtainable for the battery user, and the
change Switch. The coil covers the normal
wave -bands, and the windings are arranged

bakelite of

substantial

in slots on the ribs so that the turns cannot move and vary the calibration of a
receiver. The price of the coil is 5s. 6d.

thickness,
consisting

hol-

of

with selectivity device, and 4s. 6d. without.
The triple wave -change switch costs 3s. 6d.

' low "cowl"

"throng

kwhich the

Ostar-Ganz Price Reductions

connect
ing

flex

passed, and
which is
fitted

well-known Ostar-Ganz Universal

ii

with

The new Clix mains plug
adapter.

THEvalves are reduced in price as from

In addition, several
October 1st last.
new types have been added to the com-

prices :H2
HL2
L2

LP2
P2
S02

VS2
ME2

Impedance

Amplification Factor

32,000
16,000
12,000
5,000
3,000
400,000
400,000
20,000

32
24
15
15

Price
3,6
3/0
3/6
4/ -

SI

600
980

(OM nut 1,000 milli wa Os)

4/6
7/6
7/6

10/ -

(All the above valves are also obtainable at the same
price for 4- and 6 -volt, supplies.).
BA2 Class B Output (1,500 milliwatts) Price

BX2 Class B Output (8,000 milliwatts)

Price

9/9/-
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to men who

Eatest and
91,,atest

PRACTICAL LETTERS
FROM ItEADERS

want careers

achieveniv,it

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his corre-

spondents. All letters must be ac-

companied by the name and address ;
;

of the sender (not necessarily for

THE MARVELLOUS NEW
"STENTORIAN"
SPEAKER
bring an

publication).

Will

unbelievable im-

An Appreciation from Shanghai

SIR,-Please accept my thanks for the

safe receipt of the Wireless Encyclopaedia and Data Sheets. I have just glanced
through the Encyclopaedia and it seems to

be all that your readers claim. It is a
valuable addition to my library, where it

provement to
your set, because the exclusive

magnet

" New "

gives

nearlytwicethe
Volume of any

previous commer-

cial speaker, and
a
of

new method
speech coil

assembly obtains
astoundinglyclear
and faithful tone.

will be the standard reference work.
In PRACTICAL WIRELESS for July 21st, Also, an improved
1934, is a short waver that interests me, "Ittierolode"
device provides

and I intend to build it. A two H.F. accurate
matching
pentode circuit should pull in most stations with
any set, or
out here, and if the details of its performance

*

would interest you, I will gladly supply
them. There is only one alteration that
In the sign language

of the
Broadcasting Room
this symbol means

"Announcement."

I would like to see in PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

and that is a longer Short -Wave section.J. BOYCE (The Build, Shanghai).

[We are always pleased

hear from
readers overseas, and shall be glad to have

The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every phase

as

2/6

SEND ONLY

AND
TRY IT
FOR

7 DAYS

of radio work, from the requirements of the Unintentional Interference

SIR,-My experience regarding the Sen-

his career to the man who wants to construct

used

an extra speaker.

to

particulars of the performance of your short
wave two -valuer when completed.-ED.]

youth who wishes to make wireless engineering

when

W.B.
" STENTORIAN " SENIOR model
PMS 1. Sent to approved cu4olner, for 7 days
trial for only 2 6 deposit. If satisfied, pa;

further P.O0 at once, then 8 monthly payment
of
(Cash in 7 days, 42;-.)
W.B. " STENTORIAN " STANDARD model
PRO 2 (for the "All -Pentode 3 "), sent to
approved cu towers for 7 days' trial for only
it deposit. If satisfied, pay further Be at once.
then 6 monthly payments of 5,-. (Cash in 7 days
32'6.)

EPIHIERAUDLTD

sitivity of a modern receiver and of the
and maintain a broadcasting set for his home.
ease with which it " picks up " unwanted
The Radio industry is progressing with
(Dept. P.64)
may be of interest. Recently NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON,
LONDON, N.18.
amazing rapidity. Only by knowing thoroughly interference
Estab'd 35 Years.
the basic principles can pace be, kept with it. I had occasion to examine a receiver 'Phone: Tottenham 2255.
Our instruction includes American broadcasting belonging to a friend, which failed to operas well as British wireless practice. It is a ate ; on testing out the primary of the
modern education, covering 'every department speaker transformer for continuity with a
of the industry.
2 -volt cell (and 500 ohm resistance- in
series), I heard a series of " crackles " from
OUR COURSES

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses the speaker next door (and thiii through a
fairly thick wall), every- time contact was
I think

dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,

in particular, with their Servicing, which to -day made to the transformer winding.

intimately concerns every wireless dealer and this is a good example of unintentional
his employees. The Operating Course is vital interference, which could be caused by
to mastery of operating and transmitting.
anyone testing out wireless components,

There is also a Course for the Wireless such as transformers, chokes, etc., as well
This, in addition to inculcating the
mystifying to the owner of a receiver,
art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge as
which enables the salesman to hold his own who happens to reside nearby.-GEo. H.
Salesman.

with the most technical of his customers.

EATON (Fulham).

- -

-

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Without cost, or obligation, please send me full

information about the Courses 'I have marked X

rf

COMPLETE RADIO
r( RADIO SERVICING
ill RADIO EQUIPMENT
r1 RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
11 WIRELESS ENGINEERING
c WIRELESS OPERATORS
r( EXAMINATION (state which)

specially reduced price of
16/6 post free.

0# tlift
f

Satisfaction guaranteed or money returned.

-THAT a single wire may be used for an
t

extension speaker lead provided a filler -output
circuit is used.

-THAT in the above case a short earth wire
at the speaker end will complete the circuit.
-THAT where an extension speaker is to be

..

used at a considerable distance from the receiver,

i.e., in a garden or in a far part of the house, a
small amplifier may be included in the speaker

are 7in.
Universal

features

cone,

Transformer,
Special

large cone will give better low note response.

Magnet c:eating

-THAT generally speaking a speaker with a

practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Such articles should be written on one side

of the paper only, and should contain the name and

should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

Cleo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch
with the latest developments, we give no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject
of letters patent.

Super

greater flux
density.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a

W.C.2.

Address

Outstanding

cabinet.

(iddress of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold
himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will be
made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope
is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor
Name

We offer a limited number
of the famous FARRA.NT
PERMANENT MAGNET

INDUCTOR MOVING
COIL SPEAKERS at the

Then there are the Preparatory Courses for the
City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.

Vv e will be pleased to send you details of
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in, and
post the coupon, or write in any other way.

SPECIAL OCTOBER OFFER

List price

: 12

6

Send P.O. immediatelyto

DEPT. "GN"

RADIO and ELECTRIICAL

WHOLESALE SUPPLY,
6, Conduit St., London, W.1
MAYFAIR 3163 (3 lines).
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'cATALOGUES

ECEIVED IMPROVE QUALITY AND RANGE

9u , -2,tge undentrifjce to sehil on
Ore arilrettisei's. Itrersls stale,' ea
ICITraZt
09
11ifr post...pad .:the -trainee of the firms /rain titeta You
,reirtilte eafillonues, akit Address if-. to-- "Cu tolutiut."
new nes, Ltd.. 8-11,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Geo.
Where
8engthomptort ,6t., St Nut', London; W.C.2.

ildrertiSirs 'make a ehardi.

riquiee postdoe, this
should be enclosed with applications for eataloyeres. No
ellAulit he enclosed.
other corre4orerlende.
or'

4.

AMPLION PRODUCTS

Revitalise your rdceiver
with these British Made
Valves
which
have
received high praise
from all the radio press

BATTERY TYPES FROM 3/9
SG 215
SG 220
VS 215

HP 215
VP 215

N the BOW season's list inst. issued ,by Amplion,
Ltd., full particulars are given -of the " Radiolux "
soperhet and radiograms. towther with moving coil speakers, pick-ups, and microphones. The all electric " Radiolux ' superhet embodies the latest
.

.

1

H.F. Amplifier
H 210
D 210
Non-Microphonic Detector
DDT 220 Duo -Diode -Triode
L 210
L.F. Amplifier

. ,Vrefinements, including an H.F. pentode and octode
ffrequency changer. The price of this instrument has
.been revised, and the A.C. and D.C. models are now
listed at, 12 guineas and 13 guineas respectively,
housed in attractive walnut cabinets. The price

cif the radiogram has also been revised- and is now
The " Radiolux " auto -gram., priced
'1 , guineas.

P 220
PP 220
PX 230

t 50 guineas, is housed ill a beautifully figured walnut
Cabinet, and is provided with abtomatic volume control,
Aeon. light visual tuning, illuminated full -vision scale

Y 220

nitrated in metres), and a British Capehart record
nger, with a ten -second loading. The range of
alters- include the well-known Amplion "Lion."
Len 'duper," and'" Audiola " models.. The micro*ones listed are. high-class instruments.

Z 220

B 230
DB 240
QP 240

" WHEN BIG MEN FIDDLED-"
THIS Is the title of an interesting little booklet,
issued by the Celestion people, and it gives a
brief resume of the progress of radio from the days
of cat -whiskers to the ddvent of Celestion,epeakers.
it also gives some particulars of the achievement,

AC/SL
AC/VH
AC/VS
AC/VH
AC/HP
AC/VP

with a few notes concerning their latest moving -cull
models.

I

CHRONICLE WIRELESS ANNUAL

popular radio handbook, Which is intended

THIS
to appeal to all classes of radio users, contains

i so well -illustrated pages. For the home constructor
there are a number of designs for modern receivers,
including a five -valve superhet, a double S.G. four
with Q.P.P. output, a three-valver with S.G. detector
and pentode, and an easy-tcsbuild two-valver. Ralf size wiring diagrams of these receivers are given on a
separate sheet.

Other sections give some useful information to
enable the ordinary listener to get the best results
from his receiver, and for those with little interest in
the technical side of wireless there are chapters explaining how a typical radio programme is drawn up
and how it is broadcast. For readers who are keen to

Hivac equivalent
for practically every type and
make of valve in use to -day.
There

a

is

Write

the

for

Hivac

1935

ACfL
AC/Y
AC/Z

Valve Guide "N" and Chart.

appear irregularly in the programmes. The series that
provides the most imposing list of speakers is at 10.0

p.m. on Fridays, and presents one of' the two ex-

ceptions just referred to. This, series will be on " The
Causes of War " and will give a number of distinguished
people with different opinions an opportunity of putting forward their own theories as to how wars come
about. The following speakers have agreed to' con-

welfiree

talks, and on -Saturdays " The Week in

Westminster." On Sundays there will be two short
talks of twenty titillates each between 4.50 and 5.30
p.m. The pamphiet can be obtained free from any

,14.

-.adieu

Small Power

5/6

.Medium Power

.6/6

Super Power
Medium Power Output Pentode
Type

xol6

Class.'" B "

ro/6
ro/6

Super Power Output Pentode
Type

Driver Class " B "

Double Pentode Type
Quiescent Push -Pull

7/6

15/6

for
19/6

Screen Grid Amplifier
High Gain S.G. Amplifier
Variable -Mu Screen Grid

Variable -Mu High Gain S.G
H.F. Pentode Type
Variable -Mu H.F. Pentode
Type

13/6
13/6
13/6
13/6
13/6

13/6
9/6
12/6

Small Power

12/6

Output Pentode Type

15/6

High Slope Output Pentode
15/6

10/6

15/-

1YA CA

HIGH VACUUM VALVE CO.,

LTD.,

London,

E.C.1.

113-117,

Farringdon

Road,

VALVE

BRITISH

REJECT DROITWICH
n the simplest way with the aid
of a

r ER RA Kt

REJEGTOR

A ldous Huxley.

about life In general," On Fridays there will be child

zo/6

THE SCIENTIFIC

The Very Rev. W. It. Inge, K.C.V.O., D.D.
Sir Norman Angell.
The Rt. Hon. Lord Beaverbrook.
Professor J. B. S. Haldane, F.R.S.

N.The Marchioness of Reading will talk on Wednesdays

to/6

3/9

UU/12o/350 Full Wave Rectifier (I.H.C.)
UU/z2o/50o Full Wave Rectifier (I.H.C.)

tribute :-

The Itt. Hon. Winston Churchill, Car, MPG. D. H. Cole.
Major C. H. Douglas.
Sir Josiah Stamp, G.B.E.
Morning talks will be at 10.45 as usual. The
Tuesday and Thursday talks will be devoted to houses bold matters. On Mondays the speakers will recall
41 their childhood of thirty, fifty, seventy years ago.

zo/6

7/-

Type

Ask your dealer for Hivac ; there
is no other valve " just as good."

from all extension speaker, set, testing:, and all about
the newest valves. Television, home -recording, and
noise suppression are among the other subjects dealt
with, and there are also instructions for making a shortwave converter. The price of the Annual is 7s. Od.

A PAMPHLET giving the programme of ,B.B.C.
broadcast talks for the session ending
(-1
December, 1934, is now available. The regular late
evening talks have, with two exceptions, been abandoned in favour of various talks features which will

to/6

3/9
3/9

AC/HL Detector
AC/DDT Duo -Diode -Triode

know something about the why and wherefore of
radio there are articles on such subjects as the methods
used to rectify A.C. current, getting the best results

BROADCAST TALKS

z4/6

MAINS TYPES FROM 9/6.

of Celestion in the field of sound reproduction, toget I wr

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Screen Grid
High Slope Screen Grid
Variable -Mu Screen Grid
H.F. Pentode Type
Variable -Mu H.F. Pentode
Type

Build it

with your

own hands

LISSEN

"SKYSCRAPER" BAND-PASS 3
WRITE FOR FREE CHART

LISSEN

LIMITED,

ISLEWORTH,

MDDX.

MADE

VALVES
THE VALVE WITH
THE SIX MONTHS
GUARANTEE!

SEND TO FOYLES
FOR BOOKS!
Nem and second-hand books on Wireless and all other
subjects. Over two million volumes in stock.
tree on mentioning your interests.

Catalogues

119-125, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone
Gerrard sees (7 lines).
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE

REPLIES TO

YOUR PROBLEMS

net

I iiTihe coutpobne oanttCacohver

ed

f
If a

postal reply is
desired, a stamped ad.
dressed envelope must

SPECIAL NOTE

for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers

described in our pages, from articles appearing

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasonscircuit diagrams of Complete
multi -valve receivers.

(1) Supply
(2)

Suggest alterations or modifications of

receivers
poraries.

described

in

our

contem-

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.

IPlease note also that all sketches and drawings

which are sent to us should bear the name
and address of the sender.

111=1.11.M.

A Mains Query

-.........to

........

i

ENQUIRIES
by Our Technical Staff

be enclosed.
Every
query and drawing
which is sent must bear
the name and address of the sender. Sent
your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Ceo. Plewnes, Lid.. 8-11,
Southampton St.. Strand. London. W.C.2.

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only

every query.

(if of the M. -C. type) is not accurately
centred.

Thus when a loud

signal is

received the speech coil shorts against

resistance, or to a run-down battery. We the pole piece, but when signals are reduced
presume you have ascertained that the by removing the aerial the movement of

valve is O.K., and that the quantity of the cone is not sufficient to cause the
wire used for the reaction winding is noise. This may be verified by reducing
sufficient to cause oscillation with the signals by means of the volume control
particular value of condenser which is in and then listen for the noise. If it still
use.
persists, you should look to the aerial,

Hissing Noises
" I have a commercial super -het. (battery -

operated) which I obtained cheaply from a
big store near me. It is an American set,
and functions quite well except for one
thing. All over the dial there is a loud

hissing noise, something like steam escaping
from a boiling kettle. Is there any way of
preventing this, as it becomes annoying

whilst if the noise ceases, then the speaker
is at fault.

Microphone Difficulty
" I have a small button microphone and
have connected it to my set as shown on
the attached sketch. I can get no results
whatever and would thank you if you could
certify my connections as correct. I used

no transformer. Would this make any
after trying to search for some distant difference ? "-J. H. (Hayle).

stations ? "-H. G. (Blackheath).
" I have a S.G., detector and power set,
The noise is probably valve hiss and is
but wish to build a pentode three. I am due to the particular valves which are in
using a commercial 25-milliamp eliminator. use. There is generally a background of
Can I make the new set ' all -mains ' ? this type when a number of highly efficient
H so, how ? Or do you think it would be valves are employed, and the only thing
better to make it a battery set and use the you can do is to fit a large -capacity coneliminator (which has a trickle charger for denser across the output terminals.
the L.T.) ? If I did the latter would I have Naturally, high notes will be cut, but this

The connections shown are between grid
and grid bias; and whilst this is the correct

position for the input arrangement it is
necessary to interpose a transformer
between the microphone and receiver.

Generally speaking, the resistance of these
small microphones is in the neighbourhood
of 100 ohms, and therefore you must obtain

a special transformer in order to use the

may not prove a disadvantage if the microphone with your receiver.
background noises are reduced. The actual
Probably the battery receiver with the value will depend upon the speaker and A Neon Problem

good volume
Thames).

? "-F.

A.

(Kingston -on -

trickle charging arrangement would prove output arrangements, and some trial will
" I have purchased a television neon
most suitable to you. You would have to thus be necessary to find the most suitable lamp but cannot get it to glow when conarrange for a much greater H.T. voltage condenser to use.
nected across the loud -speaker terminals
if you desired to get the best from maim
on my commercial receiver. I tried to

valves, as these require 200 to 250 volts Faulty Aerial
on the anode, and your eliminator only
" My set has worked very well for two
delivers a maximum of 150 volts. Thus
but I have lately been troubled with
you would not be working the maim years
valves at their optimum points and would some intermittent crackling noises. These
very loud and only appear at odd times.
probably get poorer results than with are
I have tried various methods of tracing
battery valves at full voltage.
them but so far I can only state that when

connect it across the mains with a resistance

denser is all right and the reaction winding
The fault is probably to be found in the
Is intact. Please could you tell me where aerial. It may be a poor joint where the
else I could look for the trouble ? "- lead-in is joined, and this may have become
corroded and loose and is moving when a
H. H. (Oldham).
If the reaction circuit is intact the only wind blows. Alternatively, the lead-in
failure of the set to oscillate will be found may swing against a metal gutter or pipe
in the fact that insufficient H.T. is being and thus produce the noise. There is still,
applied to the anode. This may be due to however, the possibility that the aerial is
too high a value of decoupling or coupling not responsible, but that the loud -speaker

insufficient, or that an output filter circuit
is fitted. You need about 20 milliamps
direct current for the lamp, and if a filter

in series and it glowed but although I
connected it quickly to my set it still would
not light. Can you help me ? "--T. H.
(Bristol).
The striking voltage has to be continuously applied, and it is useless to apply
the aerial lead is removed I can still hear the the voltage and then remove it. The
No Reaction
local station faintly, but there is no crackling. cause of the lamp not glowing with your
" I have a three -valve set, but I cannot The noises are by no means regular. What receiver may be due to the fact that the
get any reaction at all. The reaction con- can you suggest ? "-T. U. A. (Highgate). anode current of the output valve is

p

is

fitted you will have to arrange to

incorporate a separate polarizing source.

I THE QUERIES COUPON APPEARS
i
jM
ON COVER iii

THE WORLD'S HANDIEST AERIAL
A highly efficient adhesive strip Aerial that gives a wonderful pick-up clear of
interference: Fixed in a jiffy without tools. Press it anywhere you want to run
it and it sticks. Lightning proof, neat,Pefficient ; just the thing for a modern home.
PIX, London, S.E.I.

P1

X INVISIBLE AERIAL

2III
Double. Length

3/6
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Miscellaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate Of 3d. per word. Words
in black face type and/or capitals are

charged double this rate (minimum charge
Display lines are
3/- per paragraph).
charged at 6/- per line. All advertisements
must be prepaid. Radio components advertised at below list price do not carry
manufacturers' guarantee. All communishould

cations

be

addressed

to

the

Advertisement Manager, "Practical Wire.
less,"

Southampton

8,

London.

Street,
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Strand,

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
Oiler the Following Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a Fraction of the Original Cost ; all goods

guaranteed perfect, carriage paid,. over 51-, under 5/ -

postage 6d. extra, I.F.S. and ab?oad, carriage extra.
Orders tinder 5/- cannot be sent C.O.D. PLEASE
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE POST
FREE.
CTUPENDOUS Purchase of Set Manufacturers'
Stock. All electric 3 Valve (S.G. Det. Pen.) Set in
Walnut Cabinet with moving -coil speaker 200-230
volt 40-60 cycles. Chassis built. 20G-2,000 metres

(Continued front foot of column one)

RUN YOUR
RADIO
FROM THE
MAINS

EDISON Bell Double Spring Gramophone Motors,
complete -with turn -table and
fittings, a
really sound job, 15/..
Wound Potentiometers 1,000, 2,500, 50,000,
WIRE
90,000, 150,000. 200,000, 500,000, any value
2/- each;
1,000 ohms wire -wound semi -variable
resistances, carry 150 ma., 2/-.
POLARStar, manufacturers' model, 3 -gang eon denser:, fully screened, with trimmers, 7/6,
unscreened, 3 -.
AMERICAN Triple Gang 0.0005 Condensers, with
trimmers, 4/11 ;-Utility Bakelite.2-gang 0:0005
screened with uniltnob trimmer, 3/6; Polar Bakelite

111111111110111011111

condensers, 0,00035, 0.0003, 0.0005, 1/-.

RITISH Radiophone 110 be/s Intermediates, 3/-.

To get the best possible results,
you MUST electrify your set.
This is simple and interesting. If you , have
an eliminator supplying the H.T., just scrap
your battery valves, replace them with A.C.
valves and incorporate a HEAYBERD L.T.
Transformer.
Below are three popular
models :

1,..7.1

vvith 4 valves, i4/19/6.
ALL Electric 3 -stage Amplifiers, 200-250v., 40-60

cycles, 10 watts, undistorted output, complete
with 5 valves, and Magnavox Super " 66 " Speaker,
10/10/0.

91n. diameter, permanent magnet.
Handles 4 watts, 7 ohms speech coil, 13/6.

MODEL
723
727
731

YPE 4480,

Multi -ratio transformer, 4/6 extra.
}PREMIER SUPPLY STORES Announce the Purl- chase of the Complete Stock of a World Famous
Continental Valve Manufacturer; all the following

PRICE

OUTPUT

2+2 volts 3 amps
2+2 volts 5 amps

12/6
17/6
22/6

2+2 volts 10 amps

A large range of Kits of Parts and Complete
Eliminators available.

standard mains types, fully guaranteed, 4/6 each,
H -L., power, High, Medium, Low magnification,

for Heayber41

handbook on

112, 171, 210,245, 26, 47, 24, 35, 58, 55, 37, 281,

80- and the following types, 6/6 each: 42, 77, 78,
25E5, 30, '38, 83, 39, 44, 53, 6B7, 2A5, 2A6, 2A7,
2B7, 5Z3, 6C6, 6A4, 6D6, 6F7.
LIMINATOR Kits, including transformer, choke,
E, Westinghouse metal rectifier. Condensers, resistances and diagram, 120v. 20 ma., 20/-; trickle
charger, 8/. extra ; 150v., 30 nailliamps, with 4v., 2-4
amps. C.T., L.T., 25/- ; trickle charger, 6/6 extra ;
IDREMIER chokes, 40 milliamps, 25 hys., 4/.; 65
nfilliamps, 30 hys., 5/6 ; 150 milliamps, 30 hys.,
10/6 ; 60 milliamps. 80 hys., 2,500 ohms., 5/6 ; 25

milliamps, 20 hys., 2/9.
ALL Premier Guaranteed Mains Transformers have
Engraved Terminal Strips, with terminal connections, input 200-250v., 40-100 cycles, all windings
paper interleaved.
B -..T.7 Transformer, output 135v. 80 m.a.

for voltage doubling, 8/6 ; 4v. 3-4a,',ViT. L.T., 2/ PREMIER

extra; with Westinghouse rectifier giving 200v. 30
ma., 17/6.
PREMIER H.T.8 and 9 Transformers, 250v., 60
U ma. and 300v. 60 m.a. rectified, with '4v. 3-5a.
and 4v. 1-2a., C.T. L.T. and screened primary, 10/-,
with Westinghouse rectifier, 18/6.
PREMIER H.T. 10 Transformer, 200v. 100 tn.a.
'rectified with 4v. 3-5a., and 4v. 1-2a., C.T.'L.T.
;and screened primary, 10/-; with Westinghouse

rectifier, 19/6.
Mains Transformer, output 250-0-250v.
60 m.a., 4v. 3-5a,, 4v. 2-3a,., 4v. 1-2a (all C.T.)
PREMIER
with screened primary, 10/-.
,DREMIER Mains Transformers, output 350.0-350v.
I- 90 ma., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a, 4v. 1-2a. (all C.T.)
with screened primary, 10/-.
PREMIER Auto Transformers, 100-110/200-250v.
or vice versa, 100 -watt, 10/-.
WESTERN ELECTRIC Mains Transformers,
W 300-0.300v. 65 m.a.' 4v. 1-2a. 4v. 2-3a.,6/6 ;
500-0-500v., 150 ma., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a.,
'
4v. 2-3a.,
4v. la. C.T., 4v. la. C.T., 19/6.
SPECIAL Offer of Mains Transformers, manufactured

MainsWorking
I enclose 3d. statnp_sfor

New Handbook of Mains
Equipment. Packed with
Technical Tips, Service

Hints and diagrams

(Mr
Address

state whether power or Pentode 'required'; A.C.
conversion kit for above types, 10/-; Magnavox

Pm.. 7in. cone, 16/6.
RELIABLE Canned Coils with Circuit. accurately
matched, dual range, iron -cored, 3/6.

RELIABLE Intervalve Transformers, 2/-; multi IN ratio output transformers, 4/6.

T.C.C. Electrolytic Condensers, 550v. working, 650v.
peak, 8 mf., 4/- ; 4 nif. or 8 inf. 440v. working,
3/- ; 15 mf. 50v. working, 1/- ; 25v. working, 25 mf.,
1/3 , 6 mf. 50v, working and 2 mf. 100v. working, 6d. ;
8 +4 mf., 450v. working, 4/- ; 50 mf., 50v. working, 2/9.
C.C. Condensers, 250v. working, lief., 1/3 ; 2 mf.,
1/9 ; 4 mf.'3/-; 4 mf.,.450v. working, 4/- ; 4 mf.,
750v. working, 6/-.
GRAMPIAN Permanent -Magnet Moving Coil,
Mn. Diameter, handles 4 Watts, Universal
Transformer, 18/6. Energised 2,500 ohms, handles
5 Watts. 21/-.

T

1 mf. 6d., 2 mf. 1/-, 4 mf. 2/-. 400v. working,
1 mf., 1/-: 2 mf., 1/6.
H.M.V. Condensers, 400v. working ; 4 +2 +1 +1 +1
+1 +0.5,3/9; Phillips 300v., 6 +4 +2 +1 +1,4/6.

nITBILIER Condensers, 8 or 4 mfd, dry electro-

lytic, 450v. working, 3/- ; 4 +4 +2 +0.1, 3/6.
VARLEY Constant square Peak Coils, band-pass
type BP7, brand new in maker's cartons with
instructions and diagrams, 2/4.
VARLEY H.F. Intervalve Coils BPS band-pass
complete with instructions in original cartons,

/ 2/6.

CCREENED H.F. Chokes by One of the Largest
k) Manufacturers in the Country, 1/6.

PREMIER British -made Meters, moving iron. flush
mounting, accurate, '0-10, 0-15, 0-50, 0-100,
0-1, 0-5 amps. all at 6/-.

0-250

.....

Pi gram cabinets, by best manufacturers, at a

14 1.

fraction of original cost, for callers.
THE Following Lines 6d. each, or 5/- per dozen. 1.
Chassis valve holders, 5-, 6-, or 7 -pin, screened

..... .4.10.41.0

F.C.HEAYBERD &Co.,

10 FINSBURY STREET, LONDON. E.Ci2
One minute from Moorgate Stn

screengrid leads, any value 1 -watt wire end resistances,

wire end condensers, 0.0001 to 0.10Bulgin 3 -amp.
main switches. Cyldon capacitors, double trimmers.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

20-22, High St., Clapham, S.W.4. Telephone : Macaulay
2188. Nearest Station, Clapham North Underground.

11111131

VAUXIIALL.-Magnavox
Permanent Magnet
Loudspeakers, universal, suitable for Class B
power or pentode; 7in. cone, 1716; 10in. cone, 23/-.
Energised 2,500 or 6,500, 10in. cone, 22/-; 7in.

All new with humbueking
VAUXHALL, U S 4 Rola Energised 8in. diameter, 2,500, 6,500 ohms, 17/6 ; 10in. diameter,
25/- ; P.M. Sin. diameter, 28/- ; 101n. diameter, 33/,
VAUXITALL.---Eadiophone Radiopaks, Band-pass
cone, 15/3.

1935

EDMN

WAVE
SHORT MANUAL
Fully illustrated with
constructional
details
for
building
Battery
and Mains S.W. Receivers : 13v, S.W. Super bet with A.V.C. All
Wave Wavemeter, 5 -

180-0.180 volts 40 m.a., 4v. 1 amp., 4v. 3 amps., 4/6 ;
200-0-200 v., 4v. la. 4v. 3a., 4/6.
REMTER L.T. Charger Kits, consisting of Premier
transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input
0-250v., A.C., output 8v. + amp., 14/8; 8v. 1 amp.,
17/6 ; 6 v. 2 amp., 2716 ; 30v.1 amp., 37/6 ; 2v.1- amp.,

meter Receiver. Simple
5 - meter
Transmeter.

Crossfeeder Aerial System.
Battery and

Mains S.W. Converters.
Amateur Bands
Receiver. 100 watt Trans-

41h

Truspeed Induction Type (A.C. only) Electric
Gramophone Motors. 100-250v. ; 80/- complete.
motor.
PiOLLARO Gramo. Unit consisting of
'200-250v. high quality pick-up -and volume

mitter Eliminators, etc.

EP1

control, 49/- without volume control, 46/-.

LCOMPILED BY THE LEADING
SHORT WAVE SPECIALISTS

CPECIAL Offer of Wire Wound _Resistances, 4 watts,.

a any value up to 50,000 ohms, If.; 8 watts, any
is, 1/6 15 watts, any value up
watts, any value up to 50,000

PRICE

.1CIENTItALAB Potentiometers, 50,000, 100,000
meg. any value, 2/, 200 ohms. wire wound, 1/-.
(Continued at top of column three)

1/6

tnr51/000 ohms, 2/-;

with arm and volume

A LARGE Selection of Pedestal, table and radio -

OOOOOOO

PRA.

tj by Phillips, input 100-200v. or 200-260v. output

value- up to 15,000.sa

Pick-ups,

AGNAVOX
IVA
D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6 ; D.C. 144,
! 2,500 ohms, 1216; D.C. 152 magna, 2,500 ohms,
37/6, all complete with humbucking - soils ; please

WESTERN ELECTRIC Condensers, 250v. working,

Screen Grid. Directly heated Pentodes, 1 watt, 3 watt
and 4 watt A.C. outputs.
THE following Type, 5/6 each ; 350v. and 500v.,
120 milliamp full wave rectifiers, 2} watt
indirectly heated pentode.
'PRE Following American Types at 4/6 ; 290, 227,

250 v., 60 milliamps with 4v., 3-5 amps. C.T., L.T.,
30/ . ; -300 v. 60 ma., with 4 volts 3-5 amps., 37/6 ;
200v. 50 ma. with 4 v. 3-5 amps. L.T., 27/6.

Cosmacord
B
control, 12/-.

itYNITYS, 2/ 6.

Obtainable from your radio dealer, W. H.
Smith, or ir case of difficulty, direct from

STRATTON & CO., LTD. (Dept. 25), Brooms grove Street, Birmingham.
London Service Dept. :-Webb's, 14, Soho

Street, W.1.

superhet, with Lucerne wavelength station -

named scales, medium and long, complete, 32/0.
VAUXHALL.-Radiophone I.F. transformers, with
terminals, 6/-. Radiophone volume controls,
with switch, 3/6.
VAUXHALL.--Three-gang condensers, with covers
-superhet., 14/6; ordinary type, 12/6. Disc
drives, complete, 4/9.
VAUXHALL.-Pick-ups. Write for quotation.
State make, B.T.H. Collaro Motors, 32/6.
Gramophone switches, 3/6.
VAUXHALL.-Westinghouse Rectifiers. II.T.S,
9/6 ; H.T.9, 10/. ; Westectors', W4, WX6, 5/9.
VAUXHALL.-Dubilier 4-8mfd. Electrolytic Con claimers, 3/8 ; -Mains Transformers, suitable for
H.T.8, with terminals, 11/6.

CASH with Order, post paid over 2/6, or c.o.d. ;

all goods unused manufacturers' surplus;
guaranteed perfect. Lists free.

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.

Temple Bar 9338. (Facing Bush
'Phone :
House, over Dennys.)
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.-Input 110, 200, 225,

245. Output 350 x 350, 80 m.a., .4 v., 2 to 3
amps. C.T., 4 v., 3 to 5 amps. C.T. insulated layer
wound. Guaranteed 12 °months, price 8/6.-Excelsior
Radio, 9, Carthew Villas, Hammersmith, W.6.

CONSTRUCTORS of coils, chokes, transformers.
Send for 1934-35 lists.--lanneu Electric Coy.,
9, Scarisbrick Ave., Liverpool 21.
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RADIO CLEARANCE, 94, High Holborn, W.C.1,
offers the following stupendous bargains;
limited quantities .only; all goods carriage free.'Phone : Holbom 4631.
RADIO CLEARANCE Offers Plessey Triple Gang
Condensers, 2 x 0.0005 and 110 K /c oscillator
section, complete with knob, drive and escutcheon;

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.-Set manufacturers' guaranteed surplus.

VARIABLE Condensers.-Lotus 3 -gang 0.0005,12/6;
Lotus 2 -gang, 0.0005, 8/6 ; Lotus Dyblock single,
0.0005, 4/9 (list 9/6) ; all these condensers are com-

plete with dials, escutcheons, knobs, fully screened
with trimmers, and boxed ; Dubiller 4 mfd. (2+1+1),

7 /6 post free.
RADIO CLEARANCE Offers Plessey 110 K /es
Intermediate Frequency Transformers : 3 /-,
post free.
RADIO CLEARANCE Offers 8,000 ohm Volume

1,000 v. D.C., 2/9 ; 4.5 mfd. (2.25+2.25), 1,000 v., for
mains noise suppression, 3/- ; fixed 4 mfd., 2/3 ; 2 mfd.,

1/6; 1 mfd., 1/-; Utility Midget 2 -gang variable
condensers, 0.0005, with concentric trimmers, 3/5 ;
T.C.C. 0.1+0.1, 1/3 each.

Controls, log. type,
G.E.C. ; 2 /6 post free.

SPEAKERS.-Blue Spot permanent magnet, with
universal transformer for power, super power,

SQ T.400 Kits, all specified proprietary components;
12/19/6 (list £4/1716).
REGENTONE A.C. Eliminators.

Type W5A,
combined with trickle charger. 20 milliamps.
Brand new and sealed, 39/6 (list £4/12/6).
IGRANIC Superhet, Coils, set of 4 (1 Osc., 2 I.F., with

shrouded, with terminals, primary 200-250v.,

secondary 320-0-320v. at 70 m.a., 2-0-2 at 2 its., 2-0-2 at '

THE
MODERN WAY
TO SUCCESS

ggtatIlsguapLerttpl3aitoi'l sIlii0t,(isisctre5e0ried, ganged on

Lbase with wave change and filament switches ;
type L.N.5181, for battery or mains ; 12/6 (list 30/-).
Type L.N.5162 for General Use 3 Ganged Coils, 9/6
(list, 26/-).
VAB,LEY Constant Square Peak Coils, complete
V with all accessories, new, boxed,B.P.5 ; 2/4.
FAME -Aerials.-Lewcos dual wave superhet,
9/- each (list 27/6).
No. 19 (1934), 22/6 each (list

F

32/6).
BICK-UPS.-Marooni

READY Radio Instamat Transformers, for matching
any valve to speaker ; Junior model, ratios 1 : 2,
1 : 1, lf : 1, 2 : 1, 3 : 1, 7/6 (list 27/6) ; Senior model
ratios 10 : 1, 12i : 1, 14: 1, 16: 1, 20 : 1, 25 : 1, 12/6
(list 37/8).
BOT OLP H Lightweight Portable Receivers, complete with 5 /dullard valves, Exide batteries and
accumulator, overall size 13in. x llin.x 81n., £2/19/6
(list £8/8) ; a real suitcase portable.
r\SRAM Four Valve A.C. Set Complete with moving
V coil speaker, Osram valves, floor cabinet,
16/15/6. Brand new, complete, ready to switch on
(List £15/15/-).
MISCELLANEOUS.-Westinghouse metal rectifiers
H.T. 6, 7, 8, 9/3 each ; Ferranti chokes, 20 henry
60 m.a., 6/9 each ; Lewcos superhet, 8 -way bases, com-

plete with valve holders, grid leak, fixed condenser
type "48," 2/- each; Li'sen base turntables, 1/6,
(list 5s.); Lewcos coils, B.P.F./R., 4/- T.B.F./C.,
3/3 ; O.S.C./126 (Extensor), 3/3 ; T.O.S./R., 3/3 ;

Morse tapping keys, with buzzer and flashlight signal,
complete with battery and bulb, 2/- each.
BRAND New American Valves. All Types Available.

Please Ask for Quotations.
ALL Goods Guaranteed and Sent Carriage Paid.

BRANCHES at 271-275, High Rd., Willesden Green,
N.W.10, and at 46, Lisle St. W.C.2. Please
send all post orders to 323, Euston Rd., N.W.1.

SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston Rd., London,
N.W.1 (near Warren St. Tube).

'Phone : Museum

6324.

HIGHEST possible allowance made on used wireless

goods in exchange for new sets, components,
or Peto-Scott kite. All latest receivers supplied on
easiest of terms. -11. Wigfield, Furlong Road, Goldthorpe, Yorks.

WANTED good modern wireless parts, sets,
eliminators, meters, valves, speakers, etc.
Spot cash waiting. Exchanges. Send or ring. We
pay more than any other dealer. Open 9-8.-University Radio, 142, Drummond St., Easton, N.W.I.
VARLEY Constant Square Peak Band -Pass Coils,
typo B.P.S. Complete, all aecessoriea and
instructions. New, boxed, 2/4. (List, 15/-.)
ERICSSON 3-1 L.F. Transformers, new and guaranteed, 2/3. (List, 17/6).

VOLUME Controls, 60,000 ohms, New, 1/3.

CELESTION Energised M.C. Speaker, 2,500 ohms.
Model D.C. 2054, with universal transformer.

List price, £2/5/0. Our price, 12/6.
nIONDER. RADIO CO., LTD., Coptic Street,
London, W.C.1. Museum 9607.

ALL 35/-. Pentode Three. Solely Specified Kit,
£3.15.6 Cash (7/7 monthly). Television Disc
Receiver Kit, complete with full Instructions. Receivers,

Rite, Components. Lowest Prices Cash or H.P. Lists

Free.-"Melfo-Fad," Queen's Place, Hove.

RADIALADDIN (Disposals) Ltd. Exchange your
old set for any new model, balance cash or H.P.

Write for free quotation to largest radio exchange
In U.K. Also clearance sale of reconditioned sets
and radiograms at gift prices £1. to £10. Write for
liet.-46, Brewer Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.1.
Gerrard 4055.

Instead of remaining in the crowd.
struggling with others along the old zig-zag
paths, decide now to take. the more modern,

Battery Receivers with
Speaker and Marconi valves, in attractive Oak
Cabinet. List, 4 gns. Our price, 32/6. Carriage forward. See other Bargains as advertised last issue.
All Mall Orders Direct to : PEARL A: PEARL, 190,
2 -Valve

Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

RADIOCLEARANCE Offers Mains Transformers,

shrouded, with terminals, primary 200-250v.,

secondaries 320-0-320 at 70 m.a., 2-0-2 at 2#a., 2-0-2

at 64a., 10/6 post free.

RADIO, CLEARANCE Offers Steel Chassis cadmium

plated, drilled ready for use, 3 -valve, 5 -valve, or
7 -valve type ; 1 /6, post free.
RADIO CLEARANCE Offers 2, 3, and 4 valve metal
chassis complete with valveholders and terminal

Engineer and. Consultant) shows clearly and definitely the most certain way to a well -paid post.

Coils, manufacturer's type, with circuit diagram,
suitable for tuned grid or tuned anode ; set of 3 coils,
4 /6, post free.
ADIO CLEARANCE Offers " Centralab " Potentiometers,, 25,000, 50,000 ohms; 1/6 each, post
free.
CLEARANCE Offers Set of Super -Het.
Coils, comprising Band -Pass and oscillator 110
RADIO
K /cs for cathode injection with circuit diagram; 4 /6,
post free.
CLEARANCE Offers Parallel Feed Transformers, ratio 6-1, by well-known manufacturer,
RADIO

In this
GINEERING OPPORTUNITIES.'!
Hand -book, Profesior A. N. Low (the eminent

The book gives particulars of all leading Exnmina.

t ions

A.M.I.Meoh.E., A.H.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.W.T., City

I including

and Guilds, G.P.O., etc.), and also outlines
over a hundred Home -Study Courses in all branches
of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Radio and
Aero. Engineering.
Write, call or 'phone for your FREE COPY of
Wo promise
that ft will be a moment of your time well spent.
There is no cost or obligation.
this important Hand -book to -day.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OP ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, 390, SHAKESPEARE
HOUSE, 29/31, OXFORD ST., LONDON.

strips, 2/6 each post free.
RADIO CLEARANCE Offers Set of Band -Pass

RADIOCLEARANCE Offers T.C.C. Condensers,
0.5 mfd. 800 -volt D.C. working, 1/6 each ; F.C.C.

condenser, 1 mfd., 250 -volt, D.C. working, 1/- each;

EASY
PAYMENTS
"There's no place like HOLMES"
W.B. SPEAKERS.
This year's finest value

STENTORIAN SENIOR
STENTORIAN STANDARD
STENTORIAN BABY
.

KIT
SETS
TELSEN 323 KIT
TELSEN 5.0.3 KIT

..
..

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3
LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 4

Deposit

Monthly

4/7
4/5

9 of 4/7
7 of 4/5
5 of 4/1

.. 42/-

..

...

32/6
22/6

4/-

Payment

We strongly reoomne nd

..
..
..

4/-

29/6
30/8
77/6

4/4
71-

.. 112;6

10/-

COMPLETE
SETS
COSSOR MELODY MAKER 352

ACCESSORIES
EXIDE H.T. ACC. 120v.
..
ATLAS ELIMINATOR T 10'30
AVOMINOR METER ..
..
B.T.H. LATEST PICK-UP
..

of

60,69'6

40 40,'-

7 of, 4/1

9 of 4/4
11 of 7/-

11 of 30/3

Unbeatable valve.

119/COSSOR ALL ELECTRIC 357.. 159/G.E.C. BATTERY COMPACT 3 117/8
FERRANTI LANCASTRIA
512.12

10/10
14/7
10/9

RD-

merit
-

11 of 10/11 of 14/7
11 of 10/0

11 of 23/ -

eat .fine value

8/8/5/8
4/5

9 of 8/8
11 of 6/4
7 of 5/8
9 of 4/5

T.C.C. condensers 1 mfd. 450 -volt D.C. working,
1/3 each ; T.C.C. condensers, 1 mid. 800 -volt, D.C.
working, 2/- each; T.C.C. condensers, 2 mid.' 450-volt, D.C. working, 2/- each ; T.C.C. condensers,
6 mfd., 250 -volt D.C. working, 3/- each ; T.C.C.
condensers, 4 mfd. block 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 and
1 mfd. 250 -volt A.C. working, 2/- each.

RADIO CLEARANCE Offers Phillips Eliminator

150 volts at 30 mililamps., 4 volts,
1 /6 ; Phillips smoothing
chokes, 14-28 henries, 120 milliamps, 2 /RADIO CLEARANCE Offers 5 -valve A.C. 200-2500
volts Super -Het. Chassis, partly incomplete,
with circuit diagram. Components worth 50 /-. Price,

1 amp., various inputs,

post free, 25 /-.

RADIO CLEARANCE Offers L.F. Transformers,
3 : 1 and 5 : 1, manufacturers type, 1 /6 each,

post free.

nADIO CLEARANCE Offers L.F. Transformers
I% (shrouded), 3 : 1 and 5 : 1, Price, post free, 1 /2
each.

ADIO CLEARANCE Offers Magnacore Class B
RRADIO
Chokes. Price, 2 /11, post free.
CLEARANCE Offers Magna core Q.P.P.
Choke. Price, post free, 2 /11 each.
RADI 0 CLEARANCE Offers 1 /25th h.p. Motors
(Gilbert), 100-115 volts A.C., for Television.

Suitable for 200-250 volts If used with 700 ohm resistor
Parts for any set. Any make of speaker. or
30 watt lamp. Price 17 /6 each, post free.
New goods obtained for every order.
CLEARANCE Offers Variable Power
Send us a list of the parts you require, or the set you have selected,
Resistances by Well-known maker, 0-100 ohms.
RADIO
and we will send you a definite quotation. Ten years' advertisers
in Wireless Press.

Thousands of satisfied customers.

H. W. HOLMES,

29, Foley Street, Great Portland Street,
W.1.

'Phone : Museum 1414.

RYALLS RADIO, 44, Lambs Conduit St., London.
offer guaranteed goods. Sets Radiophone 3 -coil
bandpass units, superhet, 8/9, post 9d. Polar Minor

3 gangs, straight or super with Polar " Arcuate "

Price 3/- each, post free.

Exceptional value.

EAST ANGLIAN' SUPPLIES, everything for home
constructors. New goods, by return, 5/- cart.
paid. Cash, C.O.D.
CONDENSERS-Polar Midget two gang, with
trimmers, new horizontal drive, wavelength
scale, escutcheon, knob, 10/-. Dry electrolytics,

Helsby 500v. wkg. 8 mfd., 2/9, 4s. 2/6, 8+4+4, 4/9 ;
drive, 14/6. Wire end resistances, 1 watt, all standard T.C.C. 25v., 25 mfd., 1/2. Tubulars, 1,000v. test,
sizes, 4d. ; HVM block condensers, 250vw, 4 x 4 x 1 x' .0001 to .1, 4/6 dozen.
1 x 3/-, post 9d. Garrard spring motors, No. 11B
COILS, dual range, matched, screened. Colvern T.D.
with unit plate, 121n. turntable, new, complete, 20/-.
(list 8/6) 4/6; S.P.R., 2/3. Chokes H.F., 9d.,
TCC type M .01, 1/-. TCC tubular wire ends .1, 10d. screened
1/5. L.F. 30hy., 50 ma. 4/6 ; 30ma. 3/3.
TCC modulation hum stoppers, .1 x .1 450 vw., 1/6.
10,000 ohm log -wound Potentiometers, with Q.M.B.
Baseboard valve holders, 3d. Jacks, single and double switch
and
knob, 3/-.
circuit, open and closed, 3d. each. Set cabinets,
ELIMINATORS, 200-250v. input, 60, 80, 120v.
room for speaker, new, 5/-.
tappings, 25ma. guaranteed. D.C. 10/6, A.C.

FERRANTI.-A.F. 6c., 17/6 ; O.P.M. lc, 13/6 ;

L.F. Choke B7, 10/6 ; Ferranti a.c. Ellminator,
5 positive tappings, 200 volts, 115 ma., £4. Ferrocart
15/-.

COLUMBIA

41a., 9/6, post free.

more certain, and much quicker way to the top.
If you are ambitious for something more ;than
a "broad and butter " job, send for a copy of
our unique 256 -page Guide, entitled " EN-

Colpak, 01.2.3, coils, 46/-. Exide H.T. Trickle Charger,

PEARL & PEARL

with Q.M.B. switch, by

RADIO CLEARANCE Offers Mains Transformers,
unshrouded, manufacturer type, primary 200-250,
secondary 320-0-320v. at 70 Ma., 2-0-2v. at 2} amps.,
2-0-2v. at 3 amps. ; 8 /6 post free.
RADIO CLEARANCE Offers Mains Transformers,

pentode and Class B ; 23/- (list 39/6).

All perfect.--" Lansdowne," Chiltern Drive,

Hale, Cheshire.

CHARGING WITHOUT MAINS ! Season 1934-35
" Tonic " filter chargers keep 2 -volt accumulators

fully charged at home. Ideal for remote districts.
From 7/-. Postage 9d. Full particulars, stamp." Tonic " Chargers, Stourbridge Road, Halesowen,
Birmingham.

21]-.

F. Transformers, 3 : 1, 5 : 1,
" B " Drivers,
Wearite, 4/3. Varley Mains Transformers, manf.
type, 325-0-325, 4v., 4a., 4v., 2a., all C.T. screened
primary, 12/6.

HEAVY sheet aluminium for chassis, any size,
machine -cut, 2/- sq. foot.
INTERFERENCE Suppressors stop all mains noises,
recommended G.P.O., 3/9, with instructions.
1 watt. Resistors, any values, 4/- dozen.
HUNDREDS of bargains, Speakers, Cabinets,
Chassis, Kits. Ask our price.-East Anglian
Supplies, 23, Hampton Rd., Ipswich.

October 20th, 1934

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

SURPLUS
RA
At the "GOLD -MINE" STORES, LONDON.
Listed sepplamentary to the " RADIO.GOLDMINE," goalw available. Enclose 3d, stamps for
COPY TO -DAY, the greatest surplus lists in Radio.

70/6GRAMPLION A.C. SUPERHET CHASSIS,
with A.V.C. double -diode -triode ;

18

only.

69MBRITISH RADIOPHONE, 5 -VALVE
I SUPERHET KITS. Amazing limited

offer.

Worth 8 ens.
A.C.

Complete with cadmium plated chassis, dia-

grams, etc.

20 haCL.B. III SEALED KITS.

""/

An unprecedented

bargain.

III KITS. Complete in

18/6S.C.

Full diagrams.

17,6A.c. ELIMINATOR KITS,
"mains voltage.

sealed cartons.
25

State

ma.

12/6SHORT-WAVE III VALVE KITS. Will tune
in the world.
lnin WEARITE MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
"1 '1'320.0.320, 70 ma., 4v., 4.5a. CT., 4v., 2.5a.
(list 32/6).
10/6CLASS B CONVERSION KITS.
Complete
in sealed cartons.
infASTRAIGHT III KITS. In seated cartons, with

`1" full instructions.
SAMPLE BARGAIN COMPONENTS Parcel

10

Guaranteed value, 30/--40/-.

Rig SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR KITS, complete to
last screw. Full instructions.
SPOT 66K SPEAKER

on BLUE

UNITS.

''List 15/-.

tQJOBURN RADIO Offer Following
-

Stock

iii
Bankrupt

DmAR Midget Condensers, new type, boxed, 0.0005

1-

fully screened, with tritnuiers, 2 -gang 6/6, 6 -gang
9/9; Arcuate drives'', withIamp'helder and escutcheon,

4/,

RESISTANCES.-Bargain parcels of 13 wire wound
resistances, 1/ watt, made by Truwind, accurate
to 1%, values 100 ohms to 100,000 ; 3/9:
2 mfd., 1,000v. test, bakelite, 1/3 ; Wego,
750v. test. 1 mfd. 1/-, 2 mfd. 1/3, 4 mfd. 2/3;
FORMO
tubulars, 0.01, 0.02, 0,1, 6d. ; 0.001, 4d. ; Polymet
0.0001 tags, 1/- half dozen ; Telsen Tag condensers,
boxed, 0.002, 0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0003, 4d.; chassis valve
holders, 4-5 pin, 1/3 half dozen ; toggles, M. ; Edison
condensers, 0,005, 0.006, 3d. ; British Radiophone
curved drives, with' scutcheon and light, 3/9 ; Columbia L.F. transformers, 3-1 and 5-1, 2/9 ; Class B

drivers and chokes, 8/6 pair; with B.V.A. valve and

7 -pin holder, 17/- ; Eston iron cored coils, 2/6 ;
Popular iron cored canned coils, 2/6; J.B. condensers,

0.0005, with drive and escutcheon, and light, 3/6;

3 -gang condensers, 0.0005, with trimmers, 6/8.
WESTERN Electric Microphones, very sensitive,
2/3; microphone transformers for above,
ratio 85-1, 2/3 ; Marconi microphone transformers,

ratio 100-1, 3/6;

H.F. chokes, snap type, 10d.;

binocular chokes, 1/2; S.W.H.F. chokes, 10d. ;
Wego interference eliminators, few only, 3/6 ; Westinghouse H.T.9, 8/11.
W.R.C. Eliminators, 150v. 30 m.a., 3 positive H.T.
tappings, all guaranteed 12 months ; D.C.
model, 0/6 ; A.C. model, 21/. ; A.C. model with
trickle charger (.2v., 4v., or 6v. 5 amp.), 32/6 (carriage
1/- extra on all).
TRADE List Now Ready, kindly enclose trade head-

ing and stamp.
WOBURN RADIO Co., 9, Sandland St., Bedford
Row, W.C.1. Holborn 7289.
THE following unused Set Manufacturers' Surplus;

D.C. EL/ IMINATOR KITS, with full instruc66
5/11 UTILITY TWIN -GANG Condensers, with S.M.

all goods guaranteed perfect ; immediate delivery.
CNOLVERDYNES (Ferrocart) 7/6 : Dubilier or Erie

5/.

SAMPLE BARGAIN SUNDRIES PARCEL
Guaranteed value, 15/--20/4/11 A.V.C.UNITS (list 10/-), with full instruction,

Marconi K19 pick-ups, 22/6. Radiophone IF trans-

H.T. 9 MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

HT8 or HIV with 4v -4a LT winding, 7/6.
MAINS transformers, 350-0-350v., 60 ma., 4-4a,
4v -2a, 12/6.
Eliminators, outputs, 150v.
25ma., S.G. and detector. A.C. type with Westing-

tions and sundries.

Sealed.

disc drive (list 12/6).

for any battery receiver.

4/11

8,

boxed

3 / 11 WESTINGHOUSE

amp., 4 -volt, 6 -volt.

L. T.

RECTIFIERS,

3in BRITISH RADIOPHONE SUPERHET COILS
Complete set with diagrams, comprising 2 I.F. Oscillator, 2 B. Pass, 16/6.
va WESTERN ELECTRIC MIKES (list 21/-),
"."
a real quality microphone.
'1"

all types.

312 FAST-

AND SLOW-MOTION

air -spaced

resistors, 1 watt type, 7d., 2 watt type, 1/2,

formers, 110KC or 117.5KC, 6/6.
WESTINGHOUSE rectifiers, HTS, 9/6, HT9, HT10,
LT4, LT5, 11/-. Regentone transformers for

house rectifier, 25/-. D.C. type, 12/6.
phone motors, 100-250 v. A.C., 34/-.

Collaro gramo-

DUBILIER dry electrolytic condensers, 8mf. or
4mf. 500v. working, 50v. 50 mf. 3/6.

ROTOROHM volume controls, with switch, 2/6.
BTH pick-up tone arms, 3/-.

211 1 BRITISH RADIOPHONE VOLUME CON-

A LL types of brand new American valves in stock,
PA first-class makes, guaranteed. 247, 235, 551,

2 ill 1 COLUMBIA L.F. TRANSFORMER,

58, 24, 44, 36, 43, 12/-.

'1."

/

variable condensers.

TROLS, 10, 50 1(10,000 ohms.

3 :

I,

:
va 5 IRON
-CORED DUAL -RANGE COILS, with
I

11

(list 10/6).

diagrams.

2/6 AMPLION SU P ER CON E -UN ITS. (Worth 7/6).

SQUARE PEAK DUAL -RANGE
IfQ VARLEY
COILS (list 15/-), boxed with full diagrams.
1,11 L.F. CHOKES, 20 hen., 30 hen. Worth 5/6.
/11" SCREENED DUAL -RANGE COILS with
6 -terminal base.

100: I.

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS.
1,11 Worth treble.

SHORT-WAVE COILS.

1 /10.'EADRADIO
6-terminalbase (list 6/6).

1,2 tsADlFFEREaI (list'4001i
81/ Id..00015
1/2 TELSEN kA -ELECTRIC

,

Variable

Conde

rs3.005
11d BROWNIE
DUAL -RANGE COILS, with
reaction. Helsby 2-mfd. condensers, 11d.
9.1. S. -WAVE H.F. CHOKES. Med. and long waves
Glaate, 3d. 10 -ft. roll.
MICROPHONE BUTTONS,
10d.

7d.

6d.
4d.
4d.

very

worth 3/-.V. holders, 4, 5 pin, 3d. ;

ERIE I-ATT RESISTANCES.

sensitive,
7

All

in, 6d.
sizes,

100 ohms to 500,000 ohms. 5/- doz.
1 -WATT RESISTANCES, all sizes, 250-100,000
ohms, 1-5 megs , 2 watt, 9d.
SPECIAL OFFER, SPAGHETTI RESISTANCES. All sizes, 1,000-70,000 ohms. Or 3/doz.

3d.
3d.

each. FIXED CONDENSERS; .0301 to .0005,
.001 to .006: .1, .2, 6d.

ONLY, POST FREE-Enclose 3d. stamps
to -day for your October number of THE
RADIO GOLD -MINE.' By far the most comprehensive lists of up-to-date surplus goods (Kits;
components and accessories) yet produced, with a
general price level lower than ever before. Avoid
Send (enclosing 3d. Stamos) to -day. Shop
sales only, 24, Aldersgate St., E.C.1. Telephone all
delay.

depts. ; NATional 7473.

LONDON EAST CENTRAL TRADING COMPANY
(Dept M. 130), 23, Bartholomew Close, London,

(Telephone NATional 7473.) Prompt delivery.
Cash or C.O.D. Secure your Copy of the Oct. ' Radio
Gold -Hine' to -day.

THE 'GOLD -MINE' STORES

"RADIO MARKET OF THE WORLD."

89, 18, 19, 46, 50, 6A7, 15, 42, 41, 38, 39, 78, 75, 57,

UX245,

11%226,

UX171A, UX199, -3X280,,
UY227, 8/-.
UX260, UX281,

UX210, 18/BTH-RK speakers, 6v. field, suitable for P.A. work,
27/6. A.C. type with field rectifier, £2,716.
rai

MA.GNAVOX speakers, complete with hum -bucking
eons, output transformers, etc., 152 (gin. cone),

154 (7in. cone), 15/9. Rola F6 (7in. cone),
17/6, with all 2,500 or 6,500 ohm fields. Magnavox
PM254, 18/-.
Magnavox, PM252 (91n. cone), 22/6.
Carriage paid, cash with order or C.O.D.
WARD, 2nd floor, 45, Farringdon Street, London,
E.C.4. Telephone : Holborn, 9703.
MUSICAL ? Why not play the Saxophone, Guitar
or Accordeon ? First-class performances are
easy with Hessy's fine -toned instruments, as used by
22/6.

star professionals.

Write for lists to Hessy's Ltd.,

(P.W.) 18-20, Manchester St., Liverpool.
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bandpass

3 -gang

coils

RADIOMART.-Utility super quality 3 -gang air -

spaced ballbearing fully screened with trimmers.'

List price, 24/-; straight or superhet, 6/6.
RADIOMART.-Utility 2 -gangs' as above, 5/10.
Utility dials to suit either, 2/-.
RADIOMART.-Utility single .01005 or .0003 with

full size disc drive walnut knob, escutcheon, 2/-.

RADIOMART.-Igranic smoothing chokes 20 hy.

100 ma. 260 ohms, heavy stalloy core, 2/9.
RADIOMART.-Edgewise visual tuning meter fma.,
illuminated 2fin. x fin. only ; similar ROD, 5/9.
RA DIOMART.-Radiophone

logarithmic 'retentiometers 10,000 ohms wirewound, with mains

switch

no switch, 2/-.

ADIO*ART.-Clarion

10/6,

full vision dials,

wavelength scales moving spotlight, complete

beautiful oxydised escutcheon, 2/9.
RADIOMART.-Screened ironcored dual range coils
with reaction, circuit, 2/11. Igranic short-wave
ditto, 3/3.

D ADIOMART.-Igraoic Parvo 31-1. List 8/6, 2/11.

Philco Class ' B " driver, 2/9. Voltra, 8/6 ;
L.F., 2/-. Ericsson, 15/-, L.F. 1/6.
RADIOMART.-Erie 1 -watt colourcoded resistances
all values 8d. Truwind wirewound colour coded 2/- dozen our assortment only.
A.DIOMART.-Cadmium 5 -valve chassis, 1/6.
Grey cellulose 4 -valve, 9(1. Postage 6d. extra.
RADIOMART.-Magnum Radiogram dissolvers, 2/9.
Hellesen wet 8mfd. electrolytics 435v., 2/9.
RDIOMART.-Metvick H.F. chokes, 9d. Lewcos
screened anode leads, 3d. Belling Lee plain
terminals 1/. dozen.
RADIOMART.-Telsen differentials boxed complete
knob, 0.0001, 0.00015, 1/-; 0.0003, 0.00035, 1/3.
ADIOMART.-Telsen wirewound potentiometers,

R

D

10,000, 50,000, 1/6 ; Magnum 25,000, 1/6.

RADIOMART.-Non-inductive tubulars wire -ended,
1,500v. 0.1mfd., 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 6d. Philips
ditto: 0.0001, 0.001, 2d. 0.25, 0.5, 9d.; TCC. 0.25,1/,
RADIOMART.-Metvick transformer kit, laminations clamps sectional bobbin, terminals,
complete, 3/6.

RADIOMA_RT.-Erie,
meters, 1/6 ;

100,000,

250,000 potentio-

400 ohm potentiometers, 6d.
D ADIOMART.-Utility
1934 mica variables, 0.0005,

10d.; 0.0003, 8d.; 0.0002,0.0001, 6d.; 0.0003,
differentials, 1/6.
RADIOMART.-Brand new condensers eminent
maker 4 nail. 500v. working, 3/6 ; 350v. working,
2/9.

ADIOMART.-Lewcos and Varley spaghettis
500, 600, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 3,000, 5,000, 30,000,
40,000, 75,000, 41d., 3/6 doz.
RADIOMART.-Boxed Lissen 12/6 heavy duty
chokes 25hy. 70ma., 32hy., 40m., either 4/6.

IN

D ADIOMART.--Epoch moving coil speech trans JA formers 10-1, 121-1, 18-1, 26-1, any ratio, 2/3.
RADIOMART.-Cossor 3 -valve and rectifier all electric kit, Model 347, includes valves, cabinet,
M.C. speaker, unopened. List £8/19/0, for £4/19/6.
ADIOMART.-Fox Industrial 6 -valve chassis
A.C. mains complete less speaker and valves,
£2/17/6. Ditto 5-v. D.C. stuns price.
RADIOMART.-McMurdo Silver " Masterpiece"
all -wave superhet with giant speaker -17 watts
undistorted; one only.
List *50 guineas. New

D

£32/10/0.

D ADIOMART.-(Principal G5NI),

specialise

in

short-wave quality components.; common-sense

prices.

Frequentite valve -holders,
anode connectors, screened, 1/-.

H.F.
6d. ;

chokes,

9d.

Frequentite

RADIOMART.-Microvariables 15, 40, 100mfd., 1/3.
Super all -brass 0.0001 short-wave pigtail, 1/9.

ADIOMART.-Igranic jacks with plug, 1/;; jacks
only, 3d.

Lewcos 6 -way cable 4d. foot.
D ADIOMART.-Pye
loloss
short-wave valve! holders 4 -pin baseboard, 4d. Eddystone I.F.'

transformers, 2/-.
RADIOMART.-Western Electric 21/- microphones,
2/9 ; transformer, 2/6.
Beehive standoff insulators, 8d.

D ADIOMART.-Milliammeters, ammeters, flush,
Super ditto, 22in. Read

IN
84
79
8565

Radio & Electrical Wholesale Supply ..
..
..
Rothermel, R. A., Ltd.
Siemens Electric Lamps & Supplies, Ltd.
Sif am Electrical Instrument Co. ..
..
Stratton & Co., Ltd.
..
362 Radio Valve Co., 'Ltd.

ADIOMART.--Lissen

screened and switched on aluminium base with
book and circuits, unbroken boxes. Listed 26/-, for 7/6.
Ditto 2 -gang for SC13 : Listed 17/6, for 5/11.
LA,

D ADIOMART-Short-wave

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX

Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Page
Clarke H., and Co.
Co vern, Ltd.
Cossor, A. C., it'd.
Exide .
..
Ferranti, 'Ltd.

BIRMINGHAM RADIOMART
anndtinces purchase first quality radio components all guaranteed
new and perfect 1934 goods.

62
81

69
80
79
61

nickel 2fin., 5/9.
A.C. or D.C., all ranges.

RADIOMART.-List contains hundreds similar
bargains, all guaranteed new and perfect in every
No Stunts,
respect. Owing to cost stamp essential.
No Disappointments, No Junk.

RADIOMART.-Orders over 6/- post free.-THE
SQUARE DEALERS, 9, JOHN BRIGHT
STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON

This coupon is available until October 27,
1931, and must be attached to all letters containing queries.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 20/10/34.

October 20th, 1934

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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"C"

TYPE

L.T. BATTERIES

,.

Specially built for

HEAVY DUTY

'

A FEW SIZES
In glass containers
CZG 2, 2 volt, 20 a.h. - - 8'6
i1/6
CZG 4, 2 volt, 4o a.h. 14/6
CZG 6, 2 volt, 6o a.h. -

In celluloid containers
- - 9/ - - 131 - 17/CZ 6, 2 volt, 6o a.h. -

CZ 2, 2 volt, 20 a.h.
CZ 4, 2 volt, 4o a.h.

* These prices do not apply

to the

Irish Free State

If your set draws heavily from the low tension
battery choose Exide " C " Type.

This is

designed for such sets and supplies the heavy
demand easily. Into it are built Exide Long
Life

Plates, famous for

their

strength

and

For wireless H.T. get

wood separators preserve
the plates and prevent shorting. Available in

stamina.

Treated

strong leak -proof celluloid or glass containers.
For sets that need much current you can always rely

on the Exide C' Type Battery.

the Exide dry battery

"Still keep going when the rest have stopped"
From Exide Service Stations or any reputable dealer.
Exide Batteries, Exide Works, Clifton Junction, near Manchester.

Exide Service Stations give service on every make of battery

Branches: London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.
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